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Preface 
The story that leads to this thesis began back in May 1996, when Kees Middelburg 
visited Kiev with lectures on process algebra and SDL semantics, and invited me to 
work on these subjects at UNU /IIST in Macau. There I learned that formal methods, 
specification and verification of software, were not just theory, but were actually used 
in reality. In particular, SDL provided a higher-level methodology for developing 
concurrent systems and communication protocols, and process algebra was a formal 
framework to manipulate with descriptions of such systems in a simple way, similar 
to transforming polynomial or trigonometric expressions. The meaning of process 
algebra expressions was defined on the level of graphs that represent behaviors on a 
lowest possible level of abstraction. 
The result of that project ( cf. [17]) was a semantics of SDL in process algebra, 
which helped to understand SDL specifications and made a formal analysis foresee-
able. It became apparent that data influence the behavioral aspects of a system, so 
an extension of process algebra with a symbolic treatment of data would be a better 
semantic domain. A natural candidate was µCRL, a language based on process alge-
bra and abstract data types, which had just been extended with an explicit treatment 
of time (cf. [47]). 
A procedure to generate the symbolic representations of behavior graphs for µCRL 
expressions was still needed. Filling this gap was a goal when I came to the group 
of Jan Friso Groote at CWI in September 1998, and it became the research topic 
presented in this thesis. 
During my work at CWI I participated in EU Project DR-TESY, in which ways to 
couple µCRL with other formal techniques like statecharts and an SDL-like formalism 
were investigated (cf. [11]). In another project, initiated by Royal Dutch Navy, a 
combination of µCRL and B was studied (cf. [40]). Both of these projects had to 
do with using µCRL for the analysis of higher-level specification formalisms. I also 
worked on a specification of the HAVi leader election protocol in both µCRL and 
Spin, and on a translation method from µCRL to Spin ( cf. [97]), which shows some 
peculiar differences between algebraic and imperative concurrency. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this thesis we address the issue of linearization of recursive specifications in the 
specification language µCRL (micro Common Representation Language, [53, 47]) and 
in timed µCRL [47, 55]- an extension of the language to deal with time. 
1.1 The Language µCRL 
The language µCRL has been developed under the assumption that an extensive 
and mathematically precise study of the basic constructs of specification languages 
is fundamental to an analytical approach of much richer (and more complicated) 
specification languages such as SDL [104], LOTOS [66], PSF [73, 74] and CRL [92]. 
Moreover, it is assumed that µCRL and its proof theory provide a solid basis for the 
design and construction of tools for analysis and manipulation of distributed systems. 
The major design objectives (as stated in [47]) for µCRL were that: 
• µCRL had to be so expressive that 'real life systems', generally consisting of a 
set of interacting programs, could be described; 
• µCRL had to be so simple and clear that it was suitable as a basis for mathe-
matical analysis; and 
• the definition of µCRL had to be sufficiently precise to allow for the independent 
construction of computer tools for µCRL, capable of assisting in the actual 
development of systems. 
µCRL was successfully applied in the analysis of a wide range of protocols and 
distributed systems. The number of case studies performed in the language show 
that these design objectives were met. A large number of case studies is mentioned 
in [4 7]. Recently µCRL was used to support the optimized redesign of the Transactions 
Capabilities Procedures in the SS No. 7 protocol stack for telephone exchanges [5], 
to detect a number of mistakes in an industrial protocol over the CAN bus for lifting 
trucks [51] and in the Needham-Schroeder public-key protocol [80], and to analyze 
the coordination languages SPLICE [37, 64] and JavaSpaces [85]. 
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The language µCRL offers a uniform framework for the specification of data and 
processes. Data are specified by equational specifications ( cf. [14, 68]): one can declare 
sorts and functions working upon these sorts, and describe the meaning of these 
functions by equational axioms. Processes are described in process algebraic style, 
where the particular process syntax stems from ACP [15, 10, 39], extended with 
data-parametric ingredients: there are constructs for conditional composition, and 
for data-parametric choice and communication. As is common in process algebra, 
infinite processes are specified by means of (finite systems of) recursive equations. 
In µCRL such equations can also be data-parametric. As an example, for action a 
and adopting standard semantics for µCRL, each solution for the equation X = a · X 
specifies (or "identifies") the process that can only repeatedly execute a , and so does 
Y(l 7) where Y(n) is defined by the data-parametric equation Y(n) = a· Y(n + 1) with 
n E Nat. 
Similar to many process theories, including the value passing theories based on 
CCS (cf. [65]), the standard semantics of µCRL (cf. [53]) is based on Labeled Tran-
sition Systems (LTS), defined using Structured Operational Semantics (SOS) rules 
(cf. [2]). Labeled Transition Systems are directed graphs with the arcs labeled by ac-
tions. Many equivalence relations have been defined for LTSs (cf. [45, 44]), which gives 
a possibility to analyze whether two specifications in µCRL are equivalent. Model 
checking techniques ( cf. [29, 71, 93]) have also been developed for LTSs, especially for 
the finite ones, which gives a possibility to prove properties of µCRL specifications. 
Many imperative concurrent languages have an LTS semantics (cf [63]) as well. 
For most real-life examples, however, the underlying LTSs are extremely large or 
infinite. This brings the need for a symbolic representation, from which the LTSs could 
be generated in a relatively simple way. Despite the fact that symbolic techniques 
have been developed for analyzing LTSs ( cf. [65, 25]), there is no commonly used 
format for defining an LTS in a symbolic, syntactic way. 
In the setting of µCRL such a representation is called a Linear Process Equation 
(LPE). This is a restricted form of a µCRL equation, which is similar to a right-linear 
or GNF grammar used in language theory. Having a system description in the LPE 
format means that there is a constructive way of exploring its behavior by generating 
the LTS, or by applying symbolic analysis techniques. 
1.2 Linear Process Equations 
Linear Process Equations are an interesting subclass of systems of recursive equations, 
which contain only one linear equation, as defined on the next page. Here, linearity 
refers both to the form of recursion allowed, and to a restriction on the process 
operations allowed. The above examples X = a · X and Y(n) =a· Y (n + 1) are both 
LPEs. The restriction to LPE format still yields an expressive setting (for example, 
it is not hard to show that each computable process over a finite set of actions can be 
simply defined using an LPE containing only computable functions over the natural 
numbers, cf. [87]). Moreover, in the design and construction of tools for µCRL, LPEs 
establish a basic and convenient format, that can be seen as a symbolic representation 
of LTSs. This applies, for example, to tools for the generation of transition systems, 
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or tools for optimization, deadlock checking, or simulation [21], all of which are based 
on term rewriting. However, the real potential of the LPE format is in symbolic 
techniques that enable the analysis of large or even infinite systems. Some of these 
are based on an equational theorem prover [83], invariants [20], the "cones and foci" 
method [57], or confluence reduction [22]. 
The LPE format stems from [20], in which the notion of a process operator is dis-
tinguished, and a proof technique for dealing with convergent LPEs is defined. There 
is a strong resemblance between LPEs and specifications in UNITY [27, 24], I/O au-
tomata [70], and a special case of recursive applicative program schemes [31, 32]. The 
restriction to linear systems has a long tradition in process algebra. For instance, 
restricting to so-called linear specifications, i.e., linear systems that in some distin-
guished model have a unique solution per variable, various completeness results were 
proved in a simple fashion (cf. [77, 16]). However, without data-parametric constructs 
for process specification, the expressiveness is limited: only regular processes can be 
defined (cf. [39, page 40]). 
A Linear Process Equation has the following form 1 : 
X(d:D) = L L ai(fi(d, ei)) · X(gi(d, ei)) <l ci(d, ei) C> 8 
iEI e; :E, 
+ L L a1(!J(d, e1)) <J c1(d, e1) C> 8 
jEJ e1 :E1 
where I and J are disjoint finite sets of indexes. Normally we are interested in a 
solution of the LPE in a particular initial state to. The equation is explained as 
follows. The process X being in a state d can, for any ei that satisfy the condition 
ci ( d, ei) , perform an action ai parameterized by Ji ( d, ei), and then proceed to the state 
gi(d,ei)· Moreover, it can, for any e1 that satisfy the condition c1(d,e1), perform an 
action a1 parameterized by fj(d, e1), and then terminate successfully. 
Several symbolic techniques have been developed for LPEs. In [20] invariants have 
been defined for LPEs. An invariant is a boolean formula I : D --> Boal such that 
it holds in the initial state (J(to) R:! t) and if it holds in a state d and for some ei 
the condition ci(d, ei) is satisfied, then it also holds in the state gi(d, ei)· It is shown 
in [20] that in all models where all convergent LPEs have unique solutions, adding an 
invariant to a condition gives us an equivalent LPE. As this can make conditions more 
often equal to "false", the underlying LTS of the LPE can be significantly reduced. 
Another possibility for LPE optimization is parameter space reduction. Some of 
the LPE parameters may not matter at all for the process behavior, or they may not 
change when the process goes from state to state. In some cases it is required to find 
an invariant or to split a compound parameter into a number of simpler ones in order 
to find the "dummy" parameters. Some of such parameter elimination techniques 
are described in [48]. In general, these optimizations are special cases of applying 
abstract interpretation ( cf. [33, 35]) to the state space of the LPE. 
In [22] the confluence for µCRL processes, defined in [56], is used to optimize 
LPEs in terms of the size of the underlying LTS. Intuitively, the different orders of 
executing ("silent") actions in distinct concurrent components usually end up in the 
1 For the precise definition, with vectors of parameters, we refer to Section 4.1.1. 
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same state. With the help of invariants, a number of transitions are identified as 
confluent and are removed from the LPE. This method is similar to partial order 
reduction methods [82]. 
A symbolic method for proving branching bisimilarity [44] of LPEs, called the 
cones and foci method, has been proposed in [57] and later extended to the timed 
µCRL setting in [103]. This method reduces the above problem to finding invariants 
and proving a number of first-order formulas about the data used in the state vector 
of the LPE. 
Finally, in [50] a variant of modal µ-calculus for expressing properties of LPEs is 
presented. A symbolic model checker for this calculus is currently under development. 
The approach taken there is to symbolically reduce both the temporal formula and 
the LPE in a way that preserves the validity of the formula. 
In case the symbolic techniques are not of help, analysis of LPEs can be done 
by explicitly exploring the entire reachable state space. This process leads to the 
generation of an explicit LTS and is described in [36]. So far, most of the successful 
case studies performed with the µCRL Toolset used explicit LTS analysis. Many tools 
for the analysis of distributed systems and communication protocols, like Spin [63] and 
CADP [38], are mainly using this explicit analysis method. In Spin this is possibly due 
to the fact that transforming imperative specifications is harder than the transforming 
algebraic specifications (for instance, term rewriting can be applied for the latter). 
Most of the LPE verification techniques mentioned in this section (and many oth-
ers) have been implemented in the µCRL Toolset [102]. Before these techniques can 
be applied, the µCRL specification under scrutiny has to be transformed to a "condi-
tionally equivalent" LPE. Such a transformation procedure we call linearization. This 
is the topic of this thesis. 
1.3 Linearization Problem 
The language µCRL is considered to be a specification language because it contains in-
gredients that facilitate in a straightforward, natural way the modeling of distributed, 
communicating processes. In particular, it contains constructs for parallelism, encap-
sulation and abstraction. On the other hand, as mentioned above, LPEs constitute a 
basic fragment of µCRL in terms of expressiveness and tool support. This explains 
our interest in transforming any system of µCRL equations into an equivalent LPE, 
i.e., our interest to linearize µCRL process definitions. 
In this thesis we present three linearization procedures. 
• The first one ( cf. Chapter 4) deals with a subset of µCRL called parallel pCRL 2 . 
In [20], pCRL (pico CRL) was defined as a fragment of µCRL. Essentially, 
pCRL restricts µCRL to the basic operations of process algebra, with data 
parametric choice, sequential composition and conditionals. Typically, in an 
LPE only pCRL syntax occurs. Parallel pCRL is an extension of pCRL in which 
a restricted use of more involved operations, such as II (parallel composition), is 
allowed. For example, in parallel pCRL the II may not occur within the scope 
2 A very similar linearization procedure (for parallel pCRL) is currently implemented in the µCRL 
Toolset. 
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of recursion. Very often distributed processes have a straightforward definition 
in parallel pCRL. 
• The second procedure ( cf. Chapter 5) extends the first one to the settings of full 
µCRL. The adaptation is rather straightforward, except for the last step, where 
a special data type is needed to model combinations of parallel and sequential 
compositions of processes. 
• The third procedure (cf. Chapter 6) is an extension to the timed µCRL setting, 
where the equational theory of timed µCRL ( cf. [55]) is extended and heavily 
exploited. The main complication of this case is in preserving well-timedness of 
the specification. In this setting the result of the linearization is called Timed 
LPE (TLPE), which could be "approximated" by untimed LPEs, so that the 
existing untimed tools can be applied to analyze timed systems. 
We define the linearization algorithms on an abstract level, but in a very detailed 
manner. We do not concern ourselves with the question if and in what way systems of 
recursive equations define processes as their unique solutions (per variable). Instead, 
we argue that the transformation is correct in a more general sense: we show that 
linearization "preserves all solutions". This means that if a particular µCRL system 
of recursive equations defines a series of solutions for its variables in some model, 
then the LPE resulting from linearization has (at least) the same solutions for the 
associated process terms. Consequently, if the resulting LPE is such that one can infer 
that these solutions are unique in some particular (process) model, and the initial 
LPE has a solution in this model, then both systems define the same processes in 
that model. In our algorithms, most transformation steps satisfy a stronger property: 
the set of solutions is the same before and after the transformation. The presented 
linearization algorithms are developed with two additional goals in mind. We try to 
keep them optimal in terms of the size of generated LPE, briefly mentioning additional 
optimizations that could be applied. We also try to preserve the structure and the 
names of the initial specification as much as possible. 
1.4 Equivalence of Systems of Equations 
In process algebra, infinite behavior is usually specified by means of recursive equa-
tions. 3 We have already mentioned the simple example X = a · X, modeling a process 
that repeatedly executes action a. It is often convenient to consider a system of in-
terdependent recursive equations. For instance, a communication protocol can be 
specified such that each of its parallel components (sender, receiver, etc.) is modeled 
by one or more equations. In the following we use the terminology 'system of recursive 
equations' to denote a set of one or more equations in the sense sketched above. 
Although the specification of processes by means of systems of recursive equations 
serves its purpose well, a proof theory for this type of specification is not entirely 
trivial, and is equipped with various particular ingredients. For instance, we often 
3 An alternative method of specification is the use of recursive operations, such as the Kleene 
star [13], or the use of fixpoint operators [78] . 
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want to assert that such a system represents a particular process in some intended 
model as the unique solution for one of its variables. As an example, the recursive 
equation X = X has (in any model) any process as its solution, and the equation 
X = X +a (where + models choice) has many solutions (in many models), whereas 
X = a·X has no solution in models that represent only finite processes. In the case that 
a system of recursive equations has a unique solution (per variable) in some intended 
model, we say that this system is a recursive specification: some intended process 
is specified by means of recursive equations. Often, establishing the uniqueness of 
solutions is intertwined with verification purposes. If one can show that each solution 
for some distinguished variable in a system of recursive equations is also a solution for a 
smaller and simpler system (or vice versa), and both systems have unique solutions per 
variable, then both systems specify the same process, one focusing on 'implementation 
details', and the other abstracting from these and focusing on the external behavior of 
the whole system. Comparing solutions of systems of recursive equations often plays 
a major role in process verification. 
In Chapter 3 of this thesis we introduce an equivalence on recursively specified 
processes that is based on the preservation of solutions. This equivalence results from 
the theory of equivalences for regular systems of equations and applicative program 
schemes (cf. [31, 32]). Systems of (recursive) equations are considered with respect to 
their full sets of solutions in all models. As noted in [12], considering such a notion of 
equivalence avoids certain drawbacks of other methods used in process algebras, such 
as the restriction of process domains to ordered ones and considering only the least 
solution of a recursive system; or the restriction to systems that are guarded, and 
considering only the domains where all such systems have unique solutions (see [10]). 
In many cases, especially when data parameters are involved, such restrictions can 
be difficult to handle. For instance, it is not possible to justify transformations of 
recursive systems in value passing process algebras like µCRL using the method of 
restricting to syntactically guarded systems. For many models of processes (resem-
bling different equivalences, see e.g. [44, 45]) guardedness becomes a more involved 
notion. Therefore it is useful to consider a model-independent equivalence of recursive 
systems in process algebra, and to use model specific equivalences only in cases where 
the former one is not sufficiently strong. 
Typical for our approach is that we separate the question of unique solutions from 
the question how solutions of systems of recursive equations can be compared. This 
splitting of notions is worthwhile: properties of solutions are interesting for verification 
purposes, whereas comparison of systems of recursive equations is a fundamental 
notion that in itself can be applied in a model-independent way, only adhering to the 
axioms of process algebra. 
1.5 Related Work 
In context-free language theory, languages are considered as generated by a grammar. 
In fact a language is a set of strings in a certain finite terminal alphabet and a context-
free grammar is a set of production rules transforming a non-terminal symbol into a 
string of terminal and non-terminal symbols. Starting from a singled-out non-terminal 
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A, the language generated by a grammar is the set of strings of terminal symbols that 
are generated from A. Grammar transformations are traditionally used in parsing and 
compiler construction. A context-free grammar is in Greibach Normal Form (GNF), 
after Sheila Greibach [46], if its production rules are of the form B ---+ aa, where B 
is a non-terminal symbol, a is a terminal symbol, and a: is a string of zero or more 
non-terminal symbols. Every context-free language, not containing the empty string, 
can be generated by a grammar in GNF. The class of equations that have a GNF 
like representation is smaller if we consider them in the setting of process algebra. 
This class is restricted to conditionally guarded systems. For the precise definition of 
guardedness see Section 3.6. 
In various process algebras, normal forms for closed terms were studied because 
of their use in proving completeness of the axiomatizations. These normal forms 
have a linear structure but without recursive calls, so that only finite terms can be 
constructed. For BPA and ACP, normal forms for closed terms can be found in [10], 
and the transformation of any closed term to normal form can be performed by term 
rewriting [6]. For timed µCRL, the transformation to normal forms can be found 
in [55]. In Sections 5.1.3 and 6.2.4 we use the functions like simpl which perform a 
kind of normal form transformation for terms. 
Transformation procedures for systems of guarded Basic Process Algebra (BPA) 
equations to Greibach Normal Forms were outlined in [8] and presented in [72] 
and [62]. A transformation procedure for systems of guarded Basic Parallel Processes 
(BPP) equations to a similar kind of normal form was presented in [28, Appendix A]. 
To the best of our knowledge, a first description of a transformation of (non-parallel) 
pCRL into an LPE like format was given in [18]. In (23], a linearization procedure 
was sketched for a fragment of µCRL , which is similar to parallel pCRL, by means of 
an informal explanation and examples. 
As has already been mentioned, many of the verification tools for concurrent sys-
tems, especially those based on imperative languages (for instance Spin [63]), make 
little use of program transformation techniques. They perform exhaustive exploration 
of all possible executions starting from the initial specification immediately. The 
CADP [38] toolset comes closest to the use of LPEs as an intermediate process repre-
sentation. The CADP toolset is meant for analysis of specifications in LOTOS [66], 
which is a language based on a CCS-like process calculus and algebraic specifications 
of data types. In CADP a translation (cf. [42, 43, 41]) of a part of LOTOS similar to 
parallel pCRL to extended Petri Nets is used. Then, after some optimizations, an LTS 
is generated for further analysis. It is hard to compare this Petri-Nets based format 
with LPEs as the internal representation format of CADP is not publicly known. 
The implications and equivalences of regular systems of recursive equations and 
recursive program schemes w.r.t. their full sets of solutions were studied extensively 
by Courcelle in [31, 32] and Benson and Guessarian in [12]. The definitions in these 
papers have a lot in common with our approach, but they could not be directly 
applied to the µCRL setting, due to the presence of binders, many-sortedness and 
other extensions to classical algebras used in µCRL. 
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1.6 Future Work 
Most parts of the transformation procedures are proved to be correct. The correctness 
proofs of the final LPE definitions in Section 5.2 are sketched. The complexity of the 
data type manipulations is such that a mechanized proof checker is needed. As a 
consequence, the correctness of the final timed LPE definition in Section 6.3 has not 
been proved and, therefore, Theorem 6.3.1 is stated as a Conjecture. 
The linearization algorithms presented in this thesis cover a large class of speci-
fications in µCRL and timed µCRL. A class of conditionally guarded systems (Sec-
tion 3.6) that can be transformed to a completely guarded form are not covered by the 
algorithms. For example, then-parallel processes (cf. [60]) are conditionally guarded, 
but to make them syntactically guarded one needs to use properties of natural num-
bers. In general, it is undecidable whether a system of equations is conditionally 
guarded. Identifying decidable subsets of conditionally guarded systems could widen 
the "automatic" applicability of the linearization procedures. 
A related problem is checking whether a certain equation in the system is reach-
able. Again, conditional reachability can be undecidable for certain data types, and 
identifying subsets of systems where reachability is decidable can help in reducing the 
sizes of LPEs obtained as a result of linearization. 
Speaking about other ways to optimize the output of the linearization procedure, 
we describe the regular linearization procedure. By regular linearization we mean 
the linearization process that does not deploy infinite data types to encode process 
behavior. Regular linearization procedures can take the equations we have before the 
introduction of an infinite data type (the stack in Section 4.4 and LM in Section 5.2) 
and try to achieve the LPE form without this data type introduction. This is not 
always possible: for instance X = a · X · X +a cannot be linearized without introducing 
an infinite data type, even if we restrict to the bisimulation model. This follows from 
the fact that X represents an infinite graph in the bisimulation model (cf. [72]), but 
an LPE without infinite data types can only represent a finite graph in that model 
(cf. [39, page 40]). One of the possibilities for regular linearization is based on [72], 
and applies to the situation where regularity follows from the absence of termination 
in recursion, like in X = a · X · X. Restricting to standard process semantics for µCRL, 
an LPE that specifies the same behavior is X = a · X. However, this optimization 
is model dependent, as there are models in which the two equations have different 
sets of solutions. For some other cases, also dealt with in [72] and used in the µCRL 
Toolset, these optimizations can be justified on a general level using the equivalence 
of systems of process equations. For example, the system G1 = {X = a · Y · X, Y = b} 
can be transformed into G2 = {X = a · Z, Z = b · X}, and we can prove that in 
every model the sets of solutions for X in both systems are equal, thus showing that 
this transformation is sound in every model. More on regular linearization, as it is 
implemented in the µCRL Toolset, can be found in [102, Section II.6]. 
Although µCRL incorporates most of the features that exist in other process 
algebras, some of the practically important ones are missing. These are, for instance, 
priorities [30] and interrupts [10, Section 6.1], process creation operators [17, Section 
2.5], but one could also imagine probabilistic [4, 67], stochastic [61] and hybrid [34] 
extensions to µCRL. Mixing data and processes in a way that is done in the 7r-
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calculus [81] could lead to a higher-order µCRL. The linearization procedure could, 
quite likely, be extended to handle these features in a way that is done for the timed 
extension of µCRL in Chapter 6. 
For many of the above mentioned features, as well as for some of the already 
present ones in µCRL, a further development of the universal-algebraic theory of 
abstract data types is required. The process algebras BPA and ACP require just 
single-sorted equational logic to be axiomatically dealt with. A rather straightfor-
ward extension of ACP to µCRL requires a more sophisticated universal-algebraic 
underpinning. Below we present some of the possible extensions. 
• Conditional equational logic and equational Horn logic (cf [75, Section 5.3]). 
These logics allow to express finite implications and negations of equational 
identities. In standard definitions of µCRL and timed µCRL and in the lin-
earization procedures presented in this thesis, the axioms that require these 
extensions are not used, but a user may feel the need to specify such a data 
type. 
• Full many-sorted first-order logic with equality. It covers all of the extensions 
of equational logic, including induction principles and binders. Unfortunately 
there are not so many fully automatic provers for this logic; human interaction 
is often needed. 
• Partial (cf {lj) and non-deterministic data types. In many cases these data 
types are used informally (for instance pred(O) is not interpreted in the standard 
model of the natural numbers). For a treatment of such data types we refer 
to [100]. 
From a practical point of view, development of term rewriting [84] and theorem 
proving [83] techniques are important to efficiently handle the kind of data types that 
are used in µCRL specifications and added during linearization. To this end, a library 
of efficient basic data types for µCRL is important (cf. [59]). For the implementation 
of the linearization procedure some practical considerations, such as complexity anal-
ysis, relevance of optimizations like rewriting of data terms and reachability analysis 
after each step of the procedure, clustering of actions, etc., are still needed. An imple-
mentation of the linearization procedure of Chapter 5 using rewriting strategies [98] 
is currently under development (cf. [91]). 
1. 7 Structure of the Thesis 
The remainder of this thesis has the following structure. In Chapter 2 we present 
the definition of µCRL as an algebraic theory (for the language definition we refer 
to [53, 47]). In Chapter 3, which is an extended version of [86], systems of recursive 
equations in µCRL and a notion of equivalence on them is presented. Chapter 4, 
which is based on [54], contains the linearization procedure for parallel pCRL. In 
Chapter 5, based on [96, 95], the linearization procedure is extended to the full µCRL 
setting. Finally, Chapter 6, based on [89], deals with an extension of the linearization 
procedure to the setting of timed µCRL. 
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Appendix A contains detailed descriptions of the resulting LPEs that involve re-
naming operations of µCRL. Appendix B contains the axioms of timed µCRL and 
proofs of identities valid in timed µCRL that are needed to show the correctness of 
the linearization steps. Appendix C contains the full source code listing of the data 
type definitions used in Sections 5.2 and 6.3. 
Chapter 2 
Algebraic Theory of µCRL 
The language µCRL was introduced in [53] as a combination of "static" data types 
defined by means of algebraic specifications (cf. [14, 68]) , and processes defined by 
means of recursive equations in process algebra (cf. [10, 39]). In that paper the syntax 
and static semantics of the language is introduced and a decidable class of well-formed 
µCRL specifications is identified. Furthermore, an algebraic semantics of well-formed 
specifications in µCRL is presented there by identifying a class of algebras that serve 
as models for data definitions, and constructing a transition system specification for 
processes using Structured Operational Semantics (SOS) rules (cf. [2]). 
In [52] a proof theory based on an extension of the equational calculus with in-
duction and recursion principles for the models of µCRL is presented. The definition 
of summation over data domains (or choice quantification) in that paper was based 
on an axiomatization in first-order logic with equality. Bas Luttik [69] used gen-
eralized algebras of Rasiova and Sikorski [88] to axiomatize choice quantification. 
However, these algebras have no syntactic characterization, and the generalized equa-
tional calculus presented in [69] was proven sound only for pCRL. In [69] there is also 
a cylindric-algebraic axiomatization of choice quantification, but because it introduces 
a completely different notation and is worked out only for pCRL, we do not use it 
here. In [76] the binding algebras of Yong Sun [94] were used to investigate SOS rules 
for binders and to define a summation operator for real-time process algebras which 
is similar to choice quantification. In this thesis we use the latter approach for the 
formal treatment of choice quantification and parameterized process equations. 
In this chapter we present the algebraic theory of µCRL by defining the sorts of 
booleans and processes, by presenting their signatures and axioms. Furthermore we 
derive useful identities for these sorts that are used in the later chapters. In Chapter 6 
we extend this theory to timed µCRL by defining the sort of time and adapting the 
sort of processes. In Chapter 3 we consider systems of equations and parameterized 
equations for processes and investigate the use of the above mentioned calculi to 
syntactically characterize preservation of solutions of these systems of equations. 
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2.1 Syntax and Axioms of µCRL 
As already mentioned, µCRL specifications contain algebraic specifications of several 
abstract data types. The only data type that is required are booleans. Therefore we 
start by presenting a specification of booleans as a single sorted algebraic specification. 
Booleans. First we define the signature of booleans and axioms for booleans, which 
are quite standard and can be found for instance in [26, Chapter IV]. 
Definition 2.1.1. The signature of Bool consists of constants t and f , unary opera-
tion not, binary operations and, or, eq and impl, and a ternary operation if. 
Note (Booleans). We use infix notation •, A, V, .....,, --+ for not, and, or, eq, impl, 
respectively. 
Note (Axioms). Throughout this thesis we use the symbol~ to represent the main 
predicate symbol of the (binding) equational calculus. The usual equality symbol ( =) 
we use to define recursive equations (cf. Chapter 3), as well as to abbreviate the 
built-in equality function symbols eq. 
Definition 2.1.2. The axioms of Bool are the identities presented in Table 2.1. 
x/\y""'y/\x 
(x /\ y) /\ z ""'x /\ (y /\ z) 
X/\X';;;:,X 
x /\ (x Vy) ""'x 
(x /\ y) V (x /\ z) ""'x /\ (y V z) 
x/\ f ';;;:, f 
x /\ --,x ';;;:, f 
x <-+ y""' (x /\ y) v (--,x /\ --,y) 
if(x, y, z) ""'(x /\ y) V (--,x /\ z) 
xVy""'yVx 
(x Vy) V z ""'x V (y V z) 
xVx""' x 
xv (x /\ y) ""'x 
(x Vy)/\ (x V z) ""'x V (y /\ z) 
xv t ';;;:, t 
Table 2.1: Axioms of Bool. 
Together with the inference rules of equational calculus, the axioms in Table 2.1 
form the calculus of boolean identities. The identities of the following lemma will be 
used extensively throughout this thesis. 
Lemma 2.1.3. The following identities are derivable in the calculus of boolean iden-
tities. 
• •(x A y) ~ •XV •y; 
• •(x Vy) ~ •X A •Yi 
• x A ( •x V y) ~ x A y; 
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• X V ( •X /\ y) ::::::: X V y; 
• x +--+ x::::::: t; 
• x ___, x::::::: t; 
• x+--+y::::::y+--+x; 
• x +--+ y /\ y +--+ z::::::: x +--+ y /\ y +--+ z /\ x +--+ z; 
• X-4y/\y-4z::::::x-4y/\y-4Z/\X-4Z; 
• if(x +--+ y, x, y)::::::: y; 
• if x +--+ y ::::::: t, then x ::::::: y. 
• if x::::::: y, then x +--+ y::::::: t. 
Proof. The first three identities are proved in [26 , Chapter IV]. All the rest are simple 
exercises. We prove the last three: 
• if (x +--+ y, x, y) ::::::: y; 
if ( x - y, x, y) ;::::: ( ( x - y) t\ x) v (-, ( x - y) t\ y) 
;::::: (((x A y) V (-,x A -,y)) Ax) V (-,((x A y) V (-,x A -,y)) A y) 
;::::: ((x A y Ax) V (-,x A -,y Ax)) V ((-,x V -,y) A (x Vy) A y) 
;::::: ((x A y) V f) V ((-,x V -,y) A y) 
;::::: (x A y) V (-,x A y) 
;=::::(xv-,x)t\y 
;::::: t t\ y 
;::::: y 
• if x +--+ y ::::::: t, then x ::::::: y. 
y;::::: if(x <--> y,x, y) 
;::::: if(t,x,y) 
;::::: (t Ax) V (f A y) 
We note that this implication is derivable for any data type where 
if(eq(x,y),x,y)::::::: y and if(t,x,y)::::::: x are derivable. 
• if x::::::: y, then x +--+ y::::::: t. 
;::::: t 
We note that this implication is derivable for any data type where eq(x, x)::::::: t 
is derivable. 
0 
It is well-known that the class of algebras for the boolean signature in which all the 
boolean identities hold forms a variety ( cf. [26, Chapter II]). According to [53] only 
the algebras where t and f represent two different elements are interesting models for 
booleans in µCRL. It is easy to see that such boolean algebras exist. 
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Other Data Types. Any other data type in µCRL is specified in a similar way 
by providing a signature and axioms from which all other identities are derived. 
Other data sorts have generally different axioms, and sometimes induction princi-
ples (cf. [59]) are required to describe them. Properties of some domains cannot be 
fully described using (a kind of) equational calculus (less expressive than first-order 
logic with equality). In a nutshell, a domain D is inductive if equality of two open 
terms t and u (D f= t ~ u) holds whenever for all closed term substitutions a the 
equality of a(t) and a( u) holds. Such a domain is said to have no "junk", because 
all of its elements can be addressed by interpreting closed terms. In some cases the 
set of all closed terms is too big and we select a sub-signature of constructors that 
generate all distinct closed terms. In fact , any set of closed terms may be selected 
to represent the terms in normal form, as long as all other closed terms are equal to 
a normal form. The induction principles of structured, constructor and normal-form 
induction are syntactic derivation rules that extend equational calculi , to stand closer 
to first-order logic with equality in terms of derivative power. 
Processes. The sort of processes is specified by describing the set of identities in a 
similar way as it is done for the data types. One noticeable difference is the presence 
of binders Ld:D> which requires modifications to the inference rules of equational 
calculus, as well as to the choice of semantic domain, being binding algebras of [94]. 
More importantly, recursion (cf. Chapter 3), which is used to define processes in 
µCRL, takes us out of initial algebra semantics. We define the binding-equational 
calculus of µCRL by defining its signature and axioms, and we use the inference rules 
of the calculus f-eBA presented in [94, Section l]. Many of the axioms are taken from, 
or inspired by, [49, 52]. 
Note (Vector Notation). Tuples occur a lot in the language, so we use a vector no-
-> 
tation for them. An expression d is an abbreviation for d1 , ... , dn, where the dk 
___, 
are data variables. Similarly, if type information is given, d:D is an abbreviation for 
d1 :D1 , ... , dn:Dn for some natural number n. In case n = 0, the whole vector vanishes 
--> 
as well as brackets (if any) surrounding it . For instance, a( d) is an abbreviation for 
--> 
a in this case (here a is an action, this notion is introduced below). For all vectors d 
--+ --+--+ ~ ~ 1 1 I 
and e we have d , e = d, e. Thus d, e is an abbreviation for d , ... , dn, e , ... , en . 
We also write d:iJ & e:E for d1 :D1 , ... , dn:Dn, e:E. 
--> --> --> --> --> 
For any vector of variables d , f ( d ) is an abbreviation for J1 ( d ) , ... , fm ( d ) 
for some m E Nat and f = J1,. .. , fm, where each Jk(d) is a data term that may 
--> 
contain elements of d as free variables. As with vectors of variables, in case m = 0 
. --> 
the vector of data terms vamshes. We often use t to express a data term vector 
without explicitly denoting its variables. 
Definition 2.1.4 (Signature of µCRL). The signature of µCRL consists of data 
sorts (or 'data types') including Bool as defined above, and a distinct sort Proc 
of processes. Each data sort D is assumed to be equipped with a binary function 
eq: D x D --> Bool. (This requirement can be weakened by demanding such functions 
only for data sorts that are parameters of communicating actions.) The operational 
signature of µCRL is parameterized by the finite set of action labels ActLab and a 
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partial commutative and associative function r : ActLab x ActLab -> ActLab such 
that 1(ai, a2) E ActLab implies that ai, a2 and 1(ai, a2) have parameters of the same 
sorts. The process operations are the ones listed below: 
__, __, 
• actions a( t ) parameterized by data terms t , where a E ActLab is an action 
_____, _____, 
label. More precisely, a is an operation a : Da-> Proc. We write type( a) for Da. 
• constants 8 and T of sort Proc. 
• binary operations +,·,II,[, I defined on Proc, where I is defined using 'Y· 
• unary Proc operations aH, TJ , p R for each set of action labels H , I ~ ActLab and 
an action label renaming function R: ActLab -> ActLab such that a and R(a) 
have parameters of the same sorts. Such functions R we call well-defined action 
label renaming functions. 
• a ternary operation _ <J _ C> _ : Proc x Boal x Proc -> Proc. 
• binders Ld:D : D.Proc-> Proc, for each data sort D. 
The partial commutative and associative function r is called a communication 
function. If 1(a, b) = c, this indicates that actions with labels a and b can synchronize, 
becoming action c, provided that the data parameters of these actions are equal. 
The case when 1(r(a, b), c) is undefined for all a,b and c, which means that at most 
two parties can communicate synchronously, is called handshaking communication 
(or simply handshaking). The constant 8 represents a deadlocked process and the 
constant T represents some internal or hidden activity. The choice operator + and 
the sequential composition operator · are well known. The merge operator II represents 
parallel composition. The [ (left merge) and I (communication merge) are auxiliary 
operations used to equationally define II· The encapsulation operator aH( q) blocks 
actions in q with action labels in the set H, which is especially used to enforce actions 
to communicate. The hiding operator T1(q) with a set of action labels I= {a, b, ... } 
hides actions with these labels in q by renaming them to T. The renaming operator 
PR(q) where R is a function from action labels to action labels renames each action 
with label a in q to an action with label R( a). The operator Pi <Jc C> p2 is the if c then 
Pi else P2 operator, where c is an expression of type Boal. The sum operator Ld:D p 
expresses a (potentially infinite) choice p[d := do] + p[d := di] + · · · if data domain 
D = {do, di, ... }, and p[d := di] is the term p with all free occurrences of d replaced 
by di. 
Definition 2.1.5 (Axioms of µCRL). Axioms of µCRL are the ones presented in 
Tables 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8. We assume that 
• the descending order of binding strength of operators is: ., {II , [, I}, <JC>, 2::, +; 
• x, y , z are variables of sort Proc; 
• c, ci, c2 are variables of sort Boal; 
• d, di, dn, d' , . . . are data variables (but d in Ld:D is not a variable); 
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---+ 
• b stands for either a( d ), or T, or o; 
---+ ---+ ---+ 
• d = d' is an abbreviation for eq(d1 , d' 1) /\· · · /\ eq(dn, d'n), when d = d1 , ... , dn 
/ _ 11 1n. and d - d , ... , d , 
• the axioms where p and q occur are schemata ranging over all terms p and q of 
sort Proc, including those in which d occurs freely; 
• the axiom (SUM2) is a scheme ranging over all terms r of sort Proc in which d 
does not occur freely. 
x+y~y+x 
x + (y + z) ~ (x + y) + z 
x+x~x 
(x + y) · z ~ x · z + y · z 
(x · y) · z ~ x · (y · z) 
x+8~x 
8. x ~ 8 










Table 2.2: Basic axioms of µCRL. 
x II y ~ (x lL y + y lL x) + x I y 
b[Lx~b·x 
(b · x) lL y ~ b · (x II y) 
(x + y) lL z ~ x lL z + y lL z 
(b. x) I b' ~ (b I b'). x 
(b . x) I (b' . y) ~ (b I b') . (x II y) 
(x + y) I z ~ x I z + y I z 
a(d) I a' (i) ~ 'Y(a, a')(d) <J d = d! I> 8 if 'Y(a, a') is defined 
a(d) I a1(d!) ~ 8 otherwise 
TI b ~ 8 
xly~ylx 












The axioms (Bl) and (B2) are not used in the transformations described in this 
thesis, so these transformations are also sound in models where these two axioms do 
not hold. 
To prove identities in µCRL we use a combined many-sorted calculus, which for 
the sort of processes has the rules of binding-equational calculus (cf. [94, Section 1]), 
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x<J t [>y;::,x 
x<J f[>y;::,y 
x <Jc I> y ;::, x <Jc I> 8 + y <J -,c I> 8 
(x <lei 1>8) <Jc21>8;::, (x <lei /\c21>8) 
~<Jci1>~+~<J~1>~;::,x<JeiV~1>8 
( x <l c I> 8) . y ;::, ( x . y) <l c I> 8 
(x + y) <Jc I> 8;::, x <Jc I> 8 + y <Jc I> 8 
( x <l c I> 8) ~ y ;::, ( x ~ y) <l c I> 8 
( x <J c 1> 8) I y ;::, ( x I y) <J c 1> 8 
(x <Jc1>8) · (y <Jc1>8);::, (x · y) <Jc1>8 
p <l eq(d, e) I> 8;::, p[e := d] <l eq(d, e) I> 8 
Table 2.4: Axioms for conditions in µCRL. 
L x;::,x 
d:D 




d:D d:D d:D 
L(p ·x);::, (LP) · x 
d:D d:D 





Lh(p));::, TJ(L p) 
d:D d:D 
d:D d:D 
L(p<Jc1>8);::, (LP) <Jc1>8 
d:D d:D 
























for the sort of booleans has the rules of equational calculus, while other data sorts 
may include induction principles (cf. [99, Chapters 5 and 6]) which could be used 
to derive process identities as well. We note that the derivation rules of binding-
equational calculus do not allow to substitute terms containing free variables if they 
become bound. For example, in axiom (SUMl) we cannot substitute a (d) for x. 
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8H(b) ""b if b =Tor (b = a(d) and a ff_ H) 
8H(b) ""8 otherwise 
8H(x + y) ""8H(x) + 8H(Y) 
aH(X. y) ""8H(x). aH(Y) 
aH(x <l c r> 8) ""aH(x) <l c r> 8 
r1(b) ""b if b = 8 or (b = a(d) and a ff_ I) 
r1(b) ""T otherwise 
T1(x + y) ""T1(x) + TJ(Y) 
T1(x. y) ""T1(x). TJ(Y) 




PR(X + y) ""PR(x) + PR(Y) 
PR(x · y) ""PR(x) · PR(Y) 
PR(x <l c [> 8) ""PR(x) <l c [> 8 
Table 2.6: Axioms for renaming operators in µCRL. 
(x lL y) lL z"" x lL (y II z) 
(x I y) I z ""x I (y I z) 
x I (y lL z) "" (x I y) lL z 
x lL8"" x. 8 
x I 8"" 8 






















Definition 2.1.6. Two process terms P1 and P2 are (unconditionally) equivalent 
(notation p1 ~ P2) if p1 ~ P2 is derivable from the axioms of µCRL and boolean 
identities by using many sorted binding-equational calculus. In this case we write 
{µCRL, BOOL} f-eBA P1 ~ P2· Here BOOL is used to refer to the specification of the 
booleans, and the use of equational logic for deriving boolean identities. 
Two process terms p1 and P2 are conditionally equivalent if 
{µCRL, BOOL, DATA} f-eBA P1 ~ P2· 
Here DATA is used to refer to the specification of all data sorts involved, and all proof 
rules that may be applied. 
2.2 Derivable Identities in µCRL 
A number of identities that can be found as axioms of µCRL, for instance in [52], are 
derivable in our setting, but, nevertheless, we shall still call them axioms of µCRL. 
2.2. Derivable Identities in µCRL 
8H1 (8H2 (x)) ~ 8H1uH2 (x) 
TJ,(T12(x)) ~ TJ, uI2(x) 
PR, (PR2 (x)) ~PR, 0R2 (x) 
8H(T1(x)) ~ T1(8H\I(x)) 
8H(PR(x)) ~ PR(8R- '(H )(x) ) 
TJ(PR(x)) ~ PR(TR- '(I)(x)) 
80(x) ~ x 
T0(X) ~ X 
PRActLab (x) ~ X 
T1(8H(x)) ~ TJ \ H(8H(x)) 
PR(Tr(x)) ~PR , (Tr(x)) 
where Rs(a) for SC ActLab is defined to be equal to a if a E S and to R(a) otherwise. 













Lemma 2.2.1. The following identities are derivable from the axioms of µCRL. 
b I (b' · x) ~ (b I b') · x (CM6) 
x I (y + z) ~ x I y + x I z (CM9) 
b IT~ 8 (CT2) 
8 I b ~ 8 (CDl) 
b I 8 ~ 8 (CD2) 
x I (y <Jce>8) ~ (x I y) <JcC>8 




Proof. The axiom (CD2) is a special instance of (SCD2), and the rest are derivable 
from the symmetric axioms using (SC3). D 
A process p is a subprocess of q if q ::::::: p + q ( cf. [10]). If q ::::::: p + r for some process 
r, then 
which means that p is a subprocess of q. The following leIIlIIla says that if two 
processes are subprocesses of each other, then they are equal. This gives us a useful 
proof method for processes. 
Lemma 2.2.2. If for some process terms p, q, r, s p::::::: q+r and q::::::: p+s, then p::::::: q. 
Proof. 
p+q~p+p+s 




(Al)~ q+ q + r 
(A3) ~ q+ r 
~p 
D 
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The following lemma is similar to Lemma 5.44 of [69, pages 98- 99]. It says that if 
the summation variable occurs only in the condition, then in some cases the sum can 
be eliminated. 
Lemma 2.2.3. If for some term dd 0 of sort D that does not have free occurrences 
of d, and for some boolean term cc we have cc A cc[d := ddo] ~ cc, then 






(SUM3) ~ L x <l cc C> b + x <l cc [d := ddo] C> b 
d:D 
(Al) ~ x <l cc[d := ddo] C> b + L x <l cc C> b 
d:D 
x <l cc [d := ddo] C> b 
(SUMl) ~ L x <l cc[d := ddo] C> b 
d:D 
~ L x <l cc[d := dd0 ] A t C> b 
d:D 
~ L x <l cc [d := ddo] A (cc V •cc) C> b 
d:D 
~ l:: x <l (cc[d := ddo] A cc) V (cc[d := dd 0 ] A • cc) C> b 
d:D 
(Cond5), (SUM4) ~ L x <l cc[d := ddo] A cc C> b +L x <l cc[d := ddo] A •CCC> /j 
d:D d:D 
(Assumption) ~ L x <l cc C> b + L x <l cc[d := ddo] A •cc C> b 
d:D d:D 
By Lemma 2.2.2 we get the desired identity. D 
Lemma 2.2.4 (Sum Elimination). The following identities are derived with the 
help of the previous lemma. 
1. Ld:D x <l eq(d, e) C> b ~ x; 
2. Ld:D p <l eq(d, e) C> b ~ p[d := e]; 
Proof. The first identity is a direct applications of Lemma 2.2.3 (by taking dd 0 = e). 
The second identity follows from (PE) and the first identity. D 
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The following lemma is similar to Proposition 3.1.ii of [49]. It says that the order 
of sums is not important. 




e:E d:D d:D e:E 
e:E d:D d:D e:E 
e:E d:D d :D e:E e:E d:D 
(SUMl) ~ LLP+ LLP 
d:D e:E e:E d:D 
In a similar way we obtain 
e:E d :D e:E d :D d :D e:E 
By Lemma 2.2.2 we get the desired identity. D 
The identities of the following lemma are used in several steps of the lineariza-
t ion procedures throughout this thesis (for instance for simple term rewriting in Sec-
tions 4.2.2, 5.1.1, and 6.2.2). 
Lemma 2.2.6 (Derivable Identities in µCRL). The following identities are deriv-
able from the axioms of µCRL and booleans: 
1. x<lcl>x~x; 
2. X <l C I> y ~ y <l •C I> X i 
3. ( x <l c I> y) <l c I> c5 ~ x <l c I> c5; 
4. (x1 <l c I> x2) · (Y1 <l c I> Y2) ~ X1 · Y1 <l c I> X2 · Y2i 
5. x · (y <l c I> z) ~ x · y <l c I> x · z; 
6. x 11 y ~ y 11 x; 
7. (x II y) II z ~ x II (y II z); 
s. x 11 c5 ~ x. cS; 
9. x 11 (y · c5) ~ (x 11 y) · c5; 
10. T1(8H(x)) ~ TILJH(oH(x)); 
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11. PR(T1(8H(x))) ~ PRiuH (T1(8H(x))); 
12. PR(8H(x)) ~ PR11 (8H(x)). 
Proof. 1. x <l c I> x ~ x; 
x <lel>x 
(Cond3) ~ x <le I> 15+x<l•eI>15 
( Cond5) ~ x <l e V •e I> /5 
(Condl) ~ x 
2. X <l C I> y ~ y <l •C I> x; 
x<lel>y 
(Cond3) ~ x <le I> 15+y<l•eI>15 
(Al) ~ y <l •e I> /5 + X <l ••e I> /5 
(Cond3) ~ y <l •e I> x 
3. (x <l c I> y) <l c I> 8 ~ x <l c I> 8; 
(x <lel>y) <lei>/5 
(Cond3) ~ (x <le I> 15+y<l•eI>15) <le I> /5 
(Cond7) , (Cond4) ~ x <le/\ e I> /5 + y <l •e /\ e I> /5 
~x<le1>8+y<Jf1>8 
(Cond2), (A6) ~ x <le I> /5 
4. (x1 <l c I> x2) · (y1 <l c I> Y2) ~ X1 · Y1 <l c I> X2 · Y2; 
(xi <le I> x2) · (yi <le I> Y2) 
(Cond3) ~ (xi <le I> /5 + x2 <l •e I> 15) · (Yi <le I> Y2) 
(A4), (Cond6) , (2) ~ xi · (Yi <le I> y2) <le I> /5 + x2 · (y2 <l •e I> Yi) <l •e I> /5 
(Sea) ~ (xi <le I> 15) · ( (yi <le I> y2) <le I> 15)+ 
(x2 <l •e I> 15) · ((y2 <l •e I> Yi) <l •e I> 15) 
(3) ~ (xi <le I> 15) . (Yi <le I> 15) + (x2 <l •e I> 15) . (y2 <l •e I> 15) 
(Sea) ~ xi · Yi <le I> /5 + x2 · y2 <l •e I> /5 
(Cond3) ~ xi ·Yi <le I> x2 · Y2 
5. x · (y <l c I> z) ~ x · y <l c I> x · z; 
x·(y<lel>z) 
(1) ~ (x <le l>x) · (y <le I> z) 
(4)~x·y<lel>x·z 
6. x 11 Y ~ Y II x; 
x II y 
(CMl) ~ (x~y+y~x)+xly 
(Al),(SC3) ~ (y ~x + x ~y) +YI x 
(CMl) ~ y II x 
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7. (x II y) II z ~ x II (y II z); 
(x 11y)11 z 
(CM1) ;::j (x 11 y) lL z + z lL (x II y) + (x 11 y) I z 
twice (CMl) ;::j (x lL y + y lL x + x I y) lL z + z lL (x II y) 
+(xlLy+ylLx+xly) lz 
3 times (CM4) and (CMS) ;::j (x lL y) lL z + (y lL x) lL z + (x I y) lL z + z lL (x II y) 
+ (xliy) I z+ (ylix) I z+(x /y) I z 
and 
twice (SCl) and (SC5) ;::j x lL (y /I z) + y lL (x II z) + (x I y) lL z + z lL (x II y) 
+ (x I z) lL Y + (y I z) lL x + (x I y) I z 
(Al) ;::j x lL (y 11 z) + y lL (x 11 z) + z lL (x 11 y) 
+ (x I y) lL z + (x I z) lL y + (y I z) lL x + (x I y) I z 
x 11 (y 11 z) 
(6) ;::j (y 11 z ) 11 x 
above derivation ;::j y lL (z 11 x) + z lL (y II x) + x lL (y II z) 
+ (y / z) lL x + (y / x) lL z + (z Ix) lL Y + (z Ix) I Y 
4 times (Al) ;::j x lL (y 11 z) + Y lL (z II x) + z lL (y II x) 
+ (y Ix) lL z + (z Ix) lL Y + (y I z) lL x + (z Ix) I y 
twice (6) and (SC3), (SC4) ;::j x lL (y II z) + y lL (x II z) + z lL (x II y) 
+ (x I y) lL z + (x I z) lL y + (y I z) lL x + (x I y) I z 
s. x 11 <5 ~ x . <5; 
x 118 
(CMl) ;::j x lL 8 + 8 li x + 8 / x 
(SCDl), (CM2), (SCD2) ;::j x · 8 + 8 · x + 8 
(A7) , (A6) ;::j x · 8 
9. x 11 (y · <5) ~ (x 11 y) · <5; 
x 11 (y · 8) 
(8) ;::j x 11 (y 11 8) 
(7) ;::j (x 11 y) 118 
(8) ;::j (x 11 y) · 8 
10. T1(8H(x)) ~ TJuH(aH(x)); 
TJ(OH(X)) 
(TO) ;::j TJ(T0(8H(x))) 
;::j TJ(TH \ H(oH(x))) 
(TDO) ;::j TJ(TH(oH(x))) 
(TT) ;::j TJ uH(oH(x))) 
11. PR(T1(8H(x))) :=:::! PRiuH (T1(8H(x))); 
Pn(T1(8H(x))) 
(10) ;::j Pn(T1uH(8H(x))) 
(RTO) ;::j PRtuH h uH(oH(x))) 
(10) ;::j PRt uH (TJ(oH(x))) 
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12. PR(8H(x)) ~ PRH (8H(x)). 
PR(8H(x)) 
(TO)::::< PR(T0(8H(x))) 
(11) ::::< PRH (T0(8H(x))) 
(TO)::::< PR 11 (8H(x)) 
2.3 Timed µCRL 
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Several timed extensions have been proposed for different kinds of process algebras. 
For an overview of ACP extensions with time we refer to [9]. In [47] the language 
µCRL is extended with time, and in [55] a sound and complete axiomatization of 
timed µCRL is presented . In [58] some examples of specification and reasoning in 
timed µCRL are given. 
In timed µCRL an extra sort Time is compulsory to denote time values. In [47] 
Time is defined as an abstract sort containing the total order relation :::; and the 
least element 0 , which were specified using conditional equational logic. In Chapter 6 
we present a purely equational specification of Time that is sufficient to prove the 
correctness of the linearization procedure for timed µCRL. 
A key feature of timed µCRL is that it can be expressed at which time certain 
action must take place. This is done using the "at"-operator. The process p't behaves 
like the process p, with the restriction that the first action of p must start at time 
t. Another key feature of timed µCRL is that it can be expressed that a process can 
delay till a certain time. The process p + o ' t can certainly delay till time t, but can 
possibly delay longer, depending on p. Consequently, the process o<O can neither delay 
nor perform actions, and the process o can delay for arbitrary long time, but cannot 
perform any action. It is assumed that a process that can delay till time t can also 
delay till any earlier moment, and a process that can perform a first action at time t 
can also delay till time t. 
A number of other time-related operators were added to timed µCRL in order to 
enable a finite axiomatization of parallel composition. We refer to Chapter 6 for full 
description of the signature and the axioms of timed µCRL. We also note that all the 
identities derived in this chapter for µCRL can also be derived for timed µCRL in 






In this chapter we investigate the question how to relate different systems of equations 
in µCRL. First we consider simple non-parametric equations (the BPA case), which 
are interpreted in algebras, and then scale up to parametric equations in µCRL, which 
are interpreted in many sorted binding algebras. 
3.1 Systems of Process Equations 
We assume a fixed and infinite set Procnames = {X, Y, Z, .. . } of process names with 
type information associated to them. Formally speaking, process names in µCRL are 
second order variables. We extend the sort Proc of processes by allowing the process 
-; 
names in P ~ Procnames as variables of type D --> Proc. The terms in the signature 
of µCRL extended with Pare further called (µCRL) process terms and the set of all 
of them is denoted by Terms(P). The free data variables in a process term are those 
not bound by Ld:D occurrences. We write DVar for the set of all free and bound data 
-; 
variables that can occur in a term. We write p(P, d) for a term p from Terms(P), if 
-; 
all its free data variables are in d . 
D efinition 3.1.1 (Process Equation). A process equation is an equation of the 
---4 
---4 form X(dx:Dx) = px, where X is a process name with a list of data parameters dx:Dx, 
-; 
and Px is a process term, in which only the data variables from dx may occur freely. 
-; ---> We write rhs(X) for px, pars(X) for dx, and type(X) for Dx. 
Definition 3.1.2 (System of Process Equations). Let P ~ Procnames be a finite 
set of process names such that each process name is uniquely typed. A (finite) non-
empty set G of process equations with the right-hand sides from Terms(P) is called 
a (finite) system of process equations if each process name in P occurs exactly once 
at the left. The set of process names (with types) that appear within G is denoted 
25 
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as IGI (so, IGI = P). We use rhs(X , G), pars(X, G) and type(X, G) to refer to the 
corresponding parts of the equation for X in G. 
Although the original definition of a µCRL specification allows to have the same 
process names with different types, we do not treat this possibility here as it would 
make the explanation only more long-winded. 
Definition 3.1.3 (Process Definitio~. Let G be a finite system of process equa-
tions, X be a process name in it , and t be a data term vector of type type(X, G). 
Then the pair (X(t), G) is called a process definition 1 . We use the abbreviation 
(X, G) for (X(pars(X, G)), G). 
Process definitions in µCRL comprise a restricted form of recursive applicative 
program schemes as defined in [31, 32]. The restrictions are that all unknowns (process 
names) have the same range Proc and that there are no functions from Proc to other 
sorts. On the other hand, process definitions extend recursive applicative program 
schemes with binders (because the sum operators of µCRL are binders), and therefore 
require a more refined approach for a formal treatment, such as binding algebras [94]. 
Example 3.1.4. All of G1 = {X = a · Y, Y = b · X, Z = X II Y}, G2 = {T(n:Nat) = 
a( even(n)) · T(S(n))} and G3 = {X(b:Bool) = a(b) · X(•b)} with even: Nat__, Bool 
as expected and S : Nat ---> Nat the successor function, are examples of systems of 
process equations. All of (X, G1 ), (T, G 2 ), (T(m), G2 ), (X(t), G 3 ) and (X(b), G 3 ) are 
process definitions. 
Definition 3.1.5 (Process Name Dependency). Process term q directly depends 
on process name X if this name occurs in q. Process name X directly depends on 
process name Y in a system of process equations G if rhs( X , G) directly depends on 
Y. Process term q depends on X in G if either it directly depends on it, or there is 
a sequence of process names Y 1, ... , Y n = X such that q directly depends on Y 1 and 
for each i < n, Yi directly depends on Yi+l· Process name X depends on Yin G if 
rhs(X , G) depends on it. 
3.2 Equivalence of BPA Systems 
Recall that the signature of BPA (Basic Process Algebra, see, e.g., [10, 39]) contains 
two operations + and ·, where + models alternative composition and · sequential 
composition. We further omit brackets in repeated applications of + and ·. The 
axioms of BPA are the axioms (Al)- (A5) from Table 2.2. 
For terms t, u over the signature of BPA we write BPA f- t ~ u if t ~ u can 
be derived from BPA in equational calculus. Furthermore, let i = x 1, ... , Xn be a 
sequence of variables. Then we write t(i) if all free variables oft are in i. In this 
section we consider systems of (recursive) equations over the signature of BPA. As a 
convention for this section we shall use capital letters for the variables in such systems, 
in order to distinguish these from the variables in the BPA axioms. 
1This terminology is syntax-oriented; the question whether (X(t), G) really 'defines' a process is 
a model dependent one. 
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Let n fresh variables X1, ... , Xn = X and terms P1 (X), . .. , Pn (X) over BPA be 
fixed. We consider the system of equations G, where 
G = {Xi =pi(X) Ii= 1, ... ,n} 
Let M be a model of BPA with domain M. Then 77t = (mi, ... , mn) E Mn is a 
solution of G in M if for all i = 1, ... , n and interpretation functions I satisfying 
I(Xi) =mi, 
M,I f= Xi ~ Pi(X). (3.1) 
We further abbreviate (statements like) (3.1) to M f= mi ~ Pi(m). In this case we 
say that mi is a solution of (Xi , G) in M. Finally, given Gas above, i.e., G = {Xi = 
Pi(X) I i = 1, ... , n }, we define for a term sequence v = vi, ... , Vn, 
n 
G(v) ~/\Vi~ Pi(v). 
i=l 
Thus the fact that 77t is a solution of G is denoted as M f= G(m). 
We now turn to the preservation of solutions. Let H = {Yj = qj(Y) I j = 1, . . . , k} 
be a system of k process equations over BPA such that X and Y = Y 1, ... , Y k do 
not share any variables. The preservation of solutions refers to designated process 
definitions of G and H , usually (X1, G) and (Yi, H), respectively. 
Definition 3.2.1 (Preservation of Solutions). We say that (X1, G) is preserved 
by (Yi, H), notation (X1, G) :::5 (Yi, H), if in each model of BPA, each solution of 
(X1, G) is also a solution of (Yi, H). Formally, (X1, G) :::5 (Yi, H) if in each model M 
of BPA, say with domain M, 
Our aim is to syntactically characterize the notion of preservation of solutions. 
To this end we turn the equations in G to axioms. Let G refer to the setting where 
X1, ... , Xn = X are regarded as constants and the equations in Gas additional axioms. 
(For example, the equation X = a · X becomes the identity X ~ a · X in the signature 
of BPA extended with IGI.) 
Definition 3.2.2 (Implication of Process Definitions). We say that (X1, G) im-
plies (Y1, H), notation (X1, G) => (Y1 , H), if there exist closed terms w = w1, ... , Wk 
from the set of closed terms in the signature of BPA extended with process names 
from IGI (notation CTerms(~BPA U IGI)) such that 
BPAUGf---X1 ~w1 , andforallj=l, ... ,k, BPAUGf---wj~qj[Y:=w]. 
We proceed to show that :::5 is characterized by =>, i.e., preservation of solutions 
can be derived in the equational calculus. 
Theorem 3.2.3. Let (X1 , G) and (Y1, H) be process definitions over EPA. Then 
(X1,G) :::5 (Y1,H) iff (X1 ,G) => (Y1 , H). 
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Proof. If: We need to show that in every model of BPA solutions of (X1, G) are also 
solutions of (Y 1, H). Let M be a model of BPA with the carrier set M. If (X 1, G) has 
no solutions in M, we have nothing to prove. Otherwise, let m = (m1, ... , mn) E Mn 
be a solution of Gin M. Let M be M extended with constants m 1, ... ,mn. It is 
clear that M is a model of BPA U G where X1, ... , Xn are interpreted as m 1, ... , mn. 
From the assumption of the theorem, by Definition 3.2.2 and soundness of equational 
calculus, we get that there exist closed terms w = wi, . .. , Wk from CTerms(I;BPA U 
IGI) , such that [w1]M, ... , [wk]M is a solution of Hin M, and m1 = [w1]M. 
Only if: We need to show that there exist closed terms w = w1, ... , Wk from 
CTerms(I;BPA U IGI) such that certain identities are derivable from BPA U G. If 
BPAUG has no non-empty models , then, by completeness of the equational calculus, 
we can derive any identity from BPA U G, including the ones needed to show the 
statement of our theorem. 
Otherwise, consider a non-empty model M of BPA U G with the carrier M and 
the vector of constants m = (m1, ... , mn), with values m = (m1, ... , mn) E Mn , that 
are interpretations of X1, .. . , Xn. It is clear that m is a solution of G in M. From 
the assumption of the theorem we know that for some n = (n1, ... ,nk) E Mk, 
If all elements of n can be represented as interpretations of closed terms from 
CTerms(I;BPA U IGI) , then, by completeness of equational calculus, we obtain the 
statement of the theorem. 
To show that such vector n exists, we consider the subalgebra M of M obtained 
by restricting M to M, which contains only the interpretations of closed terms in 
CTerms(I;BPA U IGI). This subalgebra is also a model of BPA U G, because the set of 
models of any equational theory is closed under formation of subalgebra. A_g_ain from 
the assumption of the theorem we know that for some n = (n1, ... ,nk) E Mk, 
Due to the fact that all of the identities in the above formula are between closed 
terms, and the sets of operations of M and M coincide, the identities are also valid 
inM. D 
Implication between process definitions induces the following equivalence between 
process definitions: (X1,G) = (Y1,H) if (X1,G) =} (Y1,H) and (Y1,H) =} (X1,G). 
Evidently, this is an equivalence relation. 
Some examples. HG = {X = X+a+b} and H = {Y = Y+a} , then (X,G)=}(Y,H) 
but not vice versa. 
If G = {X1 = a· X2 , X2 = b · Xi} and H = {Y = a · b · Y} , then (X1, G) = (Y, H). 
The implication from left to the right can be shown by choosing wy = X1. The reverse 
direction can be shown by choosing wx1 = Y and wx2 = b · Y. 
The systems G = {X = a · X} and H = {Y = a · Y · b} are incomparable: in the 
model with domain Z, and with + interpreted as maximum, · as addition, a as the 
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value -1 and b as the value 1, there are no solutions for X and many for Y. The 
converse holds in case a is interpreted as 0 and b as 1. 
If G = {X1 = a+X1 ·a, X2 = a ·X2} and H = {Y = a+ Y·a }, then (X1, G)::::} (Y, H), 
but the reverse implication does not hold. Consider the model where processes are 
trees with finite paths, but possibly infinitely branching, taken modulo bisimulation 
equivalence [45]. In this model (Y, H) has a solution, which is the class of trees 
representing the process LiENat ai+1. But G has no solutions in this model, because 
of its second equation, which requires an infinite path. See [10, p. 33] and [7, p. 153] 
for more information about this counterexample. 
3.3 Equivalence of Systems of Parameterized Equa-
tions 
Consider a system G containing equations for Xi, ... , Xn: 
--t ---+ 
G = {Xi ( dx, :DxJ = Pi ( X , dxJ I i = 1, . .. , n} 
Let the many sorted binding algebra M be a model of µCRL and the data types 
used in G. with domains P for processes, B for booleans and a family of other data 
domains Di for each data domain in M, and function domain :F. By Dx, we denote 
the domain vector that corresponds to the type of parameters Dx, for process name 
_____, 
Xi. A solution of Gin M is a vector (Ji, ... , fn) of functions fi : Dx, -+ P from :F 
such that for all i = 1, ... ,n and interpretation functions I satisfying I(Xi) =Ji, 
---+ --t ---+ 
M,I f= Xi(dxJ::::::: Pi ( X , dxJ. 
--t ---+ 
--t In this case for all t of type Dx, fi(tM) is a solution of process definition (X;( t ) , G) 
inM. 
--t ---+ Given Gas above, let H = {Yj(dv1 :DvJ = qj(Y, dvJ I j = 1, ... , k} be another 
system of process equations in the signature of µCRL and data domains of G. 
Definition 3.3.1 (Preservation of Solutions). We say that (X1(t), G) is pre-
served by (Y1(?1),H), notation (X1(t),G) :::S (Y1(u) ,H) , if in each model M of 
µCRL and the data theories for both G and H, 
---+ ----+ 
where the types of the functions fi and 9j are fi : Dx, -+ P and 9j : Dv1 -+ P. 
We now define the implication relation on process definitions in the setting of 
µCRL. 
Definition 3.3.2 (Conditional Implication). We say that (X1(t),G) condition-
ally implies (Y1(?1),H), notation (X1(t),G) c~d (Y1(11),H), if there exist terms 
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---; -----> -----> 
wJ( X ,dv; ) E Terms(~µCRL U ~DATA U jG/) with all free variables contained in dv; 
such that 
- ---; ---; {µCRL U DATA U G} f-esA X1( t) ~ w1( u ), 
and for all j = 1, ... , k, 
Here DATA represents the specification of the data types involved in both systems 
and in t and 71. Furthermore, G refers to the setting where the equations in G are 
considered to define additional axioms. 
We continue with an example. 
Example 3.3.3. Let G = {X(b:Bool) = a(b) · X(•b)} and, with Nat a specification 
of the naturals, H = {Y(n:Nat) = a(even(n)) · Y(S(n))}. We show that 
(X(t), G) c~d (Y(O), H ) 
by choosing w(n) = X( even(n)). In this case we need to show that X(t) ~ w(O) (this 
follows from even(O) ~ t , which we assume to be derivable from DATA) and that 
X(even(n)) ~ a(even(n)) · X(even(S(n))). This latter identity follows from X(b) ~ 
a(b) · X( •b) and the necessarily derivable data identity even(S(n)) ~ •even(n). If we 
assume the existence of a function f: Bool---; Nat, defined by f(t) ~ 0 and f(f) ~ 1 
(where f stands for "false"), we can also prove that 
(X(b), G) c~d (Y(f (b)), H) 
using the same term w(n) and the data identities even(f(b)) ~band even(S(f(b))) ~ 
•b, both of which seem reasonable. We do not have any of the reverse implications. 
Consider the model with carrier set Nat, in which a(b) is interpreted as 1, and se-
quential composit ion as+. Then Y(O) has many solutions, whereas X(t ) has none. 
Theorem 3.3.4. Let (X1 (t), G) and (Y 1 (71), H ) be process definitions over µCRL. 
Then (X1(t),G) c~d (Y1(71),H) iff (X1 (t),G) ~ (Y1 (71), H ). 
Proof. If: We need to show that in every model of µCRL and data theories for the 
data types used in G, H, t, and 71, solutions of (X1 (t) , G) are also solutions of 
(Y1 (71), H). Let M be such a model, with the carrier set M. If (X1 (t), G) has no 
---; 
solutions in M, we have nothing to prove. Otherwise, let f = (!1 , ... , f n) E ;::n be 
a solut ion of G in M . Let M be M where the set of operations is extended with 
functions 71 , . .. , 7 n· It is clear that M is a model of µCRL U DATA U G where 
X 1 , . .. , Xn are interpreted as 71 , ... , 7 n. From the assumption of the theorem, by 
Definit ion 3.3.2 and soundness of equational calculus f-eBA, we get that there exist 
terms W = W1, .. . , Wk from Terms(~µCRL U ~DATA U jG/) with all free variables 
-----> 
of Wj contained in dv; , such that [w1]M, ... , [wk]M is a solution of H in M, and 
---; ---; fi( t) ~ [w1]M( U ). 
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Only if: We need to show that there exist terms W = w1 , ... , Wk from Terms(Eµ.cRLU 
---+ EoATA U JGI) with all free variables of Wj contained in dvj. such that certain identi-
ties are derivable from µCRL U DATA U G. If µCRL U DATA U G has no non-empty 
models, then, by completeness of calculus f-eBA, we can derive any identity from 
µCRL U DATA U G, including the ones needed to show the statement of our theorem. 
Otherwise, consider a non-empty model M of µCRL U DATA U G with the carrier 
-::::! - -
____, Mand the vector of functions f = (!1 , ... , f n), with values f =(Ji, ... , fn) E :Fn, 
____, 
that are interpretations of Xi, ... , Xn. It is clear that f is a solution of G in M. 
From the assumption of the theorem we know that for some g = (91, . . . , 9k) E :Fk, 
If all elements of g can be represented as interpretations of terms from Terms (E µ.CRLU 
EoATA U JGI), then, by completeness of calculus f-esA, we obtain the statement of the 
theorem. 
To show that such a vector g exists, we consider the subalgebra M of M obtained 
by restricting the domain of processes P to P, which contains only the interpretations 
of terms from Terms(Eµ.CRL U EDATA U JGJ) of sort Proc. This subalgebra is also a 
model of µCRL U DATA U G, because the set of models of any equational theory is 
closed under formation of subalgebra. A~in from the assumption of the theorem we 
know that for some g = (gi, ... , 9k) E Mk, 
Due to the fact that all of the identities in the above formula are between terms with 
no free variables of sort P, and the sets of operations of M and M coincide, the 
identities are also valid in M. D 
We state without proof: 
Lemma 3.3.5 (Compositionality of Implications). Let G 1 and G2 be systems 
of process equations, and let the set H of process equations be such that Gi UH is a 
system of process equations (i = 1, 2). If G1 =} G2, then G1 UH=} G2 UH, and if 
G cond G G cond i =} 2, then i U H =} G2 U H. 
Definition 3.3.6 (Equivalence of Process Definitions). Process definition 
____, 
____, 
____, (X(ti) , G1) is equivalent to process definition (Y(t2) , G2) (notation (X(ti),G1) = 
____, 
____, ____, 
____, ____, (Y(t2),G2)) if both (X(ti),G1) =} (Y(t2),G2) and (Y(t2),G2) =} (X(t1),G1). Simi-
larly, if (X(pars(X,G1)),G1) = (Y(pars(Y,G2)) , G2), we say that (X,G1 ) is equivalent 
to (Y, G2). Conditional equivalence (notation c~d) is defined in the same way. 
Finally, G1 = G2 if JG1J = JG2I and (X,G1) = (X,G2) for all X E IG1I· 
Note that on systems of process equations, the relations = and c~d are equiva-
. cond lences, and the relations =} and =} are preorders. 
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3.4 Equivalence in Inductive Domains 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the data types can be specified with the help of induction 
principles. In this case an (inductively defined) set of closed terms (normal forms) 
Tn(D) represents all values of the data type D. In other words, we consider only such 
models M of µCRL, where the interpretations of Tn(D) elements cover the entire 
carrier set for D. 
For simplicity's sake we consider the case with only one inductively defined data 
type (the other case is an easy extension). We now define the inductive implication 
relation on process definitions in the setting of µCRL using the systems of equations 
G and H from the previous section. 
Definition 3.4.1 (Inductive Implication). Let D be an inductively defined data 
type that is a component of pars(X) vector. Let Tn(D) be the set of normal forms of 
D. We say that (X1 (t), G) inductively implies (Y 1 (1t), H), notation 
(X1(t),G) ~ (Y1(1t),H), 
--+ ----> 
if there exist terms wj( X , dv;) E Terms(I:µcRL U I:DATA U IGI) with all free variables 
----> 
contained in dv; such that 
- ---+ ---+ {µCRL U DATA U G} f---eBA X1( t) ~ w1( u ), 
and for all j = 1, .. . , k; and for all replacement functions CTn that assign terms from 
Tn(D) to the parameters of sort D , and do not change other variables, 
-
--+ ---+ {µCRL U DATA U G} f---eBA Wj(C!n(dv;)) ~ Qj[Y := w ](crn(dv;)). 
Here DATA represents the specification of the data types involved in both systems 
and in t and 1t. Furthermore, G refers to the setting where the equations in G are 
considered to define additional axioms. 
Intuitively, this definition differs from Definition 3.3.2 in the fact that we derive 
the equations of H for normal forms of D only. The following theorem says that this 
is enough for the models with inductive interpretation of D. 
Theorem 3.4.2. Let (X1 (t),G) and (Y1 (11),H) be process definitions over µCRL. 
Then (X1(t),G) ~ (Y1 (1t), H) implies that in every model of µCRL with inductive 
carrier D, every solution of (X1(t),G) is a solution of (Y1(1t), H ). 
Proof. The proof goes along the same lines as the proof of the "if" part of Theo-
rem 3.3.4. In the end we use the fact that the carrier set of D contains only the 
interpretations of elements in Tn(D). Therefore the vector of functions for which the 
equations of H are valid for the representations of elements in Tn(D) is actually a 
solution of H. D 
Similar to conditional and unconditional equality, inductive equality (i~d) is defined 
as symmetric closure of inductive implication. It is clear that conditional implication 
implies inductive implication, so the transitive closure of both of them is inductive 
implication again. We illustrate the use of inductive equality with an example. 
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An example. Let Nat be a specification of the naturals comprising induction 
schemes ( cf. e.g. [59]), and let G and H be the following systems of equations: 
G = { X1(n:Nat) =(a· X2(n -1) + X1(n - 1)) <l n > 0 [> a ,} 
X2 (n:Nat) =a· X2(n - 1) <l n > 0 [> a 
H = { Y1(n:Nat) =(a+ Y1(n -1) · a) <l n > 0 [>a,} 
Y2(n:Nat) =a· Y2(n - 1) <l n > 0 [> a 
We show that (Xk(n), G) i~d (Y k(n), H) fork= 1, 2. For both implications ~ and 
~ we choose the terms w1 and w2 to be trivial, namely, in the first case w1 ( n) = 
X1(n) , w2(n) = X2(n), and in the second case w1(n) = Y1(n) , w2(n) = Y2(n) . The 
proofs then reduce to showing that {µCRLUNatUG} f--eBA X1(n):::::: (a+X1 (n-1) ·a) <l 
n > Q[> a and {µCRLUNatUH} f--eBA Y1(n):::::: (a· Y2(n- l) + Y1(n - l)) <Jn> 0 [> a. 
First we show by induction on n that {µCRLUNATUG} f--eBA a·X2(n):::::: X2(n)·a. 
The case n = 0 is trivial. In the other case we get: 
IH 
a · X2(n + 1):::::: a· a· X2(n) :::::: a· X2(n) ·a:::::: X2(n + 1) · a 
Similarly, {µCRL U NAT UH} f--eBA a· Y2(n):::::: Y2(n) · a 
Next, we show by induction on n that {µCRLUNATUG} f--eBA a·X2(n)+X1(n):::::: 
a+ X1 (n) · a. Again, for n = 0 we get a · a+ a in both sides. In the other case we get: 
and 
a+ X1(n + 1) ·a:::::: a+ (a· X2(n) + X1(n)) ·a:::::: a+ a· X2(n) ·a+ X1(n) ·a 
IH 
:::::: (a+ X1 (n) ·a)+ a · a· X2(n):::::: a· X2(n) + X1 (n) +a· a· X2(n) 
:::::: a· a· X2(n) +a· X2(n) + X1(n) 
Next, we show that a similar identity is derivable from H , namely {µCRLUNATU 
H} f--eBA a · Y2(n) + Y1(n):::::: a+ Y1(n) ·a. Again, the case n = 0 is trivial, and in the 
other case we have: 
and 
IH 
a+ Y1(n + 1) · a:::::: a+ (a+ Y1(n) ·a)· a :::::: a+ (a· Y2(n) + Y1(n)) ·a 
:::::: a+ a· Y2(n) ·a+ Y1(n) · a:::::: a+ a · a· Y2(n) + Y1(n) ·a 
The last two identities imply the inductive equality we are proving. 
It is important to note that the equation for Y 2 is not needed for the preservation 
of solutions. If H' is the system H with only the first equation, then (Y 1 ( n), H') ::5 (Y 1 ( n), H) . This is due to the fact that the equation for Y 2 has a solution in each 
model of µCRL and NAT , namely the function f: Nat -4 P such that f(O) =a and 
f(n + 1) = a · f (n). This differs with the necessity of the equation for Y 2 in the last 
example of Section 3.2. 
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3.5 Special Cases of System Equivalence 
The following lemma shows that by applying a µCRL axiom to the right-hand side 
of an equation we get an equivalent system. 
Lemma 3.5.1 (Axioms). Let p1 ,p2 be process terms such that p1 ~ P2 is derivable. 
Let G be a system of process equations, and X be a process name in it such that P1 is 
a subterm of rhs(X, G). Let G' consist of equations in G, except that in the equation 
defining X an occurrence of P1 is replaced by P2. Then G = G'. 
Proof. The statement of the theorem follows trivially from the fact that P1 ~ P2 is 
derivable. D 
The following lemma shows that by replacing a subterm of the right-hand side 
of an equation by a fresh process name, and adding the equation for it, we get an 
equivalent process definition for each process name in the original system. 
Lem ma 3.5.2 (N ew Equation). Let G be a system of process equations, and X 
be a process name in it. Let p be a subterm of rhs(X, G) with free data variables 
---+ 
d1 :D1 , . . . , dn :Dn = d:D in it. Let Y be a process name, Y f:. I GJ. Let G' consist of 
equations in G, except that in the equation defining X an occurrence of p is replaced 
--+ ---+ 
by Y( d ), and the equation Y (d:D) = p is added to G. Then for any Z E JGJ we have 
(Z, G) = (Z, G'). 
Proof. To prove that (Z, G)=?(Z, G') we take wz(pars(Z)) = Z(pars( Z)) for all Z E JGJ, 
and Wy = p. To prove the other direction we just take wz(pars(Z)) = Z(pars( Z)) for 
all Z E JGJ . D 
The following lemma shows that under certain conditions we can substitute a pro-
cess name by its right-hand side in the right-hand side of an equation. The condition 
says that we cannot use the same equation as both the target and the body of a 
replacement. For example, replacement of X in the right-hand side of X =a· X is not 
allowed. 
Lem ma 3.5.3 (Substitution). Let G be a system of process equations, and X be 
a process name in it. Let Y(t) be a subterm of rhs(X , G) for some Y -1- X. Let 
G' consist of equations in G , except that in the equation defining X an occurrence of 
--+ --+ Y ( t ) is replaced by rhs (Y, G) [pars (Y, G) : = t ] . Then we have that G = G'. 
Proof. In both directions we take the mappings wx to be the identity mappings. D 
The following lemma says that we can add dummy data parameters to a process 
equation, or remove such parameters. 
Lemma 3.5.4 (E x t ra P aram eters). Let G be a system of process equations, and 
X be a process name in it with parameters d1 , ... , dn. Suppose that di does not occur 
freely in rhs(X, G). Let G' be as G, but the process name X is replaced by X' and 
pars(X', G') = d1 , ... , di-l, di+l, .. . , dn. Then for all Y E JGJ A Y -1- X we have 
(Y, G) = (Y, G'), and (X(d1 , ... , dn), G) = (X'(d1 , .. . , di-l, di+l, ... , dn), G'). 
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Proof. In both directions we take the mappings wv (for Y =/= X) to be the iden-
tity mappings. In one direction wx1(d1 , ... ,di-l,di+1, ... ,dn) = X(d1, ... ,dn) and 
(dl dn) - X'(dl di-1 di+l dn) 0 Wx , ... , - , ... , ' , ... , . 
In many cases we are interested in a process definition (X, G) for a fixed process 
name X. The following lemma states that we can drop a defining equation for a 
process name Y =/= X, in cases when the X does not depend on Y, and Y does not 
depend on itself, and under the condition that the resulting set of equations will form 
a system of process equations (Definition 3.1.2). 
Lemma 3.5.5 (Unreachable Equation). Let G be a system of process equations, 
and X, Y be process names in it such that X does not depend on Y, and Y does not 
depend on itself. Let G' contain all equations in G except the defining equation for Y. 
If G' is a system of process equations, then we have (X, G) = (X, G'). 
Proof. In the direction from left to the right we use the identity mapping for wz. In 
the reverse direction we use the same mapping, but Wy = rhs(Y , G). 0 
3.6 Guardedness 
In this thesis we use a slightly different notion of guardedness than the one in [52]. 
Definition 3.6.1. An occurrence of a process name X in a process term p is completely 
guarded if there is a subterm p' of p of the form q · p" containing this occurrence of 
X, where q is a process term containing no process names. 
A process term is called completely guarded if every occurrence of a process name 
in it is completely guarded. Note that a term that contains no process names is 
completely guarded. 
A system of process equations G is completely guarded if for any X E IGI , rhs(X , G) 
is a completely guarded term. 
Definition 3.6.2. A process definition (X, G) is (unconditionally) guarded if there is 
a process definition (X', G') such that G' is a completely guarded system of process 
equations, and (X, G) = (X', G'). 
Definition 3.6.3. Let G be a system of process equations. A Process Name Un-
guarded-Dependency Graph (PNUDG) is an oriented graph with the set of nodes IGI, 
and edges defined as follows: X ---+ Y belongs to the graph if Y is not completely 
guarded in rhs (X, G). 
Lemma 3.6.4. If the PNUDG of a finite system of process equations G is acyclic, 
then G is guarded. 
Proof. Given a system G we replace each unguarded occurrence of a process name 
by its right-hand side. By Lemma 3.5.3 we get an equivalent system. Due to the 
fact that PNUDG is acyclic, we need to perform the replacement only finitely many 
times, and after that we get a completely guarded system. 0 
The following example shows that the converse of Lemma 3.6.4 does not hold. 
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Example 3.6.5. The system G consisting of one equation X = X <l f !> /j is guarded, 
but its PNUDG contains the cycle X ----> X. 
3. 7 Relation to RDP, RSP and CL-RSP 
Solutions of process definitions are important within process algebra. The treatise 
as is given here, by comparing systems of equations by considering the preservation 
of solutions, is new. However , both approaches are strongly related and can be used 
fruitfully in combination. For instance, an important principle of classical process 
algebra is that every system of equations has a solution. This principle is called 
the Recursive Definition Principle (RDP). Another traditional principle is that every 
guarded system of equations has at most one solution. This principle is called Re-
cursive Specification Principle (RSP). In the setting with data the principle CL-RSP 
(cf. [20]) is used in place of RSP. CL-RSP holds in a model of µCRL if every con-
vergent LPE has at most one solution in this model. Convergence of an LPE means 
that in cannot perform infinite sequences of internal ( T) actions ( cf. [20] for precise 
definition). 
The combination of the principles RDP and (CL-)RSP can be used to prove that 
sets of solutions of process definitions are equal, although only implication is shown, 
in the following way. 
----> 
Theorem 3.7.1. If for some process definition (X(to) , G) there is a system L con-
taining a single convergent LPE Z such that (X("t;),G) ~ (Z(ii3) , L) for some term 
vector U3, then in the models of µCRL, where both RDP and CL-RSP hold, both of 
the process definitions have the same unique solution. 
Proof. Consider a model M of µCRL where both RDP and CL-RSP hold. According 
to RDP, both process definitions have at least one solution in M. In addition to that, 
according to CL-RSP, the process definition (Z(ii3) , L) has exactly one solution in 
M. According to Section 3.4 every solution of (X("t;), G) is a solution of (Z(ii3), L) . 
----> 
This implies that (X( t0 ), G) cannot have more than one solution in M, therefore the 
solution of (Z(ii3) , L) in Mis the unique solution of (X("t;),G) in M. 0 
Chapter 4 
Linearization in Parallel 
pCRL 
4.1 µCRL and Parallel pCRL specifications 
We restrict to the µCRL specifications that do not contain left merge ( ~) and com-
munication (I) explicitly. These operators were introduced to allow the finite axiom-
atization of parallel composition (II) in the bisimulation setting, and they are hardly 
used explicitly in µCRL specifications. These operations can be easily eliminated 
from closed process terms, but their elimination from a µCRL specification requires 
several additional transformation steps. 
We consider systems of process equations with the right-hand sides from the fol-
lowing subset of µCRL terms 
--+ --+ '""" p ::= a( t) I 8 I Y( t) I p+p I p·p I PllP I 6P I p<Jct>p I aH(P) I Tr(P) I PR(P) (4.1) 
d :D 
--+ The combination of the given data specification with a process definition (X( t ), G) 
of process equations determines a µCRL specification in the sense as defined in [53]. 
Such a specification depends on a finite subset act of ActLab and on comm, an 
enumeration of 'Y restricted to the labels in act. So a finite system G implicitly 
describes a finitary based language. 
Furthermore, the eq functions for the data sorts we assume to have the following 
properties: 
{DATA, eq(d,e)~t}l-d~ e and {DATA , d~ e}l-eq(d,e)~t 
This allows us to denote terms that test for equality, which we use in the sequel, and 
these denotations will have the intended meaning. All data sorts that are introduced 
during the linearization have eq functions satisfying these properties. 
--+ The problem of linearization of a µCRL specification defined by (X( t ) , G) consists 
of the generation of a new µCRL specification which 
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• depends on the same set of actions and communication function , 
• contains all data definitions of the original one, and, possibly, definitions of 
auxiliary data types, 
_, 
• is defined by (Z(mx( t )), L), where L contains exactly one process equation 
for Z in linear form (defined later), and mx is a mapping from pars (X, G) to 
pars(Z,L), 
_, cond _, 
such that (X( t ), G) => (Z(mx( t )) , L). 
It is not possible to linearize a µCRL specification which is unguarded. In this 
thesis we describe the linearization procedures for specifications, where the system 
of the equations has acyclic PNUDG. (Conditionally) guarded systems with cyclic 
PNUDG are not treated in this thesis. We note that in some cases cycles can be 
removed, for example because they are not reachable, or using properties of data 
types (cf. [60]). The elimination of cycles involves reachability analysis, which relies 
on theorem proving techniques for the data types used in a particular specification, 
and therefore is not treated here. 
Parallel pCRL 
We define (parallel) pCRL processes as a subset of µCRL processes. This subset is 
large enough to express many practical systems, and it requires a relatively simple 
linearization procedure. 
Definition 4.1.1 (pCRL (Process) Equations). Let G be a system of process 
equations. A process term in Terms(IGI) is called a pCRL process term in G if it has 
the syntax 
_, _, ~ 
p ::= a( t) I 8 I Y( t) I P + p I p · p I ~P I p <l c e> P (4.2) 
d:D 
and can directly depend only on process names whose right-hand sides are also pCRL 
process terms. A process name is called a pCRL process name if its right-hand side 
is a pCRL process term. 
Definition 4.1.2 (Parallel pCRL (Process) Equation). Let G be a system of 
process equations. A process term in Terms(IGI) is called a parallel pCRL process 
term in G if it has the syntax 
_, 
q ::= Y( t) I q II q I 8H(q) I T1(q) I PR(q) (4.3) 
and directly depends only on process names whose right-hand side are pCRL or 
parallel pCRL process terms. It is called a parallel pCRL process name if its right-
hand side is a parallel pCRL process term. 
Example 4.1.3. Referring to G1 and G2 as defined in Example 3.1.4, X +a is a 
pCRL process term in G1, and X, X II X and X II Y are parallel pCRL process terms 
in G1 . Furthermore, T(S(n)) with n a variable of sort Nat and a( even(O)) · T(O) are 
pCRL process terms in G2. Finally, X II a is not a (parallel) pCRL process term in 
G1. 
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In the following definition we define what a parallel pCRL process definition is. 
For this definition we assume that we have a µCRL specification that is Statically 
Semantically Correct (cf. [53]), that is, in which the data types, actions, communica-
tion functions and processes are all well-defined. The first two restrictions posed in 
the definition below distinguish parallel pCRL as a subset of µCRL. The third one is 
present to disallow parallel process names on which the initial process name does not 
depend, and to exclude the presence of certain independent equations in a system. 
This is not a severe restriction and it simplifies the algorithm presented in Section 4.5. 
Definition 4.1.4 (Parallel pCRL Process Definition). Let G be a finite system 
of process equations, and (X, G) be a process definition. (X, G) is called a parallel 
pCRL process definition if X is a (parallel) pCRL process name, and 
• all of the process names in G are either pCRL or parallel pCRL process names; 
• no parallel pCRL process name depends on itself; 
• process name X depends on all parallel pCRL process names in G, but not on 
itself. 
It is called a pCRL system of process equations if all process names in it are pCRL 
process names. 
It follows from Definitions 4.1.4 and 4.1.2 that for every (parallel) pCRL process 
definition (X, G), either X is a pCRL process name, or it depends on a pCRL process 
name in G. 
Example 4.1.5. Referring to G1 as defined in Example 3.1.4, (Z, G1 ) is a parallel 
pCRL process definition, but (X, G1 ) is not. 
4.1.1 Normal Forms 
Below we define several normal forms for systems of process equations in parallel 
pCRL and µCRL, namely Extended Greibach Normal Form (EGNF), Parallel Ex-
tended Greibach Normal Form (PEGNF) and similar forms. A system is said to be 
in one of these forms if all of its equations are in the respective form. 
----> From this point on we assume that a( t ) with possible indices can also be an 
abbreviation for T. This is done to make the normal form representations more 
concise. 
Definition 4.1.6 (pre-GNF Forms). A µCRL process equation is in pre-EGNF if 
it is of the form: 
~ ~~ --4 --4 X(d:D) = L L Pi(d, ei) <l ci(d, ei) C> 8 
iEl~ 
--4 
where Pi(d, ei) are terms of the following syntax: 
p::=q I q·8 
----> ----> ----> ----> q ::=a( t ) I Y( t ) I a( t ) · q I Y( t ) · q (4.4) 
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A µCRL process equation is in pre-PEGNF if it is of the same form as above, but 
-> 
the terms Pi(d , ei) have the following syntax: 
P ::=q I q. 15 
--+ --+ --+ 
q ::=a( t) I Y( t) I q · q I q II q I PR(TJ(OH(Y( t )))) I PR(r1(8H(q II q))) 
(4.5) 




where I and J are disjoint, and all Pi(d, ei) are terms of the following syntax: 
--+ --+ 
p ::= Y( t ) I Y( t ) . p (4.7) 
A µCRL process equation is in PEGNF if it is of the same form as above, but the 
-> 
terms Pi(d, ei) have the syntax (4.5). 
A µCRL process equation is in post-PEGNF if it is of the same form as above, 
-> 
but the terms Pi(d, ei) have the following syntax: 
--+ --+ 
p ::= Y( t) I p. p I p II p I PR(TJ(OH(P II p))) I PR(T1(8H(Y( t )))) (4.8) 
A µCRL process equation is called Linear Process Equation (LPE) if it is of the 
-> --+-> 
same form as above, but the terms Pi(d, ei) are recursive calls of the form X(gi (d, ei)) 
for some function vectors gt. 
Note (Sum Notation). Apart from functions Ld:DP that are included in the syntax 
of process terms, we use the following abbreviations. Expression Ld:l) is an ab-
breviation for Ld1 :D1 · · · Ld" :D" . In case n = 0, Ld:D p is an abbreviation for p. 
Expression LiEJ Pi, where I is a finite set, is an abbreviation for Pi1 +···+Pi,, such 
that {ii, .. . , in} =I. In case I = 0, LiEJ Pi is an abbreviation for 15. 
Note (Conditions). As follows from the above definition, any process equation in 
(pre-) (post-)PEGNF must have a condition in each summand. However, this is not 
a necessary restriction. In case a summand q does not have a condition, it is an 
abbreviation for q <J t C> 15. 
We also mention here that pre-(P)EGNF could be achieved by an algorithm similar 
to the one presented in Proposition 7.2 of [31]. There it is proved that every system 
of equations can be transformed to a quasi-uniform one by the introduction of new 
variables. In a quasi-uniform system each equation has at most one function symbol 
(in our case one function symbol of sort Proc) in the right hand side, which means 
that every such system is in pre-(P)EGNF. In our case such an algorithm would 
generate a lot more additional equations than necessary, many of which would become 
unreachable after performing the transformation in Subsection 4.2.4. 
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4.2 Transformation to Extended Greibach Normal 
Form 
As the input for the linearization procedure, in this chapter, we take a (parallel) 
pCRL process definition (X, G) such that PNUDG of G is acyclic. The system of 
process equations G can be partitioned in two parts: G 1 and G2 , where G1 has pCRL 
equations, and G2 parallel pCRL equations. G2 can be empty, in which case X is a 
pCRL process name. Otherwise X is a parallel pCRL process name. 
In this section we transform G1 into a system of process equations G~ in EGNF. 
The resulting system will contain process equations for all process names in IG1 I 
with the same names and types of data parameters involved, as well as, possibly, 
other process equations. After that we need to linearize the process definition (X, G'), 
where G' = G~ U G2. 
4.2.1 Preprocessing 
We first transform G1 into G~. This can be seen as a preprocessing step that possibly 
renames bound data variables. For instance Ld:D((Ld:E a(d)) · b(d)) is replaced 
by Ld:l(((Le:E a(e)) · b(d)), where e is a fresh variable. We replace each equation 
---..; ____, 
X(dx:Dx) = Px in G1 with the equation X(dx:Dx ) = So({dx},px), where So: DVar x 
Terms(IG11)----+ Terms(IG11) is defined in the following way: 
So(S, f(p1, .. .,pn)) ____, J(So(S,p1),. . ., So(S,pn)) if f is not L 
d:D 
if d t/. s so(s, L: p)--4 {Ld:DSo(SU{d},p) 
d:D Le:DSo(SU{e},p[d:=e]) ifdES 
where e is a fresh variable. 
Proposition 4.2.1. Let G~ be the result of applying the preprocessing to G1 . Then 
G~ = G1. 
Proof. The statement follows from Lemma 3.5.1 if we apply axiom (SUM2). 0 
As can easily be seen, the preprocessing step does not increase the size or the 
number of equations in the system. 
4.2.2 Reduction by Simple Rewriting 
By applying term rewriting we get an equivalent set of process equations to the given 
one, but with terms in right-hand sides in the more restricted form as presented in 
Table 4.1. 
The rewrite rules that we apply to the right-hand sides of the equations are listed in 
Table 4.2. The symbols Ld:D are treated in this rewrite system as function symbols, 
not as binders. This is justified by the fact that we have renamed all nested bound 
variables, which allows the use of first order term rewriting. We call the function 
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p::=a(t) 
P1 ::=a(t) 
p2 ::= a(t) 
I 8 I X(t) I Pl . p I P2 + P2 I P3 <Jc l> 8 I L p4 
I X(t) I Pl . p I P2 + P2 
d :D 
I X(t) I Pl . p I P2 + P2 I p3 <Jc l> 8 I L p4 
p3 ::= a(t) I X(t) I P1 · P 
d:D 
P4 ::= a(t) I X(t) I P1 · P I P3 <l cl> 8 I L P4 
d:D 
Table 4.1: Syntax of terms after simple rewriting. 
('Lx) ·y-> L(x·y) 
d:D d:D 
( x <J c l> 8) . y __. ( x . y) <J c l> 8 
°L8--8 
d:D 
°L(x+y)--> L x+ LY 
d:D d :D d:D 
8<Jct>8->8 
(x + y) <Jc l> 8--> x <Jc l> 8 + y <Jc l> 8 
('L x) <Jc l> 8 __. I: x <Jc l> 8 
d:D d:D 
( x <J c1 l> 8) <J c2 l> 8 --> x <J c1 /\ c2 l> 8 











induced by the rewrite rules rewr : Terms(IGI) ---; Terms(IGI) for a given system of 
process equations G. 
Before applying the rewriting we eliminate all terms of the form _<I _ D> _ with the 
third argument being different from o with the following rule: 
y =/=. o =} x <I c D> y ---; x <I c D> o + y <I -ic D> o 
The rewriting is performed modulo the following rules: 
x+y~y+x 
x + (y + z) ~ ( x + y) + z 
(x · y) · z ~ x · (y · z) 
(RCOND3) 
The optimization rules presented in Table 4.3 are not needed to get the desired 
restricted syntactic form, but can be used to simplify the terms. They could be applied 
with higher priority than the rules in Table 4.2 to achieve possible reductions. Note 
that the rule (RSCA') could lead to optimizations only in cases when x is completely 
guarded, and y or z are not. 




x<J f l:>y-+y 
x <J ci I:> 8 + x <J c2 I:> 8 ---+ x <J c1 V c2 C> 8 
(x1 <Jc1:>x2) · (y1 <Jc1:>y2)---+ x1 · Y1 <Jc1:>x2 · Y2 
x · (y <Jc I:> z) ---+ x · y <Jc I:> x · z 









P roposition 4.2.2. The commutative/associative term rewriting system of Table 4.2 
is terminating. 
Proof. We can transform this commutative/associative term rewriting system into a 
normal one by adding the rule o + x --. o and directing the associativity axioms. 
Termination of the obtained system can be proved by constructing the recursive path 
ordering (RPO) for the following order on the operations: _<Jc I> _ > · > _<Jc I> o > 
I: >+. 0 
Lemma 4 .2.3. For any process term p not containing P1 <Jc I> P2, where P2 '¥:- o, we 
have that rewr(p) has the syntax defined in Table 4.1. 
Proof. Let q = rewr(p). It can be seen from the rewrite rules that they preserve the 
syntax in Definition 4.1.1. Suppose q does not satisfy the syntax defined in Table 4.1. 
The following possibilities exist, and all of them imply that q is reducible. 
• q = o +PI· Can be reduced by (RA6). 
• q = o · P1- Can be reduced by (RA7). 
• q = (Ld:vP1) · P2· Can be reduced by (RSUM5). 
• q = (P1 <l c I> o) · p2. Can be reduced by (RCOND6). 
• q = Ld:D o. Can be reduced by (RSUMl') . 
• q = Ld:D(P1 + P2) . Can be reduced by (RSUM4). 
• q = o <Jc l> o. Can be reduced by (RCONDO'). 
• q = (P1 + P2) <Jc I> 6. Can be reduced by (RCOND7). 
• q = (Ld:DP1) <Jc I> o. Can be reduced by (RSUM12) . 
• q = (P1 <J C1 I> o) <J C2 I> 0. Can be reduced by (RCOND4). 
0 
Proposition 4 .2.4. Let Gr be the result of applying the rewriting to G~. Then Gr= G~. 
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Proof. Taking into account that Cl does not contain nested occurrences of bound 
variables, each rewrite rule is a consequence of the axioms of µCRL( cf. Lemma 2.2.6). 
By Lemma 3.5.1 we get Gr = Cl. D 
As the result of applying simple rewriting the number of equations obviously 
remains the same. The process terms may grow with a constant factor, but the 
number of occurrences of action labels and process names does not increase. The 
data terms and the number of their occurrences may grow with a constant factor, 
too. 
4.2.3 Adding New Process Equations 
In this step we reduce the complexity of terms in the right-hand sides of the Gi 
equations even further by the introduction of new process equations. In some cases 
we take a subterm of a right-hand side and substitute it by a fresh process name 
parameterized by (at least) all free variables that appear in that subterm. As the 
result we get a system of process equations Gr with equations in pre-EGNF. Such a 
---+ 
transformation can be performed for all equations X(dx:Dx) = Px by replacing them 
---+ ---+ 
with X(dx:Dx) = 81(dx:Dx ,px). 
81(8,a(t))-+ a(t) 
81(8,8)-+ 8 
81(8, X(t))-+ X(t) 
81(8,p1 · P2)-+ 82(8,p1 · P2) 
81(8,p1 + p2)-+ 81(8,p1) + 81(8, p2) 





82(8, X(t))-+ X(t) 
82(8,p1 · P2)-+ 82(8,p1) · 82(8,p2) 
82(8,p1 + P2)-+ (Y := fresh_var)(8); 
add(Y (8) = 81(8,p1 + P2)) 
82(8,p<Jct>8)-+ (Y :=fresh_var)(8) ; 
add (Y(8) = 81 (8, p <Jct> 8)) 
82 ( 8, L p) -+ (Y := fresh_var)(8); 
d:D add( Y (8) = 81(8,Ld:D P)) 
Table 4.4: Transformations 81 and 82. 
The transformations 81 and 82 are defined in the Table 4.4, where fresh_var 
represents a fresh process name, and add represents addition of the equation to the 
resulting system. Formally, 8 1 and 8 2 induce operations S1 and S2 that operate 
on sets of equations and are defined in the expected way (those operations actually 
transform the system of recursive equations). 
The transformation 8 1 distributes over all operations that preserve the form of 
right-hand side of equations in pre-EGNF. These are all operations except for sequen-
tial compositions, for which we apply the transformation 8 2 . The transformation 8 2 
distributes over all operations that preserve the syntax (4.4). These are all operations 
except for alternative composition, sums and conditions, for which we introduce new 
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equations, as preserving them would break pre-EGNF. In the following we provide a 
simple example of the transformation. 
Example 4.2.5. Let G = {X(d:D) = a(d) · (b(d) + X(f(d)))} be a given system of 
process equations. After applying the transformation S1 we get the system G' 
{X(d:D) = a(d) · Y(d) , Y(d:D) = b(d) + X(f(d))} which is in pre-EGNF. 
Proposition 4.2.6. The functions Si and S2 are well-defined. 
Proof. Using the order on the operations S1 > +, S1 > I:, S2 > · it can be shown 
that infinite reduction is not possible for any admissible arguments given. D 
Lemma 4.2. 7. All process equations in Gr are in pre-EGNF. 
Proof. It is easy to see that S2 produces terms that satisfy the syntax (4.4) from 
Definition 4.1.6. The transformation S1 can add only +, L or <II> operations to 
them at the correct places, with regard to the syntax (4.4). The only interesting 
transformation to consider is S1 ( S, Ld:DP) --+ Ld:D S1(S & d:D,p), as we need to 
show that p is not of the form P1 + P2. This follows from the fact that p satisfies the 
syntax defined in Table 4.1. D 
Proposition 4.2.8. For any process name X in Gi we have (X, Gr) = (X, Gi). 
Proof. The statement follows from Lemma 3.5.2. D 
The transformation described in this subsection does not increase the size of terms. 
The number of process equations may increase linearly in the size of terms in the 
original system. 
4.2.4 Guarding 
Next we transform the equations of Gr in such a way that each sequential term 
starts with an action (or T). To this end, we define the function guard : DVar x 
Terms(IGI)--+ Terms(IGI) in the following way: 
guard ( S, L L Pi ~ ci C> <5) = rewr (L L guard(S U {e7},Pi) ~ ci C> <5) 
iEJ~ iEJ~ 
--+ --+ guard(S, a( t )) =a( t) 
guard(S,Y(t)) = guard(S,So(S\ {pars(Y)},rhs(Y))[pars(Y) := tJ) 
guard(S,p1 · P2) = rewr'(guard(S,p1) · P2) 
Here we use functions rewr and So from previous subsections. The function rewr' 
represents the rewrite system of rewr extended with the following rule (which is a 
directed version of the axiom (A4)). 
(x + y) · z--+ x · z + y · z (RA4) 
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It is clear that termination of rewr' can be proven similarly to Proposition 4.2.2. The 
function guard keeps track of the free variables that can occur in a term that is being 
guarded. In case we do the replacement of a process name by the right-hand side of 
its defining equation (third clause), we first rename its bound variables so that they 
do not become bound twice, then we substitute the values of the parameters, and 
then apply guard to the resulting term. 
Proposition 4.2.9. For any finite system Gr with acyclic PNUDG, and any process 
name X in it, the function guard is well-defined on rhs(X, Gr). 
Proof. Let n be the number of equations in Gr. The only clause that makes the 
argument of guard larger is the third one. Due to the fact that PNUDG is acyclic, 
this rule cannot be applied more than n times deep (otherwise for some process name 
Z we would have a cycle). D 
We define the system et in the following way. For each equation 
iEJ~ 
in Gr we put 
X(d::D) =guard( {d}, L L Pi(~) <l ci(~) [> o) 
iEJ~ 
into Gf. 
Lemma 4.2.10. The equations in Gf are in pre-EGNF and all sequential process 
terms in the right-hand sides of its equations start with an action. 
Proof. Due to Proposition 4.2.9 we can apply induction on the definition of guard. 
The second and third clauses of the definition are trivial. In the first clause the 
only rules in Tables 4.2 that can be applied are (RCOND7), (RSUM12), (RCOND4) 
and (RSUM4), which bring the right-hand side to the desired form. (In case the inner 
guard returns o, the rewrite rules that can be applied are (RCONDO'), (RSUMl') 
and (RA6).) The fourth clause is brought to the desired form by applying (RA4), 
and then (RSUM5) and (RCOND6) from Table 4.2. (in case the inner guard returns 
o, the rewrite rule that can be applied is (RA7).) D 
Proposition 4.2.11. Let Gr and Gt be defined as above. Then Gr= Gt. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.5.3 and Lemma 3.5.1 all transformations performed by 
guard lead to equivalent systems. We note that care has been taken to rename some 
data variables during the substitution (in the third clause of guard definition) in order 
to make the substitution and the following applications of the axioms sound. D 
The transformation performed in this step does not increase the number of equa-
tions, but their sizes may grow exponentially, due to application of (RA4). An exam-
ple of such an exponential growth is given below. 
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Example 4.2.12. Let n be a natural number and let the system of process equations 
G contain the following n equations. 
Xo = a+b 
Xn = X n-1 · a + X n - 1 · b 
By induction on n it is easy to show that after applying guarding we get Xn = 
I::pE{a ,b}n+ 1 p where {a, b }n is the set of all strings of length n consisting of a and b 
occurrences. Indeed, for n = 0 this is trivial. For n > 0 we get 
Xn ;::j ( L p) ·a+ ( L p) ·b (~) L (p·a)+ L (p·b) ;::j L p 
pE{a,b}n pE{a,b}n pE{a,b}n pE{a ,b} n pE{a ,b} n+l 
This example shows that the term in the right-hand side of the equation for Xn 
contains 2n summands after the transformation. 
4 .2.5 Postprocessing 
Finally, we transform all equations of Gf into EGNF. This transformation can be 
seen as a simple postprocessing step in which we eliminate all actions that appear 
not leftmost in the right-hand sides in the equations. This elimination is obtained by 
introducing a new process name Xa for each action a that occurs inside the process 
terms Pi, with parameters corresponding to those of the action. Thus we add equations 
~ --4 
--4 
Xa(da:Da ) = a(da ) to the system, and replace the occurrences of the action a( t) by 
--4 
Xa( t ). 
Proposition 4.2.13. Let the system G~ of process equations be obtained after the 
postprocessing of the system Gf as described above. Then for all X E IGf I we have 
(X, G~) = (X, Gf) and G~ is in EG NF. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.5.2 this transformation is correct and leads to a system 
that obviously is in EGNF. D 
As a possible optimization during the postprocessing step, the following slightly 
different strategy can be applied. If we encounter a subterm a · Y in Pi, we replace 
it by a new process name (with the parameters for both a and Y) , and add the 
equation for it to the system. This optimization goes along the lines of a so-called 
regular linearization procedure (see Conclusion), which is a more general case of such 
an optimization. 
Summary. In this section we described the transformation of a finite system G = 
G1 U G2 with acyclic PNUDG and 0 2 containing all parallel pCRL process equations 
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into a system G' = G~ U G2 with G~ in EGNF. For each X E IG1I, 





("Preprocessing", by Proposition 4.2.1) 
("Rewriting", by Proposition 4.2.4) 
("Adding new equations", by Proposition 4.2.8) 
("Guarding", by Proposition 4.2.11) 
("Postprocessing", by Proposition 4.2.13). 
By Lemma 3.3.5 it follows that (X, G) = (X, G') for each X E IGI. 
4.3 Collapsing into One Equation 
In this section we transform the system of process equations G' = G~ U G2 where G~ 
is in EGNF (cf. Definition 4.1.7) into G" = G~ U G~, where 
• G~ consists of a single process equation with a specially constructed parameter 
list; 
• if G2 is not empty, it is transformed into G~ with the same set IG2I of process 
names, but taking the effect of the transformation from G~ into G~ into account 
(references to G~ process identifiers may have to be adapted). 
4.3.1 Formal Parameters Harmonization 
In this subsection we make the formal parameters of all (non-parallel) pCRL process 
names in G~ uniform, and adapt the parallel pCRL equations in G2 in an appropriate 
way. This is done to be able to compress all (non-parallel) pCRL equations into one. 
The harmonization is defined by the following steps. 
l. We rename the data variables with the same names but with different types in 
different processes. This can easily be done (see Section 4.2.1). 
-----> 
2. We create the common list of data parameters d:D by taking the set of all data 
parameters in the pCRL equations, and giving some order to it. 
3. For each pCRL process name X in G~ we define a mapping Mx from its param-
-+ --> 
eter list Dx to the common parameter list D. This mapping is such that each 
newly created parameter is a constant. (Recall that a correct µCRL specification 
contains constants for each declared data sort.) 
_____, 
4. Then we replace all left-hand sides of the pCRL process equations X(dx:Dx) by 
-----> --> X(d:D), and all pCRL process name occurrences Y( t) in the right-hand sides 
--> 
of all the equations in G' by Y(Mv( t )). 
We demonstrate this step by an example. 
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Example 4.3.1. Let G = {X(n:Nat) = a(n) ·X(succ(n)), Y(b:Bool) = b(b)·Y(·b), Z = 
X(O) II Y(t)} be a given system of process equations, where Z is the only paral-
lel pCRL equation, and we are interested in the process definition (Z, G). After 
applying parameter harmonization we get the following system of equations: G' = 
{X(n:Nat, b:Bool) = a(n)·X(succ(n), b) , Y(n:Nat, b:Bool) = b(b)·Y(n, •b) , Z = X(O, f)ll 
Y(O, t)}. 
Proposition 4.3.2. Let the system Gf U G~ of process equations be obtained after 
harmonization of the system G~ UG2 as described above. Then for all X E IG~ I we have 
(X(Mx(~)), Gf) = (X(~), GD, and for all X E IG2I , (X, Gf U G~) = (X, G~ U G2). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5.4 it follows that this transformation yields an equivalent system 
of equations. D 
We remark that a more optimal strategy in terms of the number of data parame-
ters, than 'global harmonization' , is to merge as many parameters as possible. This 
can be achieved by renaming parameters of some processes so that they match the 
parameters of other processes, and therefore are not introduced in the general param-
eter list. In this case the number of parameters of some type s in the general list will 
be the maximal number of parameters of this type in an equation. A drawback of 
this optimization is the fact that we may lose parameter name information for some 
process names. 
4.3.2 Making One Process Equation 
In this subsection we combine n process equations from Gf with the same formal 
parameters into one equation. This is done by adding a data parameter s:StateN 
that represents the process names from IGf I to the parameters; adding a condition to 
each summand of each equation which checks that the value of data parameter s is the 
appropriate one; and combining all right-hand sides into one alternative composition. 
The data type StateN is an enumerated data type with equality predicate. Natural 
numbers could be used for StateN . A finite data type is sufficient though. 
More precisely, let Gf be a system of n µCRL process equations in EGNF with 
the same formal parameters. 
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We define the system G~ as a single EGNF process equation in the following way: 
---+ 
X(s:StateN, d:D) 
"'"""' "'"""' 1 i ---+ 1 ---+ 1 ---+ 
= L L ai (Ji (d, ei)) · S(pi (d, ei)) <J ci (d, ei) I\ s = 1 C> 6 
iEJn~ 
+ L L aj(jf(~)) <J cj(~) I\ s = n C> 6 
jEJn~ 
--t --t 
where S(X8 ( t )) = X(s, t) and S distributes over all process operations. 
During the current step we construct the system G¥ consisting of the single equa-
t ion for X and the set G~ being G~ with all pCRL process terms Xi(t) replaced by 
--t 
X( i, t ) for each 1 :::=; i :::=; n. 
Proposition 4.3.3. Let Gf be a system of n process equations in EGNF, each with 
---+ formal parameters d:D, and let StateN enumerate 1, . .. , n. Let furthermore Gf U G~ 
be a system of parallel pCRL process equations and G¥ U G~ be the result of the 
--t 
transformation described above. Then for any s:StateN, data term vector t , and 
any xs E IGf l, (X (s, t), G¥) c~d (X8 (t), Gf). Finally, for each X E IG~I, (X, G¥ U 
G~) c~d (X, Gf U G~). 
--t 
Proof. The equivalence is easy to derive with the following functions: Wx• ( t ) = 
--t --t --t 
X(i, t) for each i:StateN, and wx(s, t) = X8 ( t ). Note that identities of sort StateN 
are used in the derivations. D 
Example 4.3.4. Let G' be as defined in Example 4.3.1. We collapse the equations 
for process names X and Y into one, and get the following system (in this case we can 
use booleans to represent the sort StateN): 
G" = {T(s:Bool , n:Nat , b:Bool) = a(n) · T (s , succ(n), b) <J eq(s, f ) C> 6 
+ b(b) · T (s, n, 0 b) <J eq(s , t) C> J, 
z = T(f , 0, f ) II T(t , 0, t )}. 
4.4 Introduction of a Stack 
The final step in the linearization of pCRL processes consists of the introduction of a 
stack parameter which allows to model a sequential composition of process names with 
parameters as a single process term. In the case that such sequential compositions do 
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not occur in the equation, we do not apply this step. For the particular transformation 
described here, it is necessary that the process equation to be transformed is data-
parametric. This need not be the case after application of all preceding transformation 
steps. For instance the equation X = a · X · . .. · X + b does not have a data parameter. 
In this case we need to add a dummy data parameter (over a singleton data type, cf. 
Lemma 3.5.4) to apply the following transformation. 
Let G~ contain a single pCRL process equation in EGNF: 
iEJ~ 
jEJ e;EJ; 
We define G~ by the single process equation for Z in the following way: 
Z(st:Stack) = 
--+ --+ --+ L L ai(fi (get(st), ei)) · Z(push( t} , ... push(t~;, pop(st)) . .. )) 
iEJ~ 
<J st -=I- () /\ c;(get(st), e;) [> o 
+ L L aj(h(get(st),ej)) · Z(pop(st)) 
jEJ e;EJ; 
<l st -=I-() /\pop(st) =/:- () /\cj(get(st),ej) [> o 
+ L L aj(h (get(st), ej)) <l st -=I- () /\ pop(st) = () /\ cj(get(st), ej) [> o 
jEJ e;EJ; 
~ 
where get(st) =get1(st), ... ,getn(st). 
The data type Stack is a standard stack data type with constructors () repre-
--+ --+ 
senting the empty stack, and push( t , st) inserting the new element t to the top of 
the stack st. We use the equality predicate on stacks, but a predicate that checks if 
a stack is empty can be used instead. The function get;(st) returns the ith element 
from the top of st, and the function pop(st) returns the stack value st without its 
top element. See [59] for details on implementing data types in µCRL. To prove the 
following proposition we use an induction principle on the data type Stack, namely 
that every value of type stack is either empty or the result of an insertion to another 
value of this type. 
During the current step we construct the system G~ consisting of the single equa-
--+ tion for X and the set G~ being G~ with all pCRL process terms X( t ) replaced by 
--+ Z(push( t , () )). 
Proposition 4.4.1. Let systems G~ and G~ as described above be given. Then for 
--+ --+ 6 ind --+ 
any data term vector t we have (X( t ), G1 ) =? (Z(push( t , ())),en. Let furthermore 
G~UG~ be a system of parallel pCRL process equations and G~UG~ be the result of the 
transformation described above. Then for any X E IG~I, (X, G~ U G~) ~ (X, G~ UG~). 
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Proof. We define wz(st) for all well-defined closed terms of sort Stack in the following 
way: 
wz(()) = 8 
____, ____, 
wz(push( t, ())) = X( t) 
____, ____, ____, ____, 
wz (push( t , push( t' , st'))) = X( t ) · wz (push( t' , st')). 
It is clear from this definition that 
____, ____, ____, ____, 
wz(push(t1 , ... push(tn , ()) · · · )) ~ X(t1 ) · ... · X(tn) 
____, ____, ____, ____, ____, ____, 
wz(push( t1 , ... push( tn, push( t' , st'))) · · ·)) ~ X( t 1 ) · ... · X( tn) · wz(push( t' , st')). 
To prove the implication we need to derive two proof obligations. The first one is 
____, ____, 
X( t) ~ wz(push( t , () )) 
which clearly follows from the definition of wz. The second proof obligation is the 
equation for Z with Z( st) replaced by wz(st). We prove it for all parameters of Z that 
are well-defined closed terms of sort Stack. We have three cases: 
1. For the parameter value () both sides of the equation are equal to 8. 
____, 
2. For the parameter value push( t , ()) the left-hand side of the equation for Z 
____, 
becomes X( t ), and the right-hand side is exactly the right-hand side of the 
equation for X because 
____, ____, 
get(push(t ,()))~ t 
____, 
pop(push( t, ())) ~ () 
____, 
push( t , ()) -I () ~ t 
This identity is trivially derivable from the equation for X. 
____, ____, 
3. For the parameter value push( t , push( t' , st')) the left-hand side is equal to 
____, ____, 
X( t) · wz(push( t', st')) so we need to show that the right-hand side is also 
equal to this term. We use the following identities on Stack in this case: 
get(push(t,push(f!,st'))) ~ t 
pop(push(t , push( 7, st'))) ~push( 7, st') 
____, ____, 
pop(push( t , push( t', st'))) -I() ~ t 
____, ____, . 
push( t , push( t' , st')) -I () ~ t 
When we apply wz to the equation for Z and use the identities of the sort Stack, 
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we get the following identity: 
----> ----> 
X( t) · wz(push( t', st')) 
'""' '""' ----> -----+ f n' f I -----+ ~ L., L., ai(fi (t, ei)) · X( ti) · ... · X(ti ' ) · wz(push( t , st )) <l ci(t, ei) C> 8 
iEJ~ 
+ L L aJ(J; (t;e;)) · wz(push(l, st')) <J cj(t;e;) C> 8 
jEJ~ 
This identity is derivable from the equation for X by applying the axioms 
(Cond6), (SUM5) and (A4). 
D 
The following example [79] shows that the reverse implication does not hold in 
every model. It is easy to see that if data parameters do not matter, the stack is 
isomorphic to a counter which can be implemented by means of natural numbers. 
Example 4.4.2. Let G1 = {X = a · X · X} and G2 = {Z(n:Nat) = a· Z( succ(n))}. 
Consider the model with integers Z as the carrier set, and the operations · ----> +,a ----> 
-1. The equation in G 1 has the unique solution X = 1, while the equation in G 2 has 
infinitely many solutions Z(n) = n + c, where c E Z. For a more elaborated model 
that includes interpretations of other µCRL operations see Example 4.5.2. 
Summary. The previous section and this one consider the transformation of a finite 
system G' = G~ U G2 , where G~ in EGNF, into a system G" = G~ U G~ with G~ an 
LPE and G~ appropriately updated. For each X E IG'I, 
(X,G') (X' G5 u G1) 
' 1 2 
cond (X" G6 u G2 ) 
' 1 2 
~ (X"', G") 
("Harmonization", by Proposition 4.3.2) 
("One equation" , by Proposition 4.3.3) 
("One LPE", by Proposition 4.4.1). 
Here the primed versions of X represent the possible updates of parameters, as pre-
scribed by the propositions mentioned. 
4.5 From Parallel pCRL to LPE 
As the result of the previous section we have obtained G" = G~ U G~, where G~ 
is an LPE and G~ a (possibly empty) set of parallel pCRL process equations. In 
this section we show that the parallel part of G" can be eliminated. First we take 
a general point of view, and show that LPEs are closed under the parallel pCRL 
process operations, viz. parallel composition, encapsulation, hiding, and renaming 
(see Definition 4.1.2). Then we show that with these results and those from Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3, the transformation of G" into a single LPE can be carried out. We 
note that the transformation described in this section is uni-directional, and we give 
counterexamples for the associated reverse implications. 
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4.5.1 Parallel Composition of LPEs 
__., __., 
Let G be a system of process equations in which each of (X(dx), G) and (Y(dv ), G) is 
-----) __., __., 
defined by an LPE, and that contains an equation Z(dx, dy) = X(dx) II Y(dv ). Assume 
that the LPEs for X and Y have no common data variables, and are defined in the 
following way: 
-----+ ~ ~ __., -------> __., -------> -------> 
X(dx:Dx) = L..,, L..,, ai(fi (dx, ei)) · X(gi (dx, ei)) <l ci(dx, ei) l> 8 
iEI~ 
+ L L aj(h(~)) <l Cj(~) l> 8 
jEJ e;E; 
~ ---; -------+ ----t -------+ -------+ 
Y(dv :Dv ) = L L a~(!{ (dv , e~)) · Y(g~ (dv, eD) <l c~(dv, e~) t> 8 
iE/' « 
where I n J = I' n J' = 0. We construct the equation for Z( dx :Dx, dv :Dy), being 
__., __., 
equal to X(dx) II Y(dv), as follows. 
Z(dx:Dx, dv:Dv) = 
iEl~ 
+ 2= 2= 
(k,l)Ehl' ek:Ek,e;:E{ ---; ---t j ~ ---t I ~ 
<l fk(dx, ek) = ft (dy, e1) /\ ck(dx, ek) /\ c1(dv, et) l> 8 
+ 2= 2= I ---; ---t ---; ---t 1(ak, at )Uk(dx, ek)) · X(gk(dx, ek)) 
(k,l)El-yJ' ek:Ek,e;:E{ 
---; ---t j ~ ---t I ~ 
<l fk(dx, ek) = ft (dv, et)/\ ck(dx, ek) /\ ct(dv , et) t> 8 
+ 2= 2= ,---+ -------+ j~ 1(ak, at)(fk(dx, ek)) · Y (gt (dy, et)) 
(k,t)EJ'Yl' ek :Ek ,e;:E{ 
---+ -------+ j ~ -------+ I ~ 
<l fk(dx, ek) = ft (dv, e1) /\ ck(dx, ek) /\ c1(dv, et) l> 8 
+ 2= 2= I ---; ---t 1(ak, a1 )(fk(dx, ek)) 
(k,t)EJ"(J' ek:Ek,e;:E{ 
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where P "(Q = { (p, q) E P x Q I 'Y (ap, a~ ) is defined}. 
Proposition 4.5.1. Let G' contain the equations for X, Y and Z defined above. Let 
---; ____, ____, 
G contain the equations for X and Y, and the equation Z( dx, dv) = X( dx) II Y ( dv). 
Then (Z , G)::::} (Z , G'). 
Proof. We use the identity mapping for wx, Wy, wz. Then the equations for X and Y 
are proven trivially because they are the same in G and G'. To prove the equation 
--+ --+ --+ --+ 
for Z first apply the axiom (CMl) to get Z = (X(dx) [ Y(dv ) + Y(dv) [ X(dx)) + 
____, ____, 
X(dx) I Y(dv). Then we replace X and Y in the left-hand sides of [and in both 
sides of I by their right-hand sides. After that we apply the axioms (CM4), (SUM6), 
(Cond8), (CM2) and (CM3) to eliminate [,and the axioms (CMS), (CM9), (SUM7), 
(SUM7'), (Cond9), (Cond9'), (CM5), (CM6), (CM7), (CFl), (CF2),(CT1), (CT2), 
(CDl), (CD2) to eliminate I· Note that before applying the axioms for sums we might 
need to apply (SUM2), and after elimination [ and I we might need to apply (A7) 
and (A6). After that we apply the identity x II y ~ y II x, which is derivable from the 
____, ____, ____, ____, 
axioms (cf. Lemma 2.2.6), to replace all occurrences of Y( t') II X( t) by X( t) II Y( t' ), 
--t --t -7 -7 
and finally we replace all X( t ) II Y( t') by Z( t , t') using the equation for Zin G . As 
the result we get the equation for Z in G'. D 
In the following example we present a model of µCRL based on the trace model [44], 
but in which the sequential composition operation is commutative and idempotent. 
This model is used in Example 4.5.3 to show that the reverse implication of Proposi-
tion 4.5.1 does not hold in every model. 
Example 4.5.2. Let ActLab be a finite set of action labels and 'Y be the totally 
undefined function. Consider the model with carrier set ( 2(2ActLab\ { 0}) \ {0}) U{T, .l }, 
and the operations defined as follows: 
____, 
• For each a E ActLab a( t ) ----> { {a}} 
• 8 ----> T and T ----> .l 
• +----> U, where SU T =TU S =Sand SU .l = .l US= .l 
• ., 11, [,I---->*• where S * S' = {s Us' I s ES/\ s' ES'}, S * T = T * S = T and 
S * .l = .l * S = S . 
• OH ----> eH, where eH({{a}}) = {{a}} if a t/: H, eH({{a}}) = T if a E H , 
eH(S US') = eH(S) U eH(S'), eH(S * S') = eH(S) * eH(S'), eH(T) = T, 
eH(..l) = J_ 
• TJ----> h1, where h1 is defined in a similar way as eH. 
• Ld:D ----> id, where id is the identity mapping. 
• x <l c [> y----> if(c, x, y), where if (c, x, y) is the if-then-else mapping. 
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Example 4.5.3. Let G = {X = a · X, Y = b · Y, Z = XII Y} and G' = {X = a · X, Y = 
b · Y, Z = a · Z + b · Z} . In the model defined in Example 4.5.2 the equations for X in 
both G and G' have the following solutions: 
{{a}} , {{a,b}}, {{a},{a,b}} , T 
while the equations for Y have the following solutions: 
{{b}}, {{a,b}}, {{b},{a, b}} , T 
The equation for Z in G has two solutions { {a , b}} and T , while the equation for Z 
in G' has five solutions {{a, b }}, {{a}, {a, b }}, {{b }, {a , b }}, {{a}, {b }, {a , b}} and T. 
4.5.2 Encapsulation, Hiding and Renaming of LPEs 
Let G be an LPE defining X as in the previous section, A be a set of action labels, 
and R be a renaming function. We construct LPEs for Z 1 being equal to OA(X), Z2 
being equal to TA(X), and Z3 being equal to PR(X) , in the following way: 
Here and in the equations below we assume that Ii = { i E I I a i f:. A} and J 1 = {j E 
JI a j f:. A}. 
iEJ,~ 
iEl~ 
Proposition 4.5.4. Let G~ contain the equations for X and Z1 defined above, G~ 
contain the equations for X and Z2 defined above, and G~ contain the equations for X 
--+ -+ 
and l3 defined above. Let G1 contain the equations for X and Z1 (dx:Dx) = OA (X(dx)), 
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--+ -+ e2 contain the equations for X and Z2(dx:Dx ) TA(X(dx)), and e3 contain the 
--+ -+ 
equations for X and Z3(dx:Dx) = PR(X(dx)). Then we have ei =} ei , e2 =} e2 and 
e3 =} e3. 
Proof. To prove the implications we use the identity mappings for wx, Wz 1 , wz2 and 
wz3 • The equations for X are proven trivially. For the other equations we substitute 
X by its right-hand side and apply the axioms (D3) , (SUMS), (D5) , (D4), (Dl), (D2), 
(A7), (A6) to push OA inside; the axioms (T3), (SUM9), (T5), (T4), (Tl), (T2) to 
push TA inside; the axioms (R3), (SUMlO), (R5), (R4), (Rl), (RT), (RD) to push 
PR inside. After that we use the equations for Z1 , Z2 , Z3 in ei,e2,e3 respectively to 
eliminate the operators {)A, TA and p R completely and arrive at equations for Z 1, Z2 , Z3 
in ei , e2, e3 respectively. 0 
The following examples show that the reverse implications of the latter proposition 
do not hold in every model. 
Example 4.5.5. Let ei = {X = a· X + b · X, Z1 = 8{b}(X)} and ei = {X = 
a· X + b · X, Z1 =a· Zi}. Consider the model from Example 4.5.2. The equations for 
X in both e 1 and ei have the following solutions: 
{{a , b}} , {{a}, {a , b}} , {{b},{a, b}}, {{a},{ b} , {a , b}} , T 
The equation for Z1 in e1 has two solutions { {a}} and T, while the equation for Z1 
in ei has four solutions { {a}}, {{a, b }}, {{a}, {a, b}} and T. 
Example 4.5.6. Let e2 = {X = a·X, Z2 = T{a}(X)} and e2 = {X = a·X, Z2 = T·Z2}. 
Consider the branching bisimulation model [44]. The equation for Z2 in e2 has the 
unique solution Z2 = T·O, while the equation for Z2 in e2 has infinitely many solutions 
Z2 = T · p, where p is any element of the model. 
Example 4.5. 7. Let e3 = {X = a · X + b · X, Z3 = PR(X)} and e3 = {X = a · X + 
b · X, Z3 =a· Z3} , where R(a) = R(b) = a. Consider the model from Example 4.5.2. 
The equation for Z3 in e3 has two solutions { {a}} and T, while the equation for Z3 
in e3 has four solutions {{a}}, {{a,b}}, {{a},{a,b}} and T. 
4.5.3 Towards an LPE 
Let e" = erue2 be a system of process equations with er an LPE and e2 containing 
parallel pCRL process equations. If e2 is empty we are done. Otherwise, let (X, e") 
be the process definition to be transformed. We substitute the right-hand sides for all 
parallel pCRL process names (other than X) in e2 and obtain the set e~ with a single 
process equation for X, such that (X, e") = (X, er U e~). We finish the description of 
our transformation of e" into a single LPE by describing how e~ can be integrated 
with er. A general strategy is to apply an innermost/outermost reduction along 
the lines of Propositions 4.5.1 and 4.5.4, occasionally adding or replacing process 
equations. 
We consider a typical case (but note that many variants are conceivable): 
e" 1 
e' 2 
--+ {Y(dv:Dy) = py} 
--+ -+ -+ 
= {X(dx:Dx) = T1(8H(Y( t) II Y( u )))} 
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and proceed in a stepwise manner. First we reduce the II-occurrence, so transform e~ 
into 
3 ------+ ---t ---t ------+ ------+ ---t ---t e 2 = {X(dx:Dx) = r1(8H(Z( t, u))), Z(dv:Dv,ev:Dv) = Y(dv) II Y(ev)} 
---t 
where fy is a fresh copy of dv. With Lemma 3.5.2 it follows that for all Y E 1e"I , 
(Y, e") = (Y, er U e~). According to Proposition 4.5.1, there exists a system H 
with Z defined by a number of linear equations in the process names Z and Y 
such that (Z, er u e~) ~ (Z, H) , and for the remaining process names y E 1e"1, 
(Y, e") = (Y, er U e~) ~ (Y, H). Comparing the newly created system Hof process 
equations with G", we see that it contains one parallel pCRL operation less, and one 
more pCRL process equation consisting of the linear equation for Z. Next , with Propo-
sitions 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 this system can be transformed into a system H' that contains 
------+ 
a single LPE, say over process name U, and the equation X(dx:Dx) = r1(8H(U(1t))) 
where application of these propositions prescribes the value vector 1t. With Proposi-
tion 4.5.4 we can resolve the encapsulation and hiding operation in a similar fashion. 
This yields a system of process equations H" that consists of an LPE over process 
------+ ---t 
name V and the equation X(dx:Dx) = V( v ), and (X, H')='?(X, H"). Now the last step 
of this final transformation is the conclusion (X, H") = (V(V'), L) , where L contains 
only the LPE for V. 
The description above illustrates the last part of our transformation. Without 
further proof we state the following result. 
Proposition 4.5.8. Let e" = er U e~ be a system of process equations as described 
above (Gr an LPE, and G~ containing parallel pCRL process equations). Then e" 
can be transformed via innermost/outermost reduction into a system L that contains 
one single LPE, and that satisfies (X, e") ~ (X' (t;), L) for a certain value vector 
-txr. 
Chapter 5 
Linearization in µCRL 
In this chapter we present an extension of the linearization algorithm to the setting 
of full µCRL. The main difference lies in the fact that we are dealing with recursive 
occurrences of parallel composition and renaming operations. This allows to express 
systems with dynamic creation of parallel components. The first part of the algorithm, 
up to obtaining of the single equation, is a rather straightforward extension of the 
pCRL algorithm presented in Chapter 4. The data type introduction and the data 
type in itself is significantly more involved than the stack introduction described in 
Section 4.4. 
5.1 Transformation to Post-PEGNF 
-+ As input for the linearization procedure we take a µCRL process definit ion (X( t ), G) 
such that PNUDG of G is acyclic. In this section we transform G into a system of 
process equations G4 in post-PEGNF (cf. Definition 4.1.7) . The resulting system will 
contain process equations for all process names in IGI with the same types of data 
parameters involved, as well as, possibly, process equations for other process names. 
As in the pCRL case, we first apply the preprocessing step of Section 4.2.1, which 
renames nested bound variables. 
5.1.1 Reduction by Simple Rewriting 
By applying term rewriting we get an equivalent set of process equations to the given 
one, but with terms in right-hand sides in the more restricted form as presented in 
Table 5.1. This step is similar to the one described in Section 4.2.2, but here we have 
more rewrite rules that are needed to deal with parallel composition and renaming 
operations, which were not present in the case of pCRL. 
The rewrite rules that we apply to the right-hand sides of the equations are listed 
in Tables 4.2 and 5.2. The symbols Ld:D are treated in this rewrite system as 
function symbols, not as binders. This is justified by the fact that we have renamed 
all nested bound variables, which allows the use of first order term rewriting. The 
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p ::= Pl I 8 
P1 ::= a(t) I Y(t) I P1 + P1 I P2 · P I P1 II Pl I>3 I p4 <Jcr>8 I aH(Ps) I TJ(P6) 
d,D I PR(P1) 
P2 ::= a(t) I Y(t) I Pl + Pl I P2. p I Pl II Pl aH(Ps) I TJ(P6) I PR(P1) 
P3 ::=a(t) I Y(t) I P2·p I P1llP1 I LP3 I p4<Jcr>8 I 8H(Ps) I T1(P6) I PR(P1) 
d'D 
P4 ::= a(t) I Y(t) I P2. p I Pl II Pl I aH(Ps) I TJ(P6) I PR(P1) 
Ps ::= Y(t) I P1 II P1 
P6 ::= Ps I aH(Ps) 
P7 ::= P6 I TJ(P6) 
Table 5.1: Syntax of terms after simple rewriting. 
mapping induced by the rewrite rules for a given system of process equations G is 
called rewr : Terms(IGJ) ---> Terms(IGJ). 
Before applying rewriting we eliminate all terms of the form _ <l _ r> _ with the 
third argument different from 8, with the following rule: 
y oj:. 8 ==} X <l C [> y ---t X <l C [> 8 + y <l •C [> 8 (RCOND3) 
Rewriting is performed modulo the identities presented in Table 5.3. 
The optimization rules presented in Table 5.4 are not needed to get the desired 
restricted syntactic form, but can be used to simplify the terms. They could be 
applied with higher priority than the rules in Tables 4.2 and 5.2 to achieve possible 
reductions. Note that the rule (RSCA') could lead to optimizations only in cases 
where x is completely guarded, and y or z are not. 
Proposition 5.1.1. The commutative/associative term rewriting system of Tables 4.2 
and 5. 2 is terminating. 
Proof. We can transform this commutative/associative term rewriting system into a 
normal one by adding the symmetric rules for the first rule in Table 4.2 and the first 
two rules in Table 5.2, and directing the associativity axioms. Termination of the 
obtained system can be proved by constructing the RPO for the following order on 
the operations: 
OH > TJ > PR > II > · > - <l c r> 8 > L > + > a(t) > 8 
Another way of proving termination is by using the AC-RPO technique [90]. D 
Lemma 5.1.2. For any process term p not containing p 1 <l c r> P2, where P2 "¥=- 8, we 
have that rewr(p) has the syntax defined in Table 5.1 . 
Proof. Let q = rewr(p). It can be seen from the rewrite rules that they preserve the 
syntax (4.1). Suppose q does not satisfy the syntax defined in Table 5.1. All of the 
possibilities for q that exist imply that q is reducible. Some of the possibilities are 
shown in the proof of Lemma 4.2.3; for the rest the appropriate rules can be easily 
found in Table 5.2. D 
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x 11 o ---t x · o 
(x · o) 11 y ---t (x 11 y) · o 
8n(a(t))---> o 
8n(a(t))---> a(t) 
8n(T) ---t T 
8n(o)---> o 
8n(x + y)---> 8n(x) + 8n(y) 
8n(x · y)---> 8n(x) · 8n(Y) 
8n(L:::X)---> L8n (x) 
d :D d:D 
8n(x <l c I> o) ---t 8n(x) <l c I> 0 
8n1 (8n2(x))---> 8n1un2(x) 
8n(T1(x))---> T1(8n\l(x)) 
8n(PR(x))---> PR(8R- l(H)(x)) 
TJ(a(t)) ---t T 
TJ(a(t)) ---> a(t) 
TJ(T)--->T 
TJ(O) ---t 0 
TJ(X + y) ---t TJ(X) + TJ(Y) 
TJ(X · y) ---t TJ(X) · TJ(y) 
T1(L:x) ---> LTJ(x) 
d:D d:D 
TJ(X <JC I> 0) ---t TJ(X) <JC I> 0 
T/1 (T12(x)) ---t TJ1UI2(x) 
TJ(PR(x)) ---t PR(TR- l(I)(x)) 
PR(a(t))---> R(a)(t) 
PR(T) ---t T 
PR(o) ---t O 
PR(x + y)---> PR(x) + PR(Y) 
PR(X · y)---> PR(x) · PR(Y) 
PR(L x)---> L PR(x) 
d:D d:D 
PR(X <l c I> o)---> PR(x) <l c I> o 
PR1 (PR2 (x)) ---t PR1 oR2 (x) 
if a EH 
ifa f. H 
if a EI 
if a f. I 

































Proposition 5.1.3. Let G2 be the result of applying the rewriting to G1 . Then 
G2 = G1 . 
Proof. Taking into account that G1 contains no nested occurrences of the same bound 
variable, each rewrite rule is a consequence of the axioms of µCRL. By Lemma 3.5.l 
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x+y:=:;y+x 
x + (y + z)::::; (x + y) + z 
(x · y) · z::::; x · (y · z) 
x 11y::::;y11 x 
x II (y II z) ::::; (x II y) II z 
Table 5.3: The rewriting is performed modulo these identities. 
x+x-+x 
X<lCl>X-+X 
x<l t l>y-+x 
x<l f l>y-+y 
x <l c1 l> /5 + x <l c2 l> /5 -+ x <l c1 v c2 l> /5 
(x1 <l cl> x2) · (y1 <l cl> y2) -+ x1 · Yi <l cl> x2 · Y2 
x · (y <l cl> z) -+ x · y <l cl> x · z 
T1(8H(x))-+ TJ \ H(aH(x)) 
PR(T1(8H(x)))-+ PRi uH (T1(8H(x))) 
PR(T1(x))-+ PR1 (T1(x)) 


















where Rs(a) for S ~ ActLab is defined to be equal to a if a ES and to R(a) 
otherwise. 
Table 5.4: Optimization rules. 
0 
As a result of applying simple rewriting the number of equations obviously remains 
the same. The right-hand sides of the equations may grow in a linear fashion with 
respect to the number of operation symbols of sort Proc occurrences. This is because 
a number of rules copy operation symbols when distributing over + or · (for example 
the rule (RSUM4) copies the summation symbol). It can be checked that the total 
number of+,· and II occurrences does not increase during rewriting (except for certain 
optimization rules). Therefore the number of such copyings is linear in term size. The 
number of occurrences of action labels and process names does not increase during 
rewriting. 
5.1.2 Adding New Process Equations 
This step is similar to the one described in Section 4.2.3, with the only difference that 
we have more operations, which are treated similarly to sequential composition. We 
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extend the transformations S1 and S2 with the following rules: 








------+ ------+ As the result of replacing every equation X(dx:Dx) = Px of G2 by X(dx:Dx) 
------+ 
Si(dx:Dx ,Px) we get a system of process equations G3 , which is in pre-PEGNF. 
Proposition 5.1.4. The functions S1 and S2 are well-defined. 
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Proof. Using the order on the operations S1 > +, S1 > I:, S2 > ., S2 > 11, S2 > 
PR, S2 > TJ, S2 > OH it can be shown that infinite recursion is not possible for any 
admissible arguments given. 0 
Lemma 5.1.5. All process equations in G 3 are in pre-PEGNF. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2.7. 0 
Proposition 5.1.6. For any process name X in G2 we have (X, G3 ) = (X, G2). 
Proof. The statement follows from Lemma 3.5.2. 0 
Again, as in the pCRL case, the transformation described in this subsection does 
not increase the size of terms. The number of process equations may increase linearly 
in the size of terms in the original system. 
5.1.3 Guarding 
Next we transform the equations of G3 to PEGNF. To this end, we use the function 
guard : DVar x Terms(IGI) --+ Terms(IGI) , which replaces unguarded occurrences of 
process names with the right-hand sides of their defining equations. It is defined as 
follows: 
guard( s, L L Pi <l C; [> o) = rewr(L: L guard(S u {e7},p;) <l C; [> o) 
iEJ~ iEJ~ 
--; --; 
guard(S, a( t )) =a( t) 
guard(S, o) = o 
guard(S, Y(t)) =guard ( S, S 0 (S \ {pars(Y)}, rhs(Y)) [pars(Y) := t]) 
guard(S, p1 · P2) = rewr(simpl(guard(S,p1) · P2)) 
guard(S, PR o TJ o aH(P)) = rewr(pR o TJ o aH(guard(S,p))) 
guard(S,p1 II P2) = rewr( simpl(guard(S,p1) ~P2) + simpl(guard(S,p2) ~p1 ) 
+ simpl(guard(S,p1) I guard(S,p2))) 
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Here we use the function rewr from Subsection 5.1.1 and the function 8 0 from Sub-
section 4.2.1. The function simpl is defined as follows: 
'impl ( ( ~ .~:;(!,') p; <l C; I> o+ ~ '~' •; (t;) <l c; I> J) p) 
= L L ai(t";) ·(Pi· p) <J ci t> 8 + L L aj(t;) · p <J Cj [> 8 
iEl e:£: jEJ e;E"; 
'impl ( ( ~ '~' O; (!,') p; <l C; I> o+ ~ •~; o;(t;) <l c; I> J) ~p) 
= L L ai(t";) ·(Pi II p) <J ci t> 8 + L L aj(t;) · p <J Cj t> 8 
iEI e:£: jEJ e;E"; 
'impl ( ( ~ .~, '' ( J: ( d,"e;)) · p;( d~,>: "; ( d,"e;) ~ 
+ L L a j ( fj ( d, ej)) <J Cj ( d, ej) [> 8) 
jEJ e;E"; 
--+ ----+ i --,---j ----+ I --,---j 
<J fk(d, ek) = ! 1 (d, e1) /\ ck(d, ek) /\ c1(d, e1) t> 8 
+ I: I: I --+ ----+ ----+ 1(ak , a1)Uk(d, ek)) · Pk(d, ek) 
--+ ----+ i --,---j ----+ I --,---j 
<J fk(d, ek) = f1 (d, e1) /\ ck(d, ek) /\ c1(d, e1) t> 8 
+ 
I --+ ----+ --,---j 
1(ak , a1)(fk(d, ek)) · P1(d, e1) 
--+ ----+ i --,---j ----+ I --,---j 
<J fk(d, ek) = f1 (d, e1) /\ ck(d, ek) /\ c1(d, e1) t> 8 
+ 
I --+ ----+ 
1(ak, a1)(fk(d, ek)) 
where P1Q = {(p,q) E P x Q J 1(ap , a~) is defined}. The function simpl shows that 
for any term p1 and p2 in the form of a right-hand side of an equation in PEGNF, 
and for any term p having syntax (4.5) we can transform p1 · p, p1 ~p and p1 J p2 to 
the form of a right-hand side of an equation in PEGNF by applying the axioms of 
µCRL. 
Proposition 5.1. 7. For any finite system G3 in pre-PEGNF with acyclic PNUDG, 
and any process name X in it, the function guard is well-defined on rhs(X, G3). 
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.2.9 in Section 4.2.4. 0 
We define the system G4 in the following way. For each equation 
----+ ~ ~ ---4 ---4 X(d:D) = L.., L.., Pi(d, ei) <l ci(d, ei) r> o in G3, we add 
iEl e:E: 
X(d:D) =guard( {d}, L L Pi(~) <l ci(~) [> o) to G4. 
iE I e;:E; 
Lemma 5.1.8. The equations in G4 are in PEGNF. 
Proof. The proof goes along the lines of the proof of Lemma 4.2.10. Here we use the 
facts that simpl produces PEGNF terms and rewr preserves them. 0 
Proposition 5.1.9. Let G3 and G4 be defined as above. Then G3 = G4. 
Proof. It was already noted before that the transformations performed by rewr and 
So are derivable from the axioms of µCRL. It is easy to see that the transformations 
performed by simpl are derivable from the axioms as well. Below we list the axioms 
that are used in the derivations of the three simpl cases: 
1. (A4), (SUM5) (the variables from et and ej do not occur freely in p), (Cond6), 
and (A5); 
2. (CM4), (SUM6) (the variables from et and ej do not occur freely inp), (Cond8), 
(CM2) and (CM3); 
3. (CM8) and (CM9); (SUM7) and (SUM7') (here we use the fact that the following 
three sets: bound variables of the first argument of simpl, bound variables of 
the second argument of simpl, free variables of both arguments, are pairwise 
disjoint); (Cond9) and (Cond9'); (Cond4); (CM5), (CM6) and (CM7); (CFl), 
(Cond6) and (Cond4) (or (CF2), (A7), Lemma 2.2.6.1, (SUMl) and (A6) in 
case the actions do not communicate). 
In case one of the PEGNF arguments of simpl is o, the axioms used are (A7), (CM2), 
(SCD2) and (SC3). According to Lemma 3.5.3 and Lemma 3.5.1 all transformations 
performed by guard lead to equivalent systems. We note that care has been taken to 
rename some data variables during the substitution (in the third clause of the guard 
definition) in order to make the substitution and the following applications of the 
axioms sound. D 
The transformation performed in this step does not increase the number of equa-
tions, but their sizes may grow exponentially, due to application of (A4). (See an 
example of such an exponential growth in Section 4.2.4.) We also note that similar 
growth is possible due to application of axioms (CM4) for the left merge, and (CM8) 
and (CM9) for communication. In cases with multi-party communication we do not 
need to have n equations, as in the pCRL example, to achieve this growth. Having 
one equation with n recursive calls is sufficient. 
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Example 5.1.10. Let n be a natural number and let the system of process equations 
C contain the following two equations. 
Y = X(O) II · · · II X(n ) 
X(n:Nat) = a + b(n) 
We further assume that 1(a, a) = a, and')' is undefined for the other arguments. By 
induction on n it is not difficult to show that after applying guarding we get the 
system of equations which is equivalent to the following one: 
Y = a+ a· (X(io) 11 ···II X(in)) 
{io, .. . ,ik}E2{0, ,n) \{0 ,{0 , ... ,n}} 
+ L b(m) · (X(O) II··· II X(m - 1) II X(m + 1) II··· II X(n)) 
mE{O,. . .,n} 
X(n:Nat) =a+ b(n) 
This example shows that the term in the right-hand side of the equation for Y contains 
more than 2n+I summands after the transformation. 
5.1.4 Postprocessing 
In this subsection we transform all equations of C 4 into post-PEGNF. It is done in a 
similar way as described in Section 4.2.5, and the possible optimizations mentioned 
there (regular linearization process) also apply to the settings of full µCRL. In order 
to do this transformation, we need to eliminate all actions and o that appear in terms 
Pi in PEGNF. This is achieved by introducing a new process name Xa for each action a 
that occurs inside the process terms Pi, with parameters corresponding to those of the 
---t -+ 
action (and a new process name X0 for 15). Thus we add equations Xa(d3 :D3 ) = a(da) 
-+ -+ 
and X0 = o to the system, and replace the occurrences of actions a( t) by Xa ( t ), 
and o by X0 . 
Proposition 5.1.11. Let the system Cs of process equations be obtained after post-
processing the system C4 as described above. Then for all X E IC4 I we have (X, Cs)= 
(X, C4) and Cs is in post-PEGNF. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.5.2 this transformation is correct and leads to a system 
that obviously is in PEGNF. 0 
It is also possible to eliminate renaming, hiding and encapsulation operations 
that do not have parallel composition in their arguments by introducing more terms 
-+ 
of the form PR(T1(8H(P1 11 p2))) , thus removing PR(T1(8H(Y( t )))) from the gram-
mar ( 4.8). This can be done by introducing a fresh process name Z for every different 
-+ -----+ -+ 
PR(T1(8H(Y( t ))))together with the defining equation Z(dv:Dv) = PR(T1(8H(Y( t )))). 
By taking the rhs(Y) and applying the rewrite rules for renaming operators we either 
get rid of the construct, or get a new instance of it , possibly with different R, I, 
and/or H. Given the fact that the set of actions is finite , the number of different R , 
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I, and H is also finite, and therefore we cannot introduce an infinite number of fresh 
process names in this way. 
An open question is whether we can eliminate PR(rr(8H(P1 11 P2))) by introducing 
----> 
more process equations and renamings of the form p R ( TJ (OH (Y ( t ) ) ) ) . An interesting 
example would be X =a· 8{b}(X 11 o{b} (X II X)) with 1(a, a)= a. 
It remains an interesting question whether all renaming operations can be elim-
inated without the use of infinite data types. We conjecture that it is not possible. 
The partial elimination of renaming operators do not lead to simplifications of the 
data type that we need to encode. Total elimination of renaming operations would 
provide such a simplification. 
Summarizing, the initial and the current µCRL specification are related by (X, G) = 
(X, G5), and we have not added any extra data type definitions to the current speci-
fication up to now. 
5.2 Introduction of Lists-of-Multisets 
Like in the pCRL case, we now collapse all of the equations in G5 into a single one (cf. Section 4.3), obtaining a system G7 , which contains this equation only. The 
final step in the linearization of µCRL processes consists of the introduction of a 
data parameter, that allows to model sequential and parallel compositions of process 
names with parameters, as a single process term. The data parameter should also 
encode renaming, hiding and encapsulation operations. In the case that no such 
sequential or parallel composition occurs in the equation, we do not apply this step. 
The renaming, hiding and encapsulation operations can, in this case, be eliminated 
using the transformation described in Section 5.1.4. We note that if no parallel 
composition operations were present, we could also eliminate the renaming, hiding 
and encapsulation operations and arrive at the pCRL case. In the case of pCRL 
processes the data type needed was a stack (cf. Section 4.4). The case of µCRL is 
more complicated in the following ways. 
• Parallel composition is present in addition to sequential composition. 
• Instead of a single process that was ready to be executed in the sequential case, 
we can have many parallel components represented by their state vectors, and 
the number of components can change during process execution. 
• The components may communicate; thus simultaneous execution of two (hand-
shaking) or more (multi-party communication) components is possible. 
• The renaming, hiding and encapsulation operations can influence the way in 
which a component (or more than one of them) can be executed. 
As a first step we consider the case with handshaking and no renaming, hiding 
and encapsulation operations; after that we add these operations, and finally outline 
the multi-party communication case. This is done in order to divide the explanation 
of the data type into smaller and more understandable parts. In addition to that, for 
each particular specification the appropriate data type can be used, depending on the 
presence of renaming operations and the type of communication used. 
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5.2.1 Parallel and Sequential Compositions with Handshaking 
Assuming that no renaming operators are present , let G7 contain a single µCRL 
process equation in post-PEGNF: 
----> """'""' """'""' __.., _____, _____, _____, X(d:D) = ~ ~ ai(fi (d, ei)) · Pi(d, ei) <J ci(d, ei) I> b 
iEJ e:E: (5.1) 
_____, 
where Pi(d, ei) are terms of the following syntax: 
__.., 
p ::= X( t ) I p. p I p II p (5.2) 
The form above differs from an LPE in having sequential and parallel compositions 
of recursive calls instead of a single recursive call. We define the data type State 
----> 
(Appendix C.l) to represent the state vector d:D. It is a simple tuple data type, that 
__.., 
has a constructor state : D __.., State, projection functions pri : State __.., Di, equality 
predicate, if-then-else construction, and a greater-than predicate gt. 1 
__.., 
The data type LM is used to represent a list containing state vectors d and/or 
multisets of elements of type LM. For the latter multisets we use the data type ML 
(see Appendix C.2 for the implementation details). The main idea is to represent a 
number of consecutive sequential compositions as a list , and a number of consecutive 
parallel compositions as a multiset. These lists and multisets can be nested up to 
arbitrary depth, as the terms can contain arbitrarily nested parallel and sequential 
compositions. A single state vector is represented as the list containing it. Thus the 
sort LM has three constructors: 
• LMO :--..; LM , representing the empty list, 
• seql : State x LM __.., LM, with seql ( d, lm) representing the list with the state 
vector d added as the head of lm, 
• seqM : ML x LM __.., LM, with seqM(ml, lm) representing the list with the 
multiset ml added as the head of lm, 
and the sort ML has two constructors: 
• ML: LM __.., ML, representing the multiset containing one list lm, 
• par: LM x ML__.., ML , with par(lm, ml) representing the multiset with the list 
lm added to ml. 
We note however, that with these constructors we can have different terms represent-
ing the same semantical value. For instance the following equivalent terms can be 
identified using the definitions in Appendix C.2: 
1 In the text, often we do not distinguish between D and State, and do not use state and pr;, but 
use vector notation instead. 
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• seqM(ML(LMO), lm) ~ lm, 
• seqM(ML(seql (d, lml )), lm) ~ seql (d, conc(lml, lm)), 
• seqM(ML(seqM(ml, lml)), lm) ~ seqM(ml, conc(lml, lm)), 
• ML(seqM(ml , LMO)) ~ml, 
• par(LMO, ml)~ ml, 
• par( lm, ML( lml)) ~ par( lml , ML( lm)), 
• par(seqM(ml,LMO) , mll) ~ comp(ml,mll), 
where the functions cone and comp are explained below. The first three identities are 
due to the fact that a multiset at the left-hand side of a sequential composition is only 
needed if it contains at least two elements. The fourth identity says that putting a 
multiset into a list and then putting this list into a multiset does not change anything. 
The sixth identity is due to commutativity of parallel composition. The fifth and the 
last one say that a list at the left-hand side of a parallel composition is only needed 
if it contains at least two elements. 
There are more such identities, and we want to operate with the right-hand sides 
of these identities only. We define the normal forms for lists and multisets in the 
following way. A term of sort LM is in normal form if it is in one of the following 
three forms: 
• LMO, 
• seql (d, lm), 
• seqM(ml, lm), 
where 
• dis a term of sort State, 
• lm is a term of sort LM in normal form, 
• ml is a term of sort ML in normal form having par as its outermost symbol. 
A term of sort ML is in normal form if it is in one of the following two forms: 
• ML(lm), 
• par(lm1, ... par(lmn, ML(lmn+i)) ... ), 
where for all i E {1, ... ,n + 1}: 
• lm, lmi are terms of sort LM in normal form, and not of the form seqM(ml, LMO), 
• lmi =f. LMO, 
• •gt(lmi, lmi+I )· 
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The gt function (greater than) is defined on LM and ML using the function gt on the 
sort State. 
Preservation of normal forms is achieved by defining auxiliary functions that guar-
antee the generation of normal forms only, if the arguments are in normal forms: 
• cone : LM x LM --> LM, 
• conp : ML x LM --> LM, 
• mkml : LM --> ML, 
• comp : ML x ML --> ML. 
The first one is used to concatenate two lists. The second - to prepend a multiset to 
a list. The third - to make a multiset out of a list, and the last one - to concatenate 
two multisets. The implementation of these functions can be found in Appendix C.2. 
It can be shown by induction that if the arguments of the auxiliary functions are in 
normal form, then the result also rewrites to a term in normal form. In addition, this 
property can be shown for all functions in Appendix C that generate terms of sort 
LM or ML. 
Preservation of normal forms gives us a simple way to define equality on the LM 
and ML data types. We can also check that the following properties are preserved for 
any lm and ml in normal form: 
• mkml(conp(ml, LMO)) ~ml, 
• conp(mkml(lm), LMO) ~ lm. 
We use the functions seqc and pare to represent sequential and parallel composi-
tions on the sort LM, respectively. The following properties of these functions can be 
checked, under the assumption that all arguments are in normal form: associativity of 
seqc, associativity and commutativity of pare, LMO is zero element for both functions. 
--> 
For each term Pi from equation (5.1) we construct the term mklmi(pi] : State x 
Ei --> LM, which gives us a way to represent the terms Pi as the terms of sort LM, 
in the following way: 
--+ -------7 --+ -----4 -------7 
mklmi[X( t )](td, teJ = seql ( t [d, ei := td, te, J, LMO) 
mklmi[p1 · p2](~) = seqc(mklmi [p1](~), mklmi[p2](~)) 
mklmi[p1 11 p2](~) = parc(mklmi[p1](~) , mklmi[p2](~)) 
As an example, if Pi= (X(n) II X(s(n))) · X( s(s(n))), then 
mklmi[pi](n) = ({n, s(n)}, s(s(n))) 
(or as a term seqM(par(seql (n, LMO), ML(seql (s(n), LMO)), seql (s(s(n)), LMO)))). 
As explained earlier, the data type LM represents a nesting of sequential and 
parallel compositions of the state vectors of process X defined by equation (5.1). 
For a given lm:LM , an important notion is the multiset of the state vectors of X 
that are ready to be executed. In other words, these are state vectors of X that are 
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not prepended by other state vectors of X with a sequential composition. We call 
this multiset of state vectors of X from lm the first layer of lm. More formally, an 
occurrence of d:State belongs to the first layer of lm if lm has no subterm of the form 
seql (di, lm 1 ) or seqM(mli, lm1 ) such that this occurrence of dis in lm1. 
The following functions involving the notion of the first layer are used in the 
definitions of the resulting LPE: 
lenf: LM----> Nat 
----; 
- the number of elements in the 
first layer 
getfl : LM x Nat ----> D 
- get n-th element 
replfl : LM x Nat x LM----> LM - replace n-th element with an lm 
remfl : LM x Nat----> LM - remove n-th element 
replf2 : LM x Nat x Nat x LM x LM----> LM - replace two elements 
replremf2: LM x Nat x Nat x LM----> LM - replace one and remove the 
other element 
remf2: LM x Nat x Nat----> LM - remove two elements 
As can be seen from the implementation (Appendix C.2), removing an element from 
an lm:LM is equivalent to replacing it with LMO. In the example considered earlier, 
we have two elements in the first layer, where n has number zero, and s(n) has number 
one. 
Assume the system G7 consists of process equation X as defined in (5.1). We can 
now define a system L consisting of process equation Z, that mimics the behavior of 
X, in the following way: 
Z(lm:LM) = 
L L L alh (getfl (lm,n), ei))· Z(replfl (lm, n, mklmi[pi](getfl (lm, n), ei))) 
iEJ n:Nat~ 
<Jn< lenf(lm) /\ ci(getfl (lm, n), ei) t> o 
+ L L L ai(h(getfl (lm, n), ej)) · Z(remfl (lm, n)) 
jEJn:Nat~ 
<Jn< lenf(lm) /\ remfl (lm , n) =f. () /\ Cj(getfl (lm, n) , ej) [> o 
+ L L L ai(h(getfl(lm,n),ej)) 
jEJn:Nat~ 
<Jn < lenf (lm) /\ remfl (lm, n) = () /\ cj(getfl (lm, n), ej) t> o 
+ L L L L L 1(ak, a1)(h(getfl(lm,n),ek)) 
(k ,l)El"(l n :Nat m:Nat ek:Ek ~ 
· Z( replf2(lm, n, m, mklmk[pk](getfl (lm , n), ek), mklm1[pt](getfl (lm, m), e!))) 
----; 
----; ~~~~~--; 
<Jn< m /\ m < lenf(lm) /\ fk(getfl (lm, n), ek) = !1 (getfl (lm, m), el) 
/\ ck(getfl (lm, n), ek) /\ c1(getfl (lm, m), el) [> o 
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+ L L L L L 1(ak,a1)(h(getfl(lm,n),ek)) 
(k,l)EhJ n:Nat m:Nat ~ ~ 
· Z(replremf2(lm, n, m, mklmk[pk](getfl (lm, n), ek))) 
<Jn f:. m /\ n < lenf(lm) /\ m < lenf(lm) 
---+ ---+ I /\ fk(getfl(lm ,n),ek) = fi(getf1(lm,m) ,e1) 
/\ ck(getfl (lm , n), ek) /\ cz(getfl (lm , m) , eD C> 8 
+ L L L L "'£ 1(ak,a1)(h(getf1(lm ,n),ek))· Z(remf2( lm,n,m)) 
(k,l)EJ-yJ n:Nat m:Nat ~ ~ 
---+ ---+ ~~~~~--+ 
<Jn< m /\ m < lenf(lm) /\ fk(getfl (lm, n), ek) = ft (getfl (lm, m), eD 
/\ ck(getfl (lm, n), ek) /\ cz(getfl (lm, m), eD /\ remf2 (lm, n, m) f:. () t> 8 
+ L L L L L 1(ak,a1)(h(getfl(lm,n),ek)) 
(k,l)EJ-yJ n:Nat m:Nat ~ ~ 
---+ ---+ ~~~~~--+ 
<Jn< m /\ m < lenf(lm) /\ fk(getfl(lm,n),ek) = fz(getfl(lm ,m),eD 
/\ ck (getfl (lm, n), ek) /\ ci(getfl (lm, m), eD /\ remf2(lm, n, m) = () C> 8 
where P1Q = {(k,l) E P x QI 1(ak , a1) is defined} . 
The first three sets of summands of the equation represent the singular executions 
of the ready components (elements of the first layer), which are sometimes called 
---+ 
interleavings. The process Z( lm) can execute any action the original process X( d ) 
---+ 
can execute, provided that d belongs to the first layer of lm. After that the state of 
---+ 
Z becomes lm with the first layer occurrence of d replaced by the LM representation 
of the resulting parallel/sequential composition generated from the terms Pi taken 
from the equation for X. The second and third sets represent the case where the 
ready component terminates. In this case we remove the component from lm and, 
depending on whether this was the last element of lm, either terminate, or not. 
The last four sets of summands represent the dual executions of the ready compo-
nents by means of synchronous communication of them, sometimes called handshak-
--+ ---+ 
ings. Here we take two different ready components, say d and d' and execute the 
---+ ---+ 
actions that X( d) IX( d') could execute. These are the actions that communicate and 
have equal parameter vectors. Due to commutativity of the communication function 
and parallel composition, it is enough to consider only ordered pairs of elements of 
the first layer (that is why the condition n < m is present if both components perform 
terminating actions of X, or both do not). In order to determine the next state of Z, 
---+ ---+ 
we either replace both components by the future behavior of both X( d ) and X( d'), 
respectively (fourth set of summands), or replace one and remove the other (fifth set), 
or remove both components (last two sets). The last two sets of summands only differ 
in the fact that the first one does not terminate, and the second one does. This be-
havior is determined on the fact whether or not the two communicating components 
were the last two elements of lm. 
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The following theorem states the correctness of our construction. 
--+ ind --+ Theorem 5.2.1. (X( d ), G7 ) => (Z(seq1 ( d, LMO )), L ). 
Proof {Sketch). The statement can be proved similarly to Proposition 4.4.l in Sec-
tion 4.4. Here we define wz ( lm) for all well-defined closed terms of sort LM in the 
following way: 
wz(LMO) = o 
--+ --+ 
wz(seq1 ( t , LMO)) = X( t) 
----+ --+ --+ --+ 
wz(seq1 ( t , seq1 ( t', lm))) = X( t) · wz(seq1 ( t' , lm)) 
--+ --+ 
wz(seq1 ( t, seqM(ml, lm))) = X( t) · wz (seqM(ml, lm)) 
wz( seqM(par(lm1, ML(lm2)) , LMO)) = wz(lm1) II wz(lm2) 
--+ 
wz(seqM(par(lm1, ML(lm2)) , seq1 ( t, lm))) 
--+ 
= (wz(lm1) II wz(lm2)) · wz(seq1 ( t , lm)) 
wz(seqM(par(lm1, ML(lm2)), seqM(ml, lm))) 
= (wz(lmi) II wz(lm2)) · wz(seqM(ml, lm )) 
wz ( seqM (par( lm1 , par( lm2, mli)), LMO)) 
= wz(lm1) II wz(seqM(par(lm2, ml), LMO)) 
--+ 
wz(seqM(par( lm1 ,par(lm2, ml1)), seq1 ( t, lm))) 
= (wz(lm1) II wz(seqM(par(lm2, ml), LMO ))) · wz(seq1 (t, lm)) 
wz(seqM(par(lm 1,par(lm2, ml1 )), seqM(ml, lm))) 
= (wz(lm1) II wz(seqM(par(lm2, ml), LMO ))) · wz(seqM(ml, lm )) 
The proof for the first case is trivial from the facts that lenf (LMO) ~ 0 and 
n < 0 ~ f. The second, third and fourth cases are very close to the cases in Proposi-
tion 4.4.1. They follow from the above identity, t he axioms of µCRL and the properties 
of the data types defined in Appendix C, and the fact that for all the terms Pi from 
the equation (5.1) 
--+ _____, --+ 
wz(mklmi[pi]( t )) ~ pi[d, ei := t J 
In the remaining six cases we have two groups, three cases each. In both groups 
the second and the third cases follow from the first ones. To prove the fifth case we 
use the induction hypothesis and assume that wz(lmi) is equal to the right-hand side 
of Z(lm1) with Z replaced by the terms wz, and the similar fact for wz(lm2). We also 
use the fact that the communication is limited to handshaking. The eights case can 
be proved in a similar way. D 
5.2.2 Renaming Operators 
In this subsection we still assume that only handshaking communication is possi-
ble, but allow renaming operations to be present. Taking into account that x ~ 
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PRActLab (T0(80(x))), where RActLab is the identity mapping, we assume that G7 con-
tains a single µCRL process equation in post-PEGNF of the following form: 
iEI~ (5 .3) 
----t 
where Pi(d, ei) are terms of the following syntax: 
-; 
P ::= P · p I PR(Tr(BH(X( t )))) I PR(Tr(BH(P II p))) (5.4) 
We reuse the State data type defined in the previous subsection and extend the LM 
and ML data types to contain information about renaming operations surrounding a 
recursive call or a parallel composition, which we call annotation (cf. Appendix C.3). 
To capture the annotations in the form of a data type, we first need to turn ac-
tions into a data type. Let the set of action labels ActLab be equal to { ao , ... , an}. 
We define the data types Act, ActSet, ActMap and Annote (cf. Appendix C.3), to 
represent actions, sets of actions, mappings of actions, and triples (R, I , H) , respec-
tively. For each action label a E ActLab we define mka[a] :->Act to be equal to a(i), 
where i is such that a = ai . For each S ~ ActLab we define mkas[S] :-> ActSet such 
that mkas[{ao , ... , am}] = add(mka[ao], ... add(mka[amJ,ActSetO) ... ). For every 
well-defined action renaming function R (cf. Definition 2.1.4) we define mkam[R] :-> 
ActMap to have the property that for any action a E Act appl(mka[a], mkam[R]) = 
mka[R(a)], where appl : Act x ActMap _, Act gives the result of application of a 
mapping to an action label. 
The data types ALM (annotated LM) and AML (annotated ML) have the same 
constructors as LM and ML, respectively, with the following two type differences that 
concern the annotations: 
• seql : Annote x State x ALM -> ALM, with seql ( ann , d, lm) representing the 
list with the state vector d, annotated with ann, added to the head of lm , 
• par: Annote x ALM x AML-> AML, with par(ann, lm, ml) representing the 
multiset with the list lm added to ml and this parallel composition annotated 
with ann. 
Normal forms of the ALM and AML terms are defined as follows. A term of sort 
ALM is in normal form if it is of the form: 
• ALMO , 
• seql(ann,d,lm), 
• seqM(ml, lm), 
where 
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• d is a term of sort State and ann is a term of sort Annote, 
• lm is a term of sort ALM in normal form, 
• ml is a term of sort AML in normal form having par as outermost symbol. 
A term of sort AML is in normal form if it is of the form: 
• AML(lm), 
• par(anni, lm1, . . . par(annn, lmn , AML(lmn+I)) . . . ), 
where for all i E {1 , ... ,n + 1}: 
• lm , lmi are terms of sort ALM in normal form, not of the form 
seqM(par(AnnO, lm', ml), ALMO), 
• lmi -:/= ALMO, 
• lmn is not of the form seqM(ml, ALMO) , 
• •gt(lmi, lmH1). 
The gt function (greater than) is defined on ALM and AML using the functions gt 
on the sorts State and Annote. 
As in the case without annotations, normal forms are preserved by the auxiliary 
functions cone, conp, mkml and comp. In addition to that we have the function 
annote to emulate t he application of the renaming operations to an ALM. The 
preservation of normal forms can be shown for all functions that generate terms of 
sort ALM or AML. Also, the properties of combinations of mkml and conp, as well 
as the properties of seqc and pare compositions are also valid in the setting with 
annotations. It is also easy to check that annote distributes over seqc. 
For each term Pi from the equation for X we construct the term mklmi [pi] 
-+ 
State x Ei -+ ALM in the following way: 
--+---+ ---+ 
seql (ann(mkam[R], mkas[I], mkas[H]) , t [d, ei := td, teJ, LMO) 
mklmi[p1 · p2](~) = seqc(mklmi[p1](~), mklmi [p2](~)) 
mklmi[pR(Tr(8H(P1 II p2)))](~) = 
parc(ann(mkam[R], mkas[I], mkas[H]), mklmi [p 1](~), mklmi[p2](~)) 
As an example, if Pi= PR(aH (X(n) II X(s(n)))) · Tr(8H, (X(s(s(n))))) , then 
mklmi[pi](n) = seqM(par(ann(mkam[R], ActSetO, mkas[H]), 
seql (Anno, n, LMO ), ML(seql (Anno, s(n), LMO ))), 
seql (ann(ActMapO , mkas[I], mkas[H1 ]), s(s(n)), LMO )) 
For the precise definition of the ALM and AML data types we refer to Appendix C.3. 
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The notion of the first layer is preserved for the case with annotations, but in 
addition to the state vector, each element of the first layer has its individual anno-
tation, which is a composition of all annotations in the scope of which it appears. 
In case we are interested in a pair of state vectors from the first layer, we have 
to consider three annotations. For example (considering just the encapsulations), 
8H(OH1 (X(l)) II 8H2 (X(2))) leads to the pair of the first layer elements (1 and 2), and 
three annotations (H, H 1 , and H 2)· The following additional functions involving the 
notions of the first layer and annotations are used in the definition of the resulting 
LPE: 
--> 
getfld: ALM x Nat--> D 
getfla: ALM x Nat--> Annote 
getf2a0 : ALM x Nat x Nat --> Annote 
getf2a1 : ALM x Nat x Nat--> Annote 
getf2a: ALM x Nat x Nat--> Annote 
- get n-th element 
- get n-th element's annotation 
- get n-th element's annotation up to 
the junction with the m-th element 
- get m-th element's annotation up to 
the junction with the n-th element 
- get (n,m)-th elements' annotation 
(from the junction upwards) 
And as in the case without annotations, removing an element is equivalent to replacing 
it with ALMO. 
Assume the system G7 consists of process equation X as defined in (5.3). A 
system L consisting of process equation Z, which mimics behavior of X, is defined in 
Appendix A.l. The following theorem states the correctness of our construction. 
--> . d --> 
Theorem 5.2.2. (X(d),G7)~ (Z(seql(AnnO, d,LMO)),L). 
5.2.3 Multi-Party Communication 
In this subsection we define the LPE for the case when an arbitrary number of parallel 
components can be executed synchronously. The number is unknown a priori and is 
only bound by the number of the elements of the first layer in a particular state. On 
the other hand, the number of different action labels is finite, and, as will be shown 
later, so is the number of possible communication configurations. 
We start from the simpler sub-case where no renaming operations are present. 
First of all we introduce some abbreviations to simplify dealing with the commutative 
associative partial communication function 'Y· We assume that e ~ ActLab is such that 
for any a E ActLab 1(a, e) = a, and recall that /(T, a) is undefined. Moreover, taking 
associativity of/ into account, we define 1(a1, ... , an)= 1(a1, ... 1(an-1, an) ... ). For 
any action label a E ActLab, we define a0 = e, a1 =a, and an+l = 1(a, an) . Similarly, 
To = e, T 1 = T, and Tn is undefined for all n > 1. From the finiteness of ActLab it 
can easily be seen that for any action a E ActLab there are minimal natural numbers 
p( a) (prefix of a) and c( a) (cycle of a) such that the sequence an repeats itself after 
p(a) steps with period c(a). More precisely, taking into account that an may become 
undefined for some n and all greater powers, we define the numbers p( a) and c( a) as 
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follows: 
p(a) =min{n EN I an is undefined V 3m >n an= am} 
c(a) = {o min{n EN I n>O /\ ap(a) = ap(a)+n} 
if aP(a) is undefined 
otherwise 
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which means that if an is undefined for some n, then p(a) is minimal with respect to 
such n, and in this case we put c( a) = 0. In accordance to this, we define p( T) = 2 
and c(T) = 0. 
Considering the equation for X as defined in (5.1), we take the sets of indices 
I and J and for all i E I U J we define p(i) = p(ai) and c(i) = c(ai)· For this 
equation for X we define a notion of configuration as a function conf : I U J--; N. A 
particular configuration specifies how many occurrences of an action label take part 
in a communication. We consider only the configurations that for each action label 
ai have no more than p( i) + c( i) - 1 occurrences. Moreover we only consider the 
configurations that are defined. Assuming that 1(conf) = 1(agonf(o), ... ,a:::?nf(m)), 
where I U J = { 0, ... , m}, we define the set of configurations in the following way: 
Conf = { conf I Vi E I U J ( 0 '5, conf ( i) < p( i) + c( i)) 
/\ L conf ( i) > 0 /\ 1( con!) is defined} 
iEJUJ 
The set of configurations that do not lead to termination is defined as 
Confl = {conf E Conf I L conf(i) > O} 
iEJ 
and the set of all others is named Conf2 = Conf \ Confl. Now, for a given n we 
can check whether af conforms to a configuration as follows ( n I m represents the "n 
divides m" predicate): 
is_conf[conf , i](n) = (n = conf(i)) V ( conf(i) > 0 /\ c(i) > 0 /\ n > p(i) 
/\ c(i) I (n - conf(i))) 
which says that n should either be the exact number specified in the configuration, 
or be greater than it by a multiple of c(ai)· 
As one can expect, we need several list data types to deal with multi-party com-
munications. In addition to the sorts State and Nat defined in Appendix C.1 we 
use the sorts LState and LNat to represent lists of natural numbers and states, re-
spectively (cf. Appendix C.4). We also use the sort ActPars to represent different 
action parameter tuples that occur in the initial specification. Different actions may 
be parameterized by the same parameter sorts. In this case the values of the actual 
parameters have equal representations in the sort ActPars . The sorts Ei are used to 
represent the tuples of sorts that occur in the sum sequences of the equation (5.1) for 
X. These data types are tuple data types similar to State, with the exception that 
ActPars preserves type information for tuples. The sorts LActPars and LEi represent 
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lists of ActPars and Ei, respectively. All the list data types have the functions Zen, 
cat and head, representing the length of the list, concatenation of two list, and the 
first element of the list (undefined for the empty list), respectively. The following 
additional functions involving these data types are used in the definitions below: 
is_unique : LNat ---+ Boal 
is_sorted : LNat ---+ Boal 
is_each_lower : LNat x Nat ---+ Boal 
EQ : LActPars ---+ Boal 
Fi : LState x LEi ---+ LActPars 
Ci : LState x LEi ---+ Boal 
The function is_unique checks if all list elements are unique, the function is_sorted 
checks if the list is sorted, and the function is_each_lower checks if each of the list 
elements is less than some natural number. The functions Fi model application of 
---+ 
the terms Ii to each pair of elements in the argument lists, the functions ci model 
conjunction of ci applied to each pair of the elements, and the function EQ checks if 
all of the list elements are equal. 
In addition to the data types LM and ML we use the sort LLM to represent lists 
of LM s ( cf. Appendix C.5). The following additional functions involving this data 
type are used in the definitions below: 
getjn: LM x LNat---+ LState 
replfn: LM x LNat x LLM---+ LM 
remfn : LM x LNat ---+ LM 
mkllmi : LState x LEi ---+ LLM 
- get n first layer elements 
- replace n first layer elements with 
elements of LLM 
- remove n first layer elements 
The function mkllmi applies the term mklmi [pi] to each pair of elements in the 
argument lists. 
We use the following meta-symbols in the resulting LPE definition: 
cat[lo, ... , lm] = cat(lo, ... cat(lm-1 , lm) ... ) 
- -mkllm[pi](ld, lei)= mkllmi(ld, lei) for i EI 
---+ 
mkllm[pj](ld, lej) = add(LMO, LLMO) for j E J 
Assume the system G 7 consists of process equation X as defined in (5.1) with the 
sets of indices J = {O, ... , k} and I= { k + 1, ... , m }. We can now define a system L 
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consisting of process equation Z, which mimics behavior of X, in the following way: 
Z(lm:LM) = 
2=··· 2: 
eonfEConfl lno:LNat ln,,..:LNat ~ le,,..:LE,,. 
__, ____, 
1(conf)(fme(getfl (lm, head(ln)), head(leme))) · Z(replfn(lm, ln, 
-----. --+ ------. __, 
cat[mkllm[po](getfn(lm, lno), leo), ... , mkllm[pm](getfn(lm, lnm), lem)])) 
<l ln =j:. LNatO /\ len(ln) :<::: lenf(lm) /\ is_unique(ln) 
/\ /\ . is_sorted(lni) /\ /\ . is_each_lower(lenf(lm), lni) 
0$i$m 0$i$m 
/\ /\ . is_conf[ conf, i] ( len( lni)) /\ /\ . len( lni) = len( ~) 
0$i$m 0$i$m 
----~ --+ __, 
/\ EQ( cat[Fo(getfn(lm, lno), leo), ... , Fm(getfn(lm, lnm), lem)]) 
----~ --+ __, 
/\ Co(getfn(lm, lno), leo) /\ · · · /\ Cm(getfn(lm, lnm), lem) I> i5 
+ 2: 2=···2= 
eonfECon/2 lno:LNat lnk:LNat ~ ~ 
__, ____, 
1( conf)(f me(getfl (lm, head(lnJ)), head( leme))) · Z( remfn(lm, lnJ)) 
<l lnJ =j:. LNatO /\ len(lnJ) :<::: lenf (lm) /\ is_unique(lnJ) 
/\ /\ is_sorted(lnj) /\ /\ is_each_lower(lenf(lm), lnj) 0$j$k 0$j$k 
/\ /\ is_conf[conf,j](len(lnj)) /\ /\ len(lnj) = len(~) 0$j$k 0$j$k 
--+ --+ 
/\ EQ( cat[F0(getfn( lm, lno), leo), ... , Fk(getfn(lm, lnk), lek)]) 
--+ --+ 
/\ Co(getfn(lm, lno), leo) /\ · · · /\ Ck(getfn(lm, lnk), lek) 
/\ remfn(lm, lnJ) =j:. ()I> i5 
+ 2: 2=· ·· 2= 
eonfECon/2 lno:LNat lnk:LNat ~ ~ 
__, ____, 
1( con!)(! me (getf 1 ( lm, head ( lnJ)), head (le me))) 
<J lnJ =j:. LNatO /\ len(lnJ) :<::: lenf (lm) /\ is_unique(lnJ) 
/\ /\ is_sorted(lnj) /\ /\ is_each_lower(lenf(lm), lnj) 
0$j~k O~j$k 
/\ /\ is_conf[conf,j](len(lnj)) /\ /\ len(lnj) =Zen(~) 
0$j~k O~j~k 
------> --+ --+ 
/\ EQ(cat[Fo(getfn(lm, lno), leo), ... , Fk(getfn(lm, lnk), lek)]) 
----~ --+ --+ 
/\ Co(getfn(lm, lno), leo) /\ · · · /\ Ck(getjn(lm, lnk), lek) 
/\ remfn( lm, lnJ) = () I> i5 
where ln = cat[ln0, ... , lnm], lnJ = cat[ln0, ... , lnk], 
and me= min{n E Nat I conf(n) > O}. 
The first set of summands of the LPE represents the case when the process cannot 
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terminate, because at least one of the communicating components is not terminating 
(for some i EI we have conf(i) > 0). The sum variables lno , . .. , lnm represent lists of 
numbers of ready components that will communicate by performing actions a0 , ... , am 
from the process equation for X, respectively. The condition of the summand makes 
sure that the total number of communicating components is not zero and not bigger 
than the total number of first layer elements. Moreover, the same component should 
not occur more than once, the order of the components is not important, and the 
numbers, the components are indexed by, are in range (smaller than lenf (lm)). Fi-
nally it is checked that the number of components performing each particular action 
--+ -4 
conforms to the chosen configuration. The variables le0 , .•. , lem represent lists of the 
sum parameter vectors e.; from the process equation for X. The length of each list 
should be equal to the number of components performing the corresponding action. 
--+ -4 
We note that not all of the sums for ln0 , ... , lnm and le0 , •.. , lem are needed for each 
configuration. For instance if in a particular configuration we have conf(i) = 0, then 
--+ 
the sums for lni and lei can be dropped. This is because the only valid representation 
--+ 
of lni and lei will be the empty list , and all other conjuncts of the condition involving 
them will be equal to true. 
Furthermore, the other conditions necessary to make communication possible are: 
the initial conditions ci are satisfied for all of the components, and the parameters 
___, 
of communicating actions are equal. We use the function f me applied to the first 
communicating component to get the values of the action parameters. To figure out 
what the next state of the process Z is, we replace the elements of the first layer of lm 
that took part in the communication with the next states these components would 
have in the process X (LMO in case a particular component terminates). 
The other two sets of summands represent the configurations that only involve 
the terminating actions of the equation for X. The difference between the two is in 
whether after this communication the lm becomes equal to LMO. If this is the case, 
then the LPE Z terminates, and otherwise it continues the execution. 
The following theorem states the correctness of our construction. 
-+ ind -+ 
Theorem 5.2.3. (X(d),G7) => (Z(seql(d , LMO)),L). 
5.2.4 Multi-Party Communication with Renaming 
For the case with the renaming operations we cannot use the communication con-
figurations because we do not know to what action labels the initial action labels 
performed by the components will be renamed. That is why we have to expect that 
the resulting action can be any action to which one of the actions a i can be renamed 
by a renaming function. 
In addition to the data types ALM and AML we use the sort LALM to represent 
lists of ALM s, the sort LAct to represent lists of Acts and the sort ActDT to represent 
either an action label, or T, or o ( cf. Appendix C.6). The following additional functions 
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involving these data types are used in the definitions of the resulting LPE: 
is_act : Act x LALM x LNat x LAct ----+ Boal 
is_tau: LALM x LNat x LAct----+ Boal 
mklact : Nat x Act ----+ LAct 
----+ 
JO : ALM x LNAT x ... x LNAT x E 0 x ... x En ----+ ActPars 
mkllmi : LState x LEi ----+ LALM 
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The function is_act checks if a list of components can communicate by performing an 
action from the list, and the result of this communication is the given action. The 
function is_tau does the same, but checks that the result is T. The function mklact 
----+ generates the list of n actions a. The function JO can be defined as: 
----+ ----+ ----+ JO(lm, lno, ... , lnn, eo, ... , en) 
= h (getfld(lm, head(ln1)), e{) for l = min{i I len(lni) > 0 V i = n} 
The meaning of this definition is that we find the number l of the first ready component 
----+ 
taking part in the communication, and apply the corresponding function vector ft 
to get the values of the action parameters. The function mkllmi applies the term 
mklmi [pi] to each pair of elements in the argument lists. 
Assume the system G7 consists of process equation X as defined in (5.4). A 
system L consisting of process equation Z, which mimics behavior of X, is defined in 
Appendix A.2. The correctness statement is similar to the case with handshaking: 
----> ind ----> Theorem 5.2.4. (X(d),G7 ) =} (Z(seql(AnnO, d,LMO)),L). 
Summarizing Section 5.2 and the entire transformation, for any xs from the initial 
µCRL specification we have 
----+ . d ----+ (X 8 ( t ), G) ~ (Z(seql (Anno, (s, Mx· ( t )), LMO)), L) 
and the current specification contains definitions of the data types from Appendix C 
(for the data type dependencies we refer to Figure C.1 in that Appendix). 
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Chapter 6 
Linearization in Timed µCRL 
6.1 Algebraic Theory of Timed µCRL 
6.1.1 Syntax and Axioms of Timed µCRL 
First we define the equational theory of the sort Time by defining its signature and 
the axioms. Many of the axioms are taken from, or inspired by [47, 60]. 
Definition 6.1.1. The signature of Time consists of 
• constant 0, 
• function leq : Time x Time ---; Bool , which we often abbreviate to ::::;; 
• function if : Bool x Time x Time ---; Time. 
• function eq : Time x Time ---; Bool, which we often abbreviate to =; 
• function max : Timex Time---; Time; 
• function min: Time x Time---; Time . 
The time domain is a totally ordered domain (ordered by ::::;) with zero element 0 
and min and max operations which form a distributive lattice. 
D efinition 6.1.2. The axioms of Time are the ones presented in Table 6.1. 
A number of identities of sort Time are provable from the axioms ( cf. Lemma B.2.1 
in Appendix B.2.1). According to the axioms, every boolean term can be transformed 
to an equivalent one that does not contain if, but only boolean connectives and terms 
of the form t ::::; u, where t is a variable of sort Time and u is either a variable of sort 
Time or 0 . Every term of sort Time is either 0 , a variable, or is of the form if (b, t, u) 
fort and u other terms of sort Time. The above mentioned form has two extremes: 
one where all boolean terms bare variables, and the other is where every variable of 
sort time (and 0) occurs at most once. 
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t ~ u /\ u ~ w ~ t ~ u /\ u ~ w /\ t ~ w (Timel') 
t~u/\•w ~u~t~u/\•wSu/\•wSt 
·u~t/\u~w~·uSt/\u~w/\•wSt 
O ~t~ t 
tSuvust~t 
eq(t , u) ~ t S u /\ u S t 
min(t, u) ~ if(t S u, t, u) 
max(t,u) ~ if(u S t,t,u) 
if(t, t, u) ~ t 
if(•b,t,u) ~ if(b,u,t) 
if(b1 V b2, t, u) ~ if(b1, t, if(b2, t, u)) 
if(b1,if(b2,t,u),w) ~ if(b1 /\b2,t,if(b1,u,w)) 
if(t ~ u/\u ~ t,t,u) ~ u 
t S if(b,u,w) ~(bi\ t Su) V (•bi\ t S w) 
if(b, u, w) S t ~ (b /\ u S t) V ( ·b /\ w S t) 















The latter form is useful for proving time identities in the following way: if we 
order the time variables occurring in a term as 0 < ti < .. . < tn, then with the help 
of the axioms we can transform every term to the form 
with indices such that tik < tik+i · Moreover, the conditions bi, ... , bn can be made 
pairwise distinct, i.e. having the property that i =/= j --> bi /\bj ~ f ( cf. Lemma B.2.1.17) . 
In addition, the conditions bi, ... , bn can be made such that if eq( tik, tik+i) ~ t , then 
bk ~ t . (see Lemma B.2.1.19). This gives us a method for proving identities of sort 
Time. 
Next we define the binding-equational theory of timed µCRL by defining its sig-
nature and the axioms. Many of the axioms are taken from, or inspired by [55, 49]. 
Definition 6.1.3 (Signature of Timed µCRL). The signature of timed µCRL 
consists of data sorts (or 'data types') including Bool and Time as defined above, 
and a distinct sort Proc of processes. Each data sort D is assumed to be equipped 
with a binary function eq : D x D --> Bool. (This requirement can be weakened by 
demanding such functions only for data sorts that are parameters of communicating 
actions). The operational signature of timed µCRL is parameterized by the finite 
set of action labels ActLab and a partial commutative and associative function / : 
ActLab x ActLab --> ActLab such that 1(ai , a2) E ActLab implies that ai, a2 and 
'Y(ai , a2) have parameters of the same sorts. The process operations are the ones 
listed below: 
--> --> 
• actions a( t ) parameterized by data terms t , where a E ActLab is an action 
__, __, 
label. More precisely, a is an operation a : Da--> Proc. We write type( a) for Da. 
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• constants o and T of sort Proc. 
• binary operations +, ·, 11, ~' I, « defined on Proc, where I is defined using "( . 
• unary Proc operations OH ' TJ' PR, au for each set of action labels H, I <;;; ActLab 
and an action label renaming function R : ActLab --+ ActLab such that a and 
R(a) have parameters of the same sorts. Such functions R we call well-defined 
action label renaming functions. 
• a ternary operation _ <J _ C> _: Proc x Bool x Proc--+ Proc. 
• binders Ld:D defined on Proc, for each data variable d of sort D. 
• binary operations ' : Proc x Time --+ Proc, and » and »> : Timex Proc --+ Proc. 
A key feature of timed µCRL is that it can be expressed at which time a certain 
action must take place. This is done using the "at"-operator. The process p't behaves 
like the process p, with the restriction that the first action of p must start at time 
t . All time values in timed µCRL represent absolute time, i.e. the time that has 
passed since the system was initialized, and not the time since the previous action 
was performed. For a thorough treatment of timing mechanisms in process algebra, 
and the relations among these mechanisms, we refer to [9]. For a way to interpret 
timed automata [3] in timed µCRL we refer to [101, Chapter 6]. 
Another key feature of timed µCRL is that it can be expressed that a process 
can delay till a certain time. The process p + o ' t can certainly delay till time t, but 
can possibly delay longer, depending on p. Consequently, the process 0'0 can neither 
delay nor perform actions, and the process o can delay for an arbitrary long time, but 
cannot perform any action. We follow the intuition that a process that can delay till 
time t can also delay till an earlier moment, and a process that can perform a first 
action at time t can also delay till time t. 
The process p ' t can delay till at most time t. If p consists of several alternatives, 
then only those with the first actions starting at time t will remain in p ' t. The 
alternatives that start earlier than t will express that p ' t can delay till that earlier 
time. The alternatives that start later than t will express that p' t can wait till time 
t (but not till that later time). 
The ultimate delay operator oU(p) expresses the process, which can delay as long 
as p can, but cannot perform any action. The initialization operator t » p expresses 
the process in which all alternatives of p that start earlier than t are left out, but 
an alternative to delay till time t is added. The weak initialization operator t »> p 
expresses the process in which all alternatives of p that start earlier than tare replaced 
by the ability to delay till those earlier times. Thus the process t >»p can delay till the 
same time as p, while t » p can delay till at least time t, which can be longer than p 
could delay. The before operator p « q expresses the process in which all alternatives 
of p that start later than oU(q) are replaced by the abilities to delay till oU(q). Thus 
p « q cannot delay longer than both p and q. The ultimate delay oU(p) of process p 
can be expressed in terms of « as o « p. This process cannot perform actions and 
can delay as long as p could (because o can delay till any time). 
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Definition 6.1.4 (Axioms of Timed µCRL). Axioms of timed µCRL are the ones 
presented in Tables B.1,B.2,B.3,B.4,B.5,B.6, and B.7 in Appendix B.1 and Table 2.8 
in Chapter 2. We assume that 
• the descending order of binding strength of operators is: ', , {», »>, «}, 
{II,~, I}, <H>, I::,+; 
• x, y, z are variables of sort Proc; 
• c, ci, c2 are variables of sort Bool; 
• d, d1 , dn, d', ... are data variables (but din 'L:d:D is not a variable); 
----> 
e b Stands for either a( d ), or T, Or Oj 
• d = 1 is an abbreviation for eq(d1 , d' 1)A· · ·/\eq(dn, d'n), where d = d1 , .. ., dn 
---; 11 1n 
and d = d , ... , d ; 
• the axioms where p and q occur are schemata ranging over all terms p and q of 
sort Proc, including those in which d occurs freely; 
• the axiom (SUM2) is a scheme ranging over all terms r of sort Proc in which d 
does not occur freely; 
• t, u, w are variables of sort Time. 
To prove identities in timed µCRL we use a combined many-sorted calculus, which 
for the sort of processes has the rules of binding-equational calculus, for the sorts 
of booleans and time has the rules of equational calculus, while other data sorts 
may include induction principles which could be used to derive process identities as 
well. We note that the derivation rules of binding-equational calculus do not allow 
to substitute terms containing free variables if they become bound. For example, in 
axiom (SUMl) we cannot substitute a(d) for x. 
Definition 6.1.5. Two process terms p1 and p2 are (unconditionally) timed equivalent 
(notation P1 ~ P2) if P1 ~ P2 is derivable from the axioms of timed µCRL and boolean 
and time identities by using many sorted binding-equational calculus. In this case we 
write {µCRL, BOOL, TIME} 1-eBA p1 ~ P2· Here BOOL and TIME is used to refer 
to the specification of the booleans and time, respectively, and the use of equational 
logic for deriving boolean and time identities. 
Two process terms p1 and p2 are conditionally timed equivalent if 
{µCRL , BOOL, TIME, DATA} 1-eBA P1 ~ P2· 
Here DATA is used to refer to the specification of all data sorts involved, and all proof 
rules that may be applied. 
Similar to the µCRL axiomatization in Chapter 2, a number of identities that can 
be found as axioms of timed µCRL, are derivable in our setting, but nevertheless, we 
shall still call them axioms of timed µCRL. 
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Lemma 6.1.6. The following identities are derivable from the axioms of timedµ CRL. 
b I (b' · x) ~ (b I b') · x 
x I (y + z) ~ x I y + x I z 
bi T ~ 8 
8 I b~ 8 
b I 8 ~ 8 
x I (y <Jct>8) ~ (x I y) <Jct>8 









Proof. The axiom (CD2) is a special instance of (SCDT2), and the rest are derivable 
from symmetric axioms using (SC3). D 
A number of other identities derivable from the axioms of timed µCRL, booleans 
and time are presented in Lemma B.2.3 and B.2.4 in Appendix B.2.2. We also note 
that the identities derivable in Section 2.2 are also derivable in the timed µCRL 
setting, as well as the equivalence theory presented in Section 3.3. 
6.1.2 Timed µCRL Specifications 
For the purpose of this chapter we restrict to timed µCRL specifications that do not 
contain left merge m), communication (I) , ultimate delay (8U), and before(« ) oper-
ators explicitly. These operators were introduced to allow the finite axiomatization of 
parallel composition (II) and timing constructs in the bisimulation setting, and they 
are hardly used explicitly in timed µCRL specifications. 
We consider systems of process equations with the right-hand sides from the fol-
lowing subset of timed µCRL terms: 
----+ ----+ ~ P ::=a( t) I o I Y( t) I p+p I p·p I PllP I LP I p<Jcr>p I 8H(P) I TJ(p) I PR(P) 
d:D 
I P, t I t » P I t »> P (6.1) 
All the requirements set for µCRL specifications in Section 4.1 are still valid for 
the timed µCRL, and the linearization problem is formulated in a similar way. The 
----+ 
problem of linearization of a timed µCRL specification defined by (X( t ), G) consists 
of the generation of a new timed µCRL specification which 
• depends on the same set of actions and communication function , 
• contains all data definitions of the original one, and, possibly, definitions of the 
auxiliary data types, 
----+ 
• is defined by (Z(mx( t )), L), where L contains exactly one process equation 
for Z in linear form (defined later) , and mx is a mapping from pars(X, G) to 
pars(Z , L), 
----+ ind ----+ 
such that (X( t ),G) ==> (Z(mx( t )),L). 
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6.2 Transformation to Post-TPEG NF 
As input for the linearization procedure we take a timed µCRL process definition 
__, 
(X( t ), G) such t hat PNUDG of G is acyclic. In this section we transform G into a 
system of process equations G4 in post-Timed Parallel Extended Greibach Normal 
Form. The resulting system will contain process equations for all process names in 
IGI with the same names and types of data parameters involved, as well as, possibly, 
other process equations. 
6.2.1 Normal Forms 
Below we define several normal forms for systems of process equations in timed µCRL, 
similar to Timed Parallel Extended Greibach Normal Form (TPEGNF). A system is 
said to be in one of these forms if all of its ~uations are in the respective form. 
From this point on we assume that a( t ) with possible indices can also be an 
abbreviation for T. This is done to make the normal form representations more 
concise. 
D efinition 6.2.1. A timed µCRL process equation is in pre-TPEGNF if it is of the 
form: 
--t ~ ~ _____. _____. 
X(d:D) = L L Pi(d, ei) <l ci(d, ei) C> J cO 
iE/~ 
_____. 
where Pi(d, ei) are terms of the following syntax: 
__, __, __, 
P ::= a( t) I <5 I Y( t) I P · P I P II P I PR(T1(8H(P II p))) I PR(T1(8H(Y ( t )))) 
__, __, 
I a(t) ct I J ct I Y(t)ct I (PllP) ' t I PR(T1(8H((PllP) ' t))) 
__, 
I PR(T1(8H(Y ( t) c t))) 
(6.2) 
A timed µCRL process equation is in TPEGNF iff it is of the form: 
--t ~ ~ __, _____. _____. _____. _____. 
X(d:D) = L L ai(fi (d, ei)) 'ti(d, ei) · Pi(d, ei) <l Ci(d, ei) C> JcQ 
_____. 
where I and J are disjoint, and all Pi(d, ei) have the following syntax: 
__, __, __, 
P ::= a( t) I <5 I Y( t) I P · P I P II P I PR(T1(8H(P II p))) I PR(T1(8H(Y ( t )))) 
I p ' t I t»p I t »> p 
(6.3) 
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A timed µCRL process equation is in refined-TPEGNF iff it is of the same form as 
---> 
above, but the terms Pi(d, ei) have the following restricted syntax: 
-+ 
p::=p·p I PllP I PR(r1(8H(PllP))) I PR(r1(8H(Y(t)))) I P1 (6.4) 
-+ -+ 
P1 ::=a( t) I 8 I Y( t) I P1 't J t » P1 I t »> P1 
A timed µCRL process equation is in post-TPEGNF iff it is of the same form as 
---> 
above, but the terms Pi(d, ei) have the following even more restricted syntax: 
-+ -+ 
P ::= Y( t) J P · P I P II P I PR(r1(8H(P JI p))) J PR(r1(8H(Y( t )))) (6.5) 
A timed µCRL process equation is called Timed Linear Process Equation (TLPE) iff 
---> 
it is of the same form as above, but the terms Pi(d, ei) are recursive calls of the form 
-+ ---> -+ X(gi (d, ei)) for some function vectors 9i. 
In the remainder of this Section we transform the initial system G into post-
TPEG NF. First we apply a preprocessing step described in Section 4.2.1 that renames 
variables that are bound twice. Subsections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 explain the transformation 
to pre-TPEGNF, Subsection 6.2.4 explains the transformation from pre-TPEGNF 
to TPEGNF, and Subsection 6.2.5 explains the transformation to post-TPEGNF 
through refined-TPEG NF. 
6.2.2 Reduction by Simple Rewriting 
By applying term rewriting we get an equivalent set of process equations to the given 
one, but with terms in right-hand sides having the more restricted form as presented 
in Table 6.2. This syntax is obtained by analyzing what kind of terms may occur in 
scope of which operation symbols. For example if 8 occurs on the left of a sequential 
composition (8·x), then the term can be reduced by rewriting it to 8. Such a restriction 
on the syntax makes the further transformation to pre-TPEGNF simpler. 
The rewrite rules that we apply to the right-hand sides of the equations are listed 
in Tables 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. The symbols Ld:D are treated in this rewrite system as 
function symbols, not as binders. This is justified by the fact that we have renamed 
all nested bound variables, which allows the use of first order term rewriting. The 
mapping induced by the rewrite rules for a given system of process equations G is 
called rewr : Terms(JGI) -+ Terms(IGI). 
Before applying rewriting we eliminate all terms of the form _ <l _ [> _ with the 
third argument different from 8'0, with the following rule: 
(RCOND3T) 
We also eliminate all occurrences of » and »> with the following rules: 
t » x _., L::: x, u <l t :s: u [> 5,0 + 8, t 
u:Time 
t>»x-+ L X'U<lt:S:ut>8'0 
u:Time 
Rewriting is performed modulo the identities presented in Table 6.6 
(RATBDO) 
(RATDO) 
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P ::= a(t) I 8 I Y(t) I P + P I PI · P I P2 II P2 I L P3 I P4 <l c I> 8' 0 I p* 
d:D 
PI ::=a(t) I Y(t) I P+P I P1 · P I P2llP2 I OH(P5) I T1(P6) I PR(P1) I pg't 
P2 ::= a(t) I Y(t) I P + P I PI · P I P2 II P2 I L P3 I P4 <l c I> 8' 0 I p* 
d:D 
P3 ::= a(t) I Y(t) I PI · P I P2 II P2 I L P3 I P4 <l c I> 8' 0 I p* 
d :D 
p4 ::= a(t) I 8 I Y(t) I Pl · P I P2 II P2 I p* 
p* ::= 0H(P5) I TJ(P6) I PR(P1) I P8 < t 
p5 ::= Y(t) I P2 II P2 I p5 < t 
P6 ::= P5 I aH(P5) 
P7 ::= P6 I TJ(P6) 
P8 ::= 8 I pg 
pg :: = a(t) I P5 
Table 6.2: Syntax of terms after simple rewriting. 
8·x-+8 
8 't·x-+8't 
x 118-+ x. 8 
(x · 8) 11 y-+ (x 11y)·8 
(L:x) ·y-+ L (x·y) 
d:D d:D 
(x <Jc I> 8'0 ) · y-+ (x · y) <Jc I> 8' 0 
L: 8-+8 
d:D 
L (x+y)-+ L: x+ L Y 
~D ~D ~D 
(x + y) <Jc I> 8' 0 -+ x <Jc I> 8' 0 + y <Jc I> 8' 0 
(L:x) <JcC>8'0 -+ L: x<JcC>8' 0 
d:D d:D 
(x <l CJ I> 8' 0 ) <J c2 I> 8' 0 -+ x <J c1 /\ c2 I> 8' 0 












Proposition 6.2.2. The commutative/associative term rewriting system of Tables 6.3, 
6.4 and 6.5 is terminating. 
Proof. Termination can be proved using the AC-RPO technique [90] for following 
order on the operations: 
' t >OH> TJ >PR> 11 > · > - <l c C> b"O > L > + > a(t) > o 
D 
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8H(a(t))-+ 0 
8H(a(t))-+ a(t) 
8H(a(t) 't)-+ 0' t 




aH(o't)-+o ' t 
aH(x + y)-+ aH(x) + aH(Y) 
aH(X. y)-+ aH(x) . aH(Y) 
aH(L:X)-+ L aH(x) 
d:D d:D 
8H(x <lcr>o'O)-+ 8H(x) <lcr>o'O 
8H1 (8H2 (x))-+ 8H, uH2 (x) 
8H(T1(x))-+ T1(8H\1(x)) 
8H(Pn(x))-+ Pn(8n- 1(H)(x)) 
TJ(a(t))-+ T 
T1(a(t))-+ a(t) 
TJ(a(t) 't)-+ T' t 




TJ (0' t) -+ 0' t 
TJ(X + y)-+ TJ(X) + TJ(Y) 





TJ(Pn(x))-+ Pn(Tn- '(I)(x)) 
if a EH 
if a rf; H 
if a EH 
if a rf; H 
if a EI 
if a rf; I 
if a EI 
if a rf; I 































Lemma 6.2.3. For any process term p not containing », »> operations, and not 
containing Pi <Jc~ pz, where pz -=/'. 8, we have that rewr(p) has the syntax defined in 
Table 6.2. 
Proof. Let q = rewr(p). It can be seen from the rewrite rules that they preserve 
the syntax (6.1). Suppose q does not satisfy the syntax defined in Table 6.2. All 
of the possibilities for q that exist imply that q is reducible by one of the rules in 
Tables 6.4 and 6.5. D 
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PR(a(t))-+ R(a)(t) 
PR(a(t) 't) -+ R(a)(t) 't 
PR(T) -t T 
PR(T' t) -t T' t 
PR(8)-+ 8 
PR(8' t)-+ 8' t 
PR(X + y)-+ PR(x) + PR(Y) 
PR(x · y)-+ PR(x) · PR(Y) 
PR(L:X)-+ LPR(x) 
d'D d'D 
PR(x <l c I> 8' 0)-+ PR(x) <l c I> 8' 0 
PR 1 (PR2 (x))-+ PR 1 oR2 (x) 
(x+y)'t-+x't+y't 
(x · y) 't-+ x' t · y 
('L x) , t -t 'L x, t 
d ' D d'D 
(x <l c I> 8'0) 't-+ x' t <l c I> 8'0 
(aH(x)) 't -t OH(X' t) 
(TJ(X))' t -t TJ(X' t) 
(PR(x)) ' t-+ PR(X' t) 
(a(t) 't) 'u-+ a(t) 't <l t = u I> 8'0 + 8' min(t, u) 
(T' t) 'u-+ T' t <l t = u I> 8'0 + 8' min(t , u) 
(8' t) 'u-+ 8' min(t,u) 
Table 6.5: Rewrite rules defining rewr (Part 3). 
x+y:::::y+x 
x + (y + z) ::::: (x + y) + z 
(x · y) · z::::: x · (y · z) 
x II y "'"y II x 
x II (y II z):::; (x II y) II z 






















Proposition 6.2.4. Let G2 be the result of applying the rewriting to G1 . Then 
G2 = G1. 
Proof. Taking into account that G1 does not contain nested occurrences of bound vari-
ables, each rewrite rule is a consequence of the axioms of timed µCRL. By Lemma 3.5.1 
wegetG2=G1 . D 
As a result of applying simple rewriting the number of equations obviously remains 
the same. The number of occurrences of action labels and process names does not 
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increase during rewriting. 
6.2.3 Adding New Process Equations 
This step is similar to the one described in Sections 4.2.3 and 5.1.2. The di 
the step described in the latter Section (for the case of full µCRL) is in t l1 
that is treated similarly to sequential composition. We extend the t ra 
8 1 and 82 described in Sections 5.1.2 with the following rules: 
and we replace the two condition rules to handle 0'0 in place of o. As 
-> -> - -
replacing every equation X(dx:Dx) = Px of G2 by X(dx:Dx) = 81(dx: D 
a system of process equations G3 , which is in pre-PEGNF. 
Lemma 6.2.5. All process equations in G3 are in pre-TPEGNF. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 4.2.7. 
Proposition 6.2.6. For any process name X in G2 we have (X, G3 ) = 
Proof. Similar to Proposition 4.2.8. 
The transformation described in this subsection does not increase the 
The number of process equations may increase linearly in the size of 
original system. 
6.2.4 Guarding 
Next we transform the equations of G3 to TPEGNF. To this end, we use 
guard : DVar x Terms(IGI) ---; Terms(IGI), which replaces unguarded o 
process names with the right-hand sides of their defining equations. It 
follows: 
guard( 8, L L Pi <l Ci t> 0'0) = rewr(L L guard(8 U {ei'},pi) <l 
iEJ e:E; iEJ e:E; 
---; '"""' ---; guard(8,a( t )) = 6 a( t)' u where u is a fresh variable ( u tJ_ , 
u:Time 
---; ---; 
guard(8, a( t ) 't) = a( t ) 't 
guard(8, o) = L 0 ( u where u is a fresh variable (u tJ_ 8) 
u:Time 
guard(8, o' t) = o' t 
guard(8, Y(t)) =guard( 8, 80(8 \ {pars(Y)}, rhs(Y))[pars(Y) := t ]) 
---; ---; 
guard(8, Y( t) 't) = simpl(guard(8, Y( t )) 't) 
guard(S,p1 · P2) = rewr(simpl(guard(8,p1) · P2)) 
guard(8,pR o TJ o OH(P)) = rewr(pR o TJ o 8H(guard(8,p))) 
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guard (S,p1 II P2) = rewr ( simpl' (guard(S,p1) ~P2, simpll (8U(guard(S,p2)))) 
+ simpl' (guard(S,p2) ~p1 , simpll (8U(guard(S,p1)))) 
+ simpl(guard(S,p1) I guard(S,p2))) 
guard(S, (P1 II P2) 't) = simpl(guard(S,p1 II P2) 't) 
Here we use the function rewr from Subsection 6.2.2 and the function So from Sec-
tion 4.2.1, which renames variables that are bound more than once. The functions 
simpl and simpl' are defined in Appendix B.3.1. It shows that for any term q1 and 
q2 in the form of the right-hand side of an equation in TPEGNF, and for any term p 
having syntax (6.3) we can transform q1 · p, q1 ~p, q1 I q2, q1 't and t ~ q1 to the form 
of the right-hand side of an equation in TPEGNF by applying the axioms of timed 
µCRL. 
The function simpll simplifies terms of the form 8U(p), where p has the form of 
the right-hand side of a TPEGNF equation. It is needed for the elimination of « 
from the expansions of the left merge. The result has a simple form which allows to 
----+ 
eliminate « operations from terms like a( d) « p. 
'imp/J ( iJU ( ~ <~; O; (!;) <!; · p; <l C; C> 0<0 + f, <~; Oj (t;) 'tj <l Cj C> 0<0 
+ L 8 ( tt; <1 Ct; [> 8<0)) 
e6:E6 
L L 8 ( tk <1 Ck[> 8<0 
kEIUJU{ti} e;:E: 
Proposition 6.2. 7. For any term p having the form of the right-hand side of a 
TPEGNF equation the transformation performed by function simpll is derivable from 
the axioms of timed µCRL. 
Proof. See Appendix B.3.3. D 
Proposition 6.2.8. For any terms q1 and q2 of the form of the right-hand side of a 
TPEGNF equation the transformation performed by function simpl is derivable from 
the axioms of timed µCRL. 
Proof. See Appendix B.3.2. D 
Proposition 6.2.9. For any finite system G3 in pre-TPEGNF with acyclic PNUDG, 
and any process name X in it, the function guard is well-defined on rhs(X, G3). 
Proof. Let n be the number of equations in G3. The only clause that makes the 
argument of guard larger is the third one. Due to the fact that PNUDG is acyclic, 
this rule cannot be applied more than n times deep (otherwise for some process name 
Z we would have a cycle). D 
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We define the system G4 in the following way. For each equation 
iEJ~ 
Lemma 6.2.10. The equations in G4 are in TPEGNF. 
Proof. Due to Proposition 6.2.9 we can apply induction on the definition of guard. 
The second through fifth clause of the guard definition are the induction base and they 
are trivially in TPEGNF. The sixth clause is also trivial. In the first clause the only 
rules in Tables 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 that can be applied are (RCOND7T), (RSUM12T), 
(RCOND4T) and (RSUM4), which bring the right-hand side to the desired form. 
For the nineth clause rewr can be applied with all the rules for renaming, hiding 
and encapsulation, which preserve TPEGNF. For the remaining clauses we use the 
fact that both simpl and simpl' produce terms in TPEGNF. D 
Proposition 6.2.11. Let G3 and G4 be defined as above. Then G3 = G4. 
Proof. It was already noted before that the transformations performed by rewr and 
80 are derivable from the axioms of timed µCRL. It is shown in Appendix B.3 that 
the transformations performed by simpl, simpl' and simpll are derivable from the 
axioms as well. Due to Lemma 3.5.3 and Lemma 3.5.1, all transformations performed 
by guard lead to equivalent systems. We note that care has been taken to rename 
some data variables during the substitution (in the third clause of guard definition) in 
order to make the substitution and the following applications of the axioms sound. D 
As in the untimed case, the transformation performed in this step does not increase 
the number of equations, but their sizes may grow exponentially, due to applications 
of (A4). An example of such exponential growth can be found in Section 4.2.4. We 
also note that similar growth is possible due to application of axioms (CM4) for the 
left merge, and (CM8) and (CM9) for communication. 
6.2.5 Elimination of Time-Related Operations 
In this subsection we show how to transform our system of equations into post-
TPEGNF. This is done by first making all of the equations well-timed and then ap-
plying a modified guarding procedure that preserves well-timedness. Well-timedness 
of the equations is important not only for elimination of time related operations, but 
also for further modeling of parallel and sequential composition by a data type ( cf. 
Section 6.3). 
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Well-Timed Equations 
First we define a notion of well-timedness and show that many operations preserve 
well-timedness without introduction of new » operations. Then we define a modified 
guarding procedure that preserves well-timedness. 
----> 
Definition 6.2.12. A term a( t) ' t · p is well-timed if p ~ t » p. If t is such that 
----> 
c(t) ~ t implies p ~ t » p, then a( t) 't · p <J c(t) I> 6<0 is also well-timed. Terms 
----> 
a( t ) ' t and 6' t are also well-timed. If p and q are well-timed terms, then p + q, 
Ld:DP and p <Jc I> 6<0 are also well-timed terms. 
----> 
An equation in TPEGNF is well-timed iffor all i E I the terms ai( t; )' kPi<lCi1>6' 0 
are well-timed. A system of equations is well-timed if all of the equations in it are. 
Any equation in TPEGNF can be made well-timed by replacing the terms Pi with 
ti »Pi· The operation » can be "pushed" inside sequential composition and the 
renaming operations. However, it cannot be pushed inside II and ' operations. For 
example, 5 » (a' 5 II 6 ' 2) ~ 6' 5, and (5 » a ' 5) II (5 » 6' 2) ~ a ' 5 · 6 ' 5. Another 
example would be 5 »(a ' 4) ~ 6' 5 and (5 » a) ' 4 ~ 6' 4. 
From the definition of simpl it is clear that expanding q't, t»q and t»>q, where 
q has the form of the right-hand side of a well-timed equation in TPEGNF, preserves 
well-timedness and does not introduce new ', » and >» operations to the terms Pi 
of q. 
It is harder to define the parallel composition in a way that preserves well-
timedness without introduction of new » operations. This can be done by in-
troducing »> operations instead. The following properties can be obtained from 
Lemma B.2.4.38&.39: 
----> ----> 
a( t) 't [ q ~(a( t) 't « q) · t »> q 
and if p ~ t » p, then 
----> ----> (a( t) 't · p) [ q ~(a( t) 't « q) · (p II t >» q) 
In Lemma B.3.4 it is shown that for every completely guarded term q the right-hand 
sides of the above identities rewrite to well-timed terms. 
Using these two identities and the definition of simpl for [ and I it is easy to see 
that parallel composition of two well-timed equations can be turned into a well-timed 
equation as well. For [ we need to change simpl' using the identities above. For I the 
function simpl preserves well-timedness because: 
• both communicating parts are well-timed (assumption), 
• communicating actions occur at the same time (axioms (ATA7), (ATA8) and 
(ATAl')), 
• if t » x ~ x and t » y ~ y, then t » (x II y) ~ x II y (Lemma B.2.4.33). 
It is also clear that renaming operations preserve well-timedness. The only re-
maining operation is sequential composition. As can be seen from the definition of 
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simpl for sequential composition (in Appendix B.3.1), the terms a1(t;) 't1 ·pare not 
--; 
necessarily well-timed, so they should be replaced by a 1 ( t1 ) ' t1 · t1 » p to maintain 
well-timedness. So, what happens here is that we actually introduce », but, as will 
be shown later, in our procedure the term p decreases at each step. 
The function guardl : DVar x Terms(IGI) --> Terms(IGI) is similar to guard but 
makes sure that the result is well-timed. It has a definition that is similar to the one 
of guard, with differences only in the following cases: 
guardl(S,p1 ·p2) = rewr(simpl2(guardl(S,p1) ·P2)) 
guardl (S,p1 II P2) = rewr ( simpl2' (guardl (S,p1) ~p2, simpll (8U(guard1 (S,p2)))) 
+ simpl2' (guardl (S,p2) ~P1, simpll (8U(guard1 (S,p1)))) 
+ simpl(guardl (S,p1) I guardl (S,p2))) 
guardl (S, t » p) = rewr(guardl (S, rewrl (t »> p)) + 8' t) 
guardl (S, t »> p) = simpl(t >» guardl (S,p)) 
The partial functions simpl2 and simpl2' are defined as follows. 
'imp/2 ( (~ '~' •;(t;) 'i; · p; <l C; t> 5<0 +~<~;,,et;)' t; <] Cj t> 5<0 
+ L 8 ( tJ <J CJ C> 8 ( 0) . p) 
e5:E5 
= L L a£i;) ' ti · (Pi · p) <J Ci C> 8' 0 
iEJ e:E; 
jEJ~ 
'impl2' ( ( ~ <~; •;(t;)' !; · p; <l C; t> 5<0 +~<~;,,et;)' t; <] Cj t> 5<0 
+ L 8 ( tJ <J CJ C> 8<0) ~p,p') 
e5:E5 
= L L (a/"t)' ti « p') · (Pi II rewrl (ti >» p)) <J ci C> 8<0 
iEJ e:E; 
+ L L (a1(TJ) 't1 «p') · rewrl (t1 >» p) <J c1 C> 8<0 
jEJ~ 
+ L (8 ( t,s «p') <J CJ C> 8<0 
----> 
e5:E5 
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Correctness of these definitions follows from the correctness of the corresponding 
definitions of simpl and simpl', and from the axiom (AT2) and Lemma B.3.4. 
The function rewrl is defined as a result of applying the rewrite system consisting 
of the rules in Table 6.7. Termination of this rewrite system is trivial (using the RPO 
">>>" > ">>" >other operations). 
Lemma 6.2.13. The rules in Table 6. 7 are derivable from the axioms of timed µCRL. 
Proof. See Lemma B.2.4 in Appendix B.2.2. 
t»8-+8 
t » 8' u -+ 8' max(t,u) 
t » (x · y) -+ (t » x) · y 
t » (8H(x))-+ 8H(t » x ) 
t » (r1(x))-+ r1(t » x) 
t » (PR(x))-+ PR(t » x) 
t » (u » x)-+ max(t, u) » x 
t»>8-+8 
t »>(x· y)-+ (t»>x) ·y 
t >» (x II y)-+ (t »>x) 11 (t »>y) 
t »> (8H(x))-+ 8H(t »>x) 
t »> (r1(x))-+ r1(t »>x) 
t »> (PR(x))-+ PR(t »>x) 
t »>(x' u)-+ (t»>x)'u 
t >»(u» x)-+ u» (t »>x) 
t »> (u »> x) -+ max(t, u) »> x 


















According to the intuition presented above, we state without further proof that 
the modified simplification functions preserve well-timedness. 
Proposition 6.2.14. Let well-timed terms q1 , q2 be in the form of the right-hand 
side of an equation in TPEGNF, and let term p be in the form of syntax (6.3) . Let 
p' = 8U(p) and let time term t be such that the bound variables of q1 , q2 and p' do 
not occur freely in p and t. Then the results of the expressions listed below rewrite to 
well-timed terms. 
1. simpl2(q1 · p) ; 
2. simpl2' ( q1 ~ p, p'); 
3. simpl(q1 I q2 ) ; 
4. simpl(q1 et); 
5. simpl(t »> q1 ). 
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Transformation to Refined-TPEG NF 
As input we take a system G4 of equations in TPEGNF, and as a result we produce 
an equivalent system of well-timed equations in refined-TPEGNF. 
l. First we make the system well-timed by replacing Pi in G4 with rewrl (ti »Pi)· 
We get a system G'. 
2. Each subterm of the form t » (p II q) and (p II q) 't in Pi from G' is replaced by 
a new process name Y, and we add the equation for Y. As a result, we get a 
system G" consisting of two parts: 
• the set G~ contains the equations from G' with all the t » (p II q) and 
(p II q) 't replaced; 
--+ 
• the set G~ contains the equations of the form Y ( d ) = py, where py has 
the syntax of (6.3). Moreover, G~ contains no internal dependency loops. 
3. We use guardl to make the equations in G~ guarded. By doing so we generate 
»> operations, and » operations when unfolding sequential composition. We 
generate no ' operations. 
4. We iterate steps 2-3 till we get rid of all » operations. The number of newly 
created » operations is limited by the maximal number of sequential composi-
tions in terms Pi from G. From the fact that we eliminated all t » (p II q) and 
(p II q) 't constructs, and from the properties of rewrl it is clear that we obtain 
a system of equations G5 in refined-TPEGNF. 
Proposition 6.2.15. For any system G~ U G~ obtained on any iteration of the above 
mentioned procedure the function guardl is well-defined on the right-hand side of any 
equation. 
Proposition 6.2.16. Let G4 and Gs be defined as above. Then G4 c~d G5 . 
The following example shows how the iterations are performed. 
Example 6.2.17. We start with one equation for X with no parameters: 
X = a ' 1 · (X 11 X · (X 11 X)) + b ' 2 
First we make the equation well-timed by changing (XllX·(XllX)) to l»(XllX·(XllX)). 
After that we introduce a new equation for the former term. We get the following 
system: 
X=a'l·l » Y+b c2 
y = x II x . (X II X) 
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Next, we apply guardl to the right-hand side of Y: 
y = x ~ x . (X II X) + (X . (X II X)) ~ x 
Y =(a ' 1·1 » Y + b ' 2) ~ X ·(XII X) +((a' 1·1 » Y+b '2) ·(XII X)) ~ X 
Y = a ' 1 · (1 » Y111 »> X ·(XII X)) + b ' 2 · 2 »> X ·(X II X) 
+(a ' 1·1 » Y ·(X II X) + b ' 2 · 2 »(XII X)) ~ X 
Y =a ' 1·(1»Y111 »> X ·(XII X)) + b ' 2 · 2 »> X · (XII X) 
+a' 1 · ((1 » Y ·(XII X)) 111 »> X) + b ' 2 · (2 »(XII X) 112 »> X) 
Now we see that we need to introduce a new equation for XII X because we need to 
eliminate 2 » (XII X) from the right-hand side. Thus we proceed to the next iteration 
by adding the new process equation for Z and applying guarding to it. 
Y = a ' 1·(1»Y111 »> X ·(X II X)) + b ' 2 · 2 »> X ·(XII X) 
+a' 1 · ((1 » Y ·(X II X)) 111 »> X) + b ' 2·(2»Z112 »> X) 
Z=X ll X 
Z=X~X 
Z =(a' 1·1 » Y + b ' 2) ~ X 
Z = a ' 1 · (1 » Y II (1 »> X)) + b ' 2 · 2 >» X 
It is easy to see that the iteration in this example resulted from the nesting of 
parallel and sequential compositions in X II X · (XII X). In general, if we replace this 
term by the term XII (X · (XII (X · ... (X II X)· · ·))) with n nestings of parallel and 
sequential compositions, then we will need n iterations to make this term well-timed. 
It is interesting that n sequential compositions will lead to no iterations as t » 
(X · X · ... · X) ~ (t » X) · X · ... · X. Similarly, n parallel compositions will lead to 
only one iteration because XI I XII ·. - II X will be replaced by a new name Y. Applying 
guardl to Y will lead to n - 1 applications of guardl to parallel compositions, which 
do not introduce new » operations. 
Transformation to Post-TPEGNF 
As the next step we take every term of G5 that has the syntax of p 1 from (6.4) and 
apply rewr2 to it , which is rewrl extended with the following rules: 
t »x--+ t~x+o ' t 
(x + y) ' t--+ x' t + y ' t 
o' t' u--+ o' min(t, u) 





As a result we get terms of the following syntax, where a term p can be written as 
0 >»p: 
I --+ --+ --+ --+ 
p1 ::=a( t) I o I Y( t) I Oct I (t~a( t )) ' u1 · · ·'Un+O'W I (t»>Y( t )) ' u1 · · ·'un+O'W 
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We introduce a new process name Xa for each action a that occurs inside the 
process terms Pi not in scope of ', with parameters corresponding to those of the 
----+ 
action (and a new process name X8 for o). Thus we add equations Xa(da:Da) = 
--t Lu: Time a ( da) ( u and x8 = L u: Time 0 ( u for a fresh variable u to the system, and 
--t --t 
replace the occurrences of actions a ( t ) by Xa ( t ) , and o by X8. In the same way we 
add X8 ( t: Time) = o ' t to replace o ' t, and 
----+ 
Xan (da:Da, t: Time, u1: Time, ... , Un: Time) = 
--t 
a(da) 'U1 <J t::::; U1 /\ eq(u1, u2) /\ · · · /\ eq(un-11 Un)[> 0'0 
+ o' max(w, min(u1, ... , un)) 
--t 
to replace (t »> a( t )) 'u1 ···'Un+ o' w. The last syntactic category is replaced by 
--t 
applying guardl to get rid of the unguarded occurrence of Y ( t ) . 
Proposition 6.2.18. Let the system C6 of process equations be obtained after process-
ing the system Cs as described above. Then for all X E ICsl we have (X, C6) = (X, Cs) 
and C6 is in post-TPEGNF. 
To illustrate this transformation we continue with the system from Example 6.2.17. 
Example 6.2.19. The resulting system of Example 6.2.17 (taking into account that 
1 >» X ~ X and 1 » Y ~ Y) will look as follows: 
X=a ' l·Y+b c2 
Y = a ' 1 · (Y II X ·(XII X)) + b ' 2 · X2 ·(XII X) 
+a' 1 · ((Y ·(XII X)) II X) + b ' 2 · (Z2 II X2) 
Z = a ' 1 · (Y II X) + b ' 2 · X2 
X2 = b , 2 
Z2 = b ' 2 · X2 
Here we introduced X2 and Z2 for 2 »> X and 2 >» Z, respectively. 
6.3 Reusing LM and ML Data Types for Timed 
µCRL 
At this point we can perform parameter harmonization and make one process equation 
out of our system as it was done in Section 4.3. It is clear that these transformations 
preserve well-timedness. Thus we start from the system C 7 consisting of a single 
well-timed process equation for X in post-TPEGNF (see Definition 6.2.1). 
6.3.1 Maximal Delay in a State 
--t For the translation we need to know if the process X in a given state t can delay till 
given time t. By applying the 8U operation to the equation for X we get the following 
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(Proposition B.3.1): 
8U(X(t)) ~ L L 8 ( tk(~) <1 Ck(~)[> b<O 
kEIUJU{o} e;E; 
According to Proposition B.3.2 if we assume that I U JU { 8} = {O, . .. , n }, then the 
identity above is equivalent to 
8U(X(t))~L 2::; ··2:: b'u<1 Vo<i<Ju~ti(~)Aci(~))t>8'0 
u:Time~ ~ - -
--; --; 
Now, if we define new data type E = Time, Eo, ... , En and the functions u : E --; 
--Time and c: Dx , E--; Bool as 
u(w,eQ, ... ,~) ~w 
--; --; --; v ( ---4 ---4 ) c(t,w,eo, ... ,en)~ . w~ti(t,ei) /\ ci(t,ei) 
o:::;i:::;n 
our identity will look like 
--; '"""" --; ____, 8U(X( t)) ~ L 8' u( e) <1 c(t, e) C> b'O 
~ 
--; --+ 
which basically means that X( t ) can delay t ill time t if for some e:E such that 
____, --; 
c(t,e) ~ t we have t ~ u( e ). 
--; -4 
Additionally, for dealing with parallel compositions of the form X( to) II··· II X(tm), 
we need to know if the process X can delay t ill a given time t in all given states 
--; -4 --; -4 
to, .. . , tm. The process that can delay as long as all of the processes X( to), ... , X( tm) 
can delay is expressed as the following term: 
--; -4 
8U(X( to) II · · · II X( tm)) 
--; -4 ~ 8U (X(to)) II··· II 8U(X(tm)) 
~ L L · · · L 8' t <1 /\O<i<m (t ~ u(eT) /\ c(~)) C> b'O 
t: Time ~ e,;:Jt - -
If m is not known apriori, as in our case, we can reuse the data type LState 
representing lists of state vectors (cf. Section 5.2.3), and define the data type LE to 
--; 
represent lists of elements of sort E. The process that can delay as long as all of the 
--; --; --; 
processes X( ti) can, where ti are elements of a list of state vectors ls :LState, can be 
expressed as the following term: 
'"""" '"""" --; --; /\ --; ------> L L b't<1len(le)=len(ls)/\ . ___, (t~u(~)/\ c(ti,~))C>b' O (6.6) 
. -
o:::;i:::;Len( ls ) 
t : Time le:LE 
--; 
To bring this within the syntax of t imed µCRL ( len( ls) is not a constant, so the 
--; 
conjunction for all i s.t. 0 ~ i ~ len( ls) is not an abbreviation) we need the function 
saLmmd : Time x LState x LE --; Boal defined as 
--; -4 --; --t /\ --; ------> 
sat_mmd(t,(to, ... ,tm),(eo , ... ,em)) = . (t~u(ei)/\ c(ti,~)) o:::;i:::;m 
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In µCRL this function could be specified as follows: 
saLmmd(t, ( ), ()) ~ t 
--+ ~ --+ --+ ---+ ---+ -+ 
saLmmd(t, add( t, ls), add( e, le))~ t::; u( e) /\ c(t, e) /\ saLmmd(t, ls, le) 
For a way of implementing this function and other mentioned data types in timed 
µCRL we refer to Appendix C.7. 
With the introduction of saLmmd the term (6.6) will look as follows: 
""""" """"" --) --) --) --) ~ ~ i5 ' t <l len( le) = Zen( ls)/\ saLmmd(t, ls, le) I> b' O. 
t:Time k:£E 
6.3.2 Final TLPE Definition 
The case of timed µCRL differs from the untimed case in the following aspects. 
• The resulting TLPE Z has an extra parameter t' Time to keep track of "current" 
time. 
- An extra condition must be satisfied: no action must be executed earlier 
than the "current" time. 
- After an action is executed at time u, u becomes the "current" time for 
the TLPE Z. 
• An extra condition must be satisfied: if n components are ready to be executed 
and 0 < k < n of them communicate by executing an action at time u, then all 
other ready components must be able to delay till u. 
• TLPE Z can delay as long as all ready components could, but not less than till 
the "current" time. 
For the case with handshaking and no renaming operations we start with the 
following well-timed equation for X. 
-----> """"" """"" --) ---) ---) ---) ---) X( d:D) = ~ ~ ai(Ji (d , ei)) ' ti(d, ei) · Pi(d, ei) <l ci(d, ei) I> b' O 
iEl e;E; 
---) 
where I and J are disjoint, and all Pi(d, ei) have the following syntax: 
--) 
P ::= X( t ) I P · P I P II P (6.7) 
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We can now define a system L consisting of process equation Z, which mimics 
behavior of X, in the following way: 
Z(t: Time, lm:LM) = 
L L L L a/h(getf1(lm,n),ei))'ti(getf1(lm,n),ei) 
iE/ n:Nat e:B: re:£E 
· Z(ti(getfl (lm, n), ei), replfl (lm, n, mklmi[p;](getf1 (lm, n), ei))) 
<l n < lenf(lm) A c;(getf1 (lm, n), e;) 
--+ 
At::; ti(getfl (lm, n), e;) Alen( le)+ 1 = lenf(lm) 
---------> --+ 
A saLmmd(t;(getf1 (lm, n) , e;), getfn(lm, rem(n, ln)), le)[> c:)c Q 
+ L L L L aj(h(getfl(lm,n),ej)) 'tj(getfl(lm,n),ej) · Z(remfl(lm,n)) 
jEJ n:Nat ~ re:£E 
<l n < lenf(lm) A remfl (lm,n) -I=() A Cj(getfl (lm,n), ej) 
--+ 
At::; tj(getfl(lm,n),ej) A len(le) + 1 = lenf(lm) 
--------+ --+ 
A saLmmd(tj(getfl (lm, n), ej ), getfn( lm, rem(n, ln)), le) [> c:)c Q 
+ L L L aj(h (getfl (lm, n), ej)) 'tj(getf1 ( lm, n), ej) 
jEJn:Nat~ 
<l n < lenf (lm) A remf1 (lm, n) = () A cj(getfl (lm, n), ej) 
At::; tj(getfl(lm,n),ej) [> c:)c Q 
+ L L c:)cu 
u: Time re:£E 
--+ --+ 
<J len( le) = lenf(lm) A (u::; t V saLmmd(u, getfn(lm, ln), le))[> c:)c Q 
+ L L L L L L 1(ak, a1)(h(getf1(lm,n),ek))'tk(getf1(lm,n),ek) 
(k,l)Ehl n:Nat m:Nat e;:e: ~ re:£E 
· Z(tk(getfl(lm,n),ek), 
replf2(lm, n, m, mklmk[pk](getfl (lm, n), ek), mklm1[pt](getfl (lm, m), e;))) 
--+ --+ I 
<l n < m Am< lenf(lm) A fk(getf1 (lm, n), ek) = ft (getfl (lm, m), e1) 
A ck(getf1 ( lm, n), ek) A c1(getfl (lm, m), e;) 
At ::; tk(getfl ( lm, n), ek) A tk(getfl ( lm, n), ek) = t1 (getfl ( lm, m), e1) 
--+ 
Alen( le)+ 2 = lenf(lm) 
---------~--+ 
A saLmmd(tk(getf1 (lm, n), ek), getfn(lm, rem(n, rem(m, ln))), le) r> c:)c Q 
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+ L L L L L L 1(ak,a1)(h(getfl(lm,n),ek))'tk(getfl(lm,n),ek) 
(k ,l)EhJ n:Nat m:Nat ~ ~ k:Ll; 
· Z(tk(getfl (lm, n), ek), replremf2(lm, n, m, mklmk[pk](getfl (lm, n), ek))) 
<l n =/:- m /\ n < lenf(lm) /\ m < lenf(lm) 
---+ ---+ I 
/\ fk(getfl (lm, n), ek) = !1 (getfl (lm, m), e1) 
/\ ck(getfl ( lm, n), ek) /\ c1 (getfl ( lm, m), el) 
/\ t ::; tk (getfl ( lm, n), ek) /\ tk(getfl ( lm, n), ek) = t1 (getfl ( lm, m), e1) 
---+ 
/\ len( le)+ 2 = lenf(lm) 
~~~~~~~~~----> ---+ 
/\ saLmmd(tk(getfl (lm, n), ek), getfn(lm, rem(n, rem(m, ln))), le)!> 0'0 
+ L L L L L L 1(ak ,a1)(h(getfl(lm,n),ek))'tk(getfl(lm,n),ek) 
(k,l)EJ'"YJ n:Nat m:Nat ek:Ek ~ k:Ll; 
· Z(tk(getfl (lm, n), ek), remf2(lm, n, m)) 
---+ ---+ ~~~~-----; 
<l n < m /\ m < lenf (lm) /\ fk(getfl (lm, n), ek) = !1 (getfl ( lm, m), el) 
/\ ck(getfl (lm, n), ek) /\ ci(getfl (lm, m), el) /\ remf2( lm, n, m) =/:- () 
/\ t :'.S: tk (getfl ( lm, n), ek) /\ tk(getfl ( lm, n), ek) = t1(getfl (lm, m), e1) 
---+ 
/\ len( le)+ 2 = lenf (lm) 
~~~~~~~~~~ ---+ 
/\ saLmmd(tk(getfl (lm, n), ek), getfn(lm, rem(n, rem(m, ln))), le) C> 0'0 
+ L L L L L 1(ak, a1)(h(getfl (lm,n), ek))'tk(getfl (lm,n), ek) 
(k,l)EJ'"YJ n:Nat m :Nat e;;FJ; ~ 
---+ ---+ ~~~~-----> 
<l n < m /\ m < lenf(lm) /\ fk(getfl (lm , n), ek) = !1 (getfl (lm, m), el) 
/\ ck(getfl ( lm, n), ek) /\ c1(getfl (lm, m), el) /\ remf2( lm, n, m) = () 
/\ t :'.S: tk(getfl (lm, n), ek) /\ tk(getfl (lm, n), ek) = t1(getfl (lm , m), e1) !> 0'0 
where P1Q = {(k,l) E P x QI 1(ak , a1) is defined}. 
• ---+ ind ---+ Conjecture 6.3.1. (X( t ), G7 ) ::::} (Z(O, seql ( t , LMO)), L). 
The other three cases considered in Section 5.2 can be scaled to the timed µCRL 
case in a similar way. 
6.3.3 Relation between TLPEs and LPEs 
In this section we explain how a time-free abstraction (cf. [55, Section 4.2]) of a TLPE 
can be obtained. First we prove some facts about the TLPE Z from the previous 
section. 
Proposition 6.3.2. The equation for Z is well-timed. 
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Proof. It can be easily checked that t » Z(t , lm) ,:::; Z(t, lm). The statement of the 
-+ 
proposition follows from the fact that after performing an action a i ( t ) 't, the process 
behaves as Z(t, lm'). D 
Definition 6.3.3 (Deadlock-saturation). A TLPE X is deadlock-saturated if it is 
defined in the following way: 
(6.8) 
Proposition 6.3.4. The equation for Z is deadlock-saturated. 
Next, we use the embedding of well-timed basic terms into untimed µCRL terms 
---+ 
defined in [55, Section 4.2]. For every action label a : Da -+ Proc in the given timed 
---+ 
µCRL specification, we construct the action label a : Da x Time -+ Proc. We also 
----+ 
construct the action label t1 : Time -+ Proc. 
Definition 6.3.5. The time-free abstraction of TLPE X defined in (6.8) is the LPE 
Y defined as follows: 
(6.9) 
u:Time~ 
The time-free abstraction of well-timed deadlock-saturated TLPEs can be used 
for further analysis with methods that are designed for untimed µCRL. For instance, 
strong bisimilarity of time-free abstractions of two well-timed deadlock-saturated 
TLPEs is equivalent to the timed bisimilarity of them. In the initial timed µCRL 
specification time has a direct influence on the specified behavior, for instance on the 
interleavings of parallel components (for example a ' 1 II b ' 2 ~ a ' 1 · b ' 2 in timed 
µCRL). This is why performing the time-free abstraction on the initial specification 
will not work (because a(l) II b(2) f, a(l ) · b(2) in µCRL). However, after linearization 
the influence of time on the specified behavior is encoded in the parameters and con-
ditions of resulting TLPE, i.e. time becomes just a conventional data type in untimed 
µCRL. 
Appendix A 
Final LPE Definitions 
A.1 Final LPE for the Case with the Renaming Op-
erations and Handshaking 
Z(lm:ALM) = 
L L L L a(h(getfld(lm,n),ei)) 
iEl\IT aE R (i) n:Nat ~ 
· Z( replfl (lm, n, mklmi[pi](getfld(lm , n), ei))) 
<Jn< lenf(lm) A Ci(getfld(lm ,n), ei) 
A mka[ai] r/:- getH (getfla(lm, n)) U getl(getf1a( lm, n)) 
A mka[a] = appl(mka[ai], getR(getf1a(lm, n))) r> o 
+ L L L T· Z(replfl (lm,n, mklmi[pi](getfld(lm , n), ei))) 
iEI\IT n:Nat ~ 
<Jn< lenf(lm) A ci(getfld(lm,n), ei) 
A mka[ai] E getl(getfla(lm, n)) \ getH(getf1a(lm, n)) [> o 
+ L L L T · Z (replf1 (lm, n, mklmi[pi](getfld(lm, n), ei))) 
iE!Tn:Nat~ 
<Jn< lenf(lm) A ci(getfld(lm , n), ei) [> o 
+ L L L L a(h(getfld(lm,n),e1)) · Z(remfl(lm,n)) 
jEJ\JT aER(j) n:Nat ~ 
<l n < lenf( lm) A remfl (lm, n) f.() A c1(getfld(lm, n), e1) 
A mka[a1] rf:_ getH (getfla( lm, n)) U getl(getf1a(lm, n)) 
A mka[a] = appl(mka[a1], getR(getf1a(lm, n))) r> o 
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+ L L L T· Z(remfl(lm,n)) 
jEJ\Jr n:Nat e;"E; 
<Jn< lenf(lm) /\ remfl (lm,n)-=f- () /\cj(getfld(lm,n),e1) 
/\ mka[a1] E getl (getf1a(lm, n)) \ getH (getf1a(lm, n)) l> i5 
+ L L L T· Z(remfl(lm , n)) 
jEJr n:Nat e;"E; 
<Jn< lenf(lm) /\ remfl( lm,n)-=f- () /\c1(getfld(lm,n),e1) l> i5 
+ L L L L a(h(getfld(lm,n),e1)) 
jEJ\Jr aE R (j) n:Nat e;"E; 
<Jn < lenf (lm) /\ remf1 (lm, n) = () /\ c1(getf1d( lm, n), e1) 
/\ mka[a1] tt getH (getfl a(lm, n)) U getl(getfla( lm, n)) 
/\ mka[a] = appl(mka[a1], getR(getfla(lm, n))) l> i5 
+ L L L T<Jn<lenf(lm)/\remf1(lm,n)=()/\c1(getf1d(lm,n),e1) 
JEJ\Jr n:Nat e;"E; /\ mka[a1] E getl(getfla(lm, n)) \ getH (getfla(lm, n)) l> i5 
+ L L L T <Jn< lenf(lm) /\ remfl (lm, n) = () /\ c1(getfld(lm, n), e1) l> i5 
jEJr n:Nat e; :E; 
+ L: L L L L a(h(getfl d(lm,n),ek)) 
(k,l)E(I\Ir) 2 (a, b ,c)ER~(k,l) n:Nat m:Nat ~ ~ 
· Z(replf2(lm, n, m, mklmk[pk](getfld(lm, n), ek), mklmz[pzl(getfld(lm, m), e;))) 
~ ~ I 
<Jn < m /\ m < lenf (lm) /\ fk(getfld( lm, n), ek) = fz (getfld( lm, m), e1) 
/\ ck(getfld(lm, n), ek) /\ cz(getfld(lm, m), eD 
/\ mka[ak] tt getH (getf2aO(lm, n, m)) U getl(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[az] tt getH (getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) U getl(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2aO(lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[c] = appl(mka[az], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka['Y( b, c)] tt getH (getf2a( lm, n, m)) U getl(getf2a( lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[a] = appl(mka['Y( b, c)], getR(getf2a(lm, n, m))) l> i5 
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+ L: 
(k ,l)E(I\J.,.)2 ( b ,c)ER~(k , !) n:Nat m:Nat ~ ~ 
· Z( replf2(lm, n, m, mklmk[pk](getfld(lm, n), ek), mklm1[pi](getfld(lm, m), eD)) 
~ ~ I 
<l n < m /\ m < lenf(lm) /\ fk(getfld(lm , n), ek) = Ji (getfld(lm, m), e1) 
/\ ck(getfld(lm , n), ek) /\ c1(getfld(lm, m), eD 
/\ mka[a k] ~ getH(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[ai] ~ getH(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2aO(lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[c] = appl(mka[a1], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[r(b, c)] E getH(getf2a(lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2a(lm, n , m)) I> o 
+ L L L L L L a(h(getfld(lm, n), ek)) 
+ 
(k ,l)E(I\IT)x(J\JT) (a, b ,c)ER~(k , !) n:Nat m:Nat ~ ~ 
· Z( replremf2(lm, n, m, mklmk[pk] (getfld(lm, n), ek))) 
<l n =Im/\ n < lenf(lm) /\ m < lenf(lm) 
~ ~ I 
/\ fk(getfld(lm, n), ek) = Ji (getfld(lm, m), e1) 
/\ ck(getfld(lm , n), ek) /\ c1(getfld( lm, m), eD 
/\ mka[ak] ~ getH(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[ai] ~ getH(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) U getl(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2aO(lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[c] = appl(mka[ai], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[r(b, c)] ~ getH(getf2a(lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2a(lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[a] = appl(mka[r(b, c)], getR(getf2a( lm, n, m))) I> o 
(k ,l)E(I\IT)x(J\JT) ( b ,c)ER~(k,!) n:Nat m:Nat~ ~ 
· Z( replremf2( lm, n, m, mklmk[pk ](getfld(lm, n), ek))) 
<l n =Im/\ n < lenf(lm) /\ m < lenf(lm) 
~ ~ I 
/\fk(getfld(lm ,n) , ek) = f1(getf1d(lm,m),e1) 
/\ ck(getfld(lm , n), ek) /\ c1(getfld(lm , m), eD 
/\ mka[a k] ~ getH(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[ai] ~ getH(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2aO(lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[c] = appl(mka[a1], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[r(b, c)] E getH(getf2a( lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2a(lm, n, m)) I> o 
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+ L L L L L L a(getf1d(lm,n),ek) · Z(remf2(lm,n,m)) 
(k,!)E(J\JT)2 (a, b ,c)ER~(k,!) n:Nat m:Nat ~ ~ 
~ ~ I 
<l n < m /\ m < lenf (lm) /\ fk(getf1d( lm, n), ek) = !1 (getf1d(lm, m), e1) 
/\ ck(getf1d(lm, n), ek) /\ ci(getf1d(lm, m), eD /\ remf2(lm, n, m) -=I- () 
/\ mka[a k] f/:. getH(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[a1] f/:. getH(getf2a1 (lm , n, m)) U getI(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[b] = appl(mka[a k], getR(getf2aO(lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[c] = appl(mka[a1], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka['Y(b, c)] f/:. getH(getf2a(lm , n, m)) U getl(getf2a(lm, n , m)) 
/\ mka[a] = appl(mka[r(b, c)], getR(getf2a(lm, n, m))) I> 8 
+ L L L L L LT · Z(remf2(lm,n,m)) 
(k,!)E(J\JT)2 ( b , c)ER~(k , !) n:Nat m:Nat ~ ~ 
~ ~ I 
<l n < m /\ m < lenf (lm) /\ fk(getf1d(lm, n), ek) = !1 (getf1 d(lm, m) , e1) 
/\ Ck(getf1d(lm, n), ek) /\ ci(getf1d(lm, m), eD /\ remf2(lm, n, m) -=I- () 
/\ mka[ak] f/:. getH(getf2aO(lm,n,m)) U getI(getf2aO(lm,n,m)) 
/\ mka[ai] f/:. getH(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2aO(lm , n , m))) 
/\ mka[c] = appl(mka[a1], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[r(b, c)] E getH(getf2a( lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2a(lm, n, m)) I> 8 
+ L L L L L L a(h(getf1d(lm,n),ek)) 
(k,!)E(J\JT)2 (a,b,c)ER~(k , I) n:Nat m:Nat ~ ~ 
~ ~ I 
<l n < m /\ m < lenf (lm) /\ fk(getf1d( lm , n), ek) = Ji (getf1 d(lm , m), e1) 
/\ ck(getf1d( lm, n), ek) /\ c1(getf1d(lm, m), eD /\ remf2(lm, n, m) = 0 
/\ mka[a k] f/:. getH(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[ai] f/:. getH(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) U getI(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2aO(lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[c] = appl(mka[ai], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[r(b, c)] f/:. getH(getf2a( lm, n, m)) U getl(getf2a(lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[a] = appl(mka[r(b , c)], getR(getf2a(lm, n, m))) I> 8 
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+ 
(k,l)E(J\JT) 2 (b,c)ER~(k,!) n:Nat m :Nat ~ ~ 
where 
--> --> ) ') <Jn< m/\m < lenf(lm) /\ fk(getfld(lm ,n),ek) = f1(getfld(lm,m ,e1 
/\ck(getfld(lm,n),ek) /\c1(getfld(lm,m),eD /\ remf2 (lm,n ,m) = () 
/\ mka[a k] rf:_ getH(getf2aO(lm , n, m)) U getl(getf2aO(lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[ai] rf:- getH(getf2a1 (lm , n , m)) U getl(getf2a1 (lm, n, m)) 
/\ mka[b] = appl(mka[ak], getR(getf2aO(lm, n, m))) 
/\ mka[c] = appl(mka[a1], getR(getf2a1 (lm, n , m))) 
/\ mka[r(b, c)] E getH(getf2a( lm, n , m)) U getl(getf2a(lm, n, m)) [> 8 
JT={iEJlai=T} JT={jEJlaj=T} 
R(i) ={a E ActLab I type(a) = type(ai)} 
R;(k,l) = {(b,c) E ActLab2 I type(b) = type(ak) = type(c) = type(a1) 
/\ 1(a, b) is defined} 
R~(k, l) ={(a, b, c) E ActLab x R;(k, l) I type( a) = type(b)} 
The LPE Z is in a sense an extension of the LPE we obtained for the case without 
the remaining operations. The first nine summands correspond to the first three 
summands of the latter LPE, so each of the interleaving possibilities is represented 
by three summands. The first one represents the case when the action (not r) is 
not encapsulated or hidden, but can be renamed. The second one represents the case 
when the action (not r) is not encapsulated, but hidden. And the third one represents 
the T summands (we treat them separately, because T cannot be encapsulated, hidden 
or renamed). There is no summand for the encapsulated actions, as they all become 
equal to 8 and vanish. 
In the case of handshakings, we get only two summands for each summand in the 
case without the renaming operations. This is because T does not communicate and 
we do not need an additional summand for it. 
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A.2 Final LPE for the Case with Renaming and 
Multi-Party Communication 
Without loss of generality, we assume that J \ J 7 = { 0, . . . , k} 
and I \ I 7 = { k + 1, ... , m}. 
Z(lm:ALM) = 
2:2: 2: ··· 2: --+ a(JO(lm, lno , ... , lnm, 
iEl\IT aER (i) lno:LNat ln,.,.:LNat ~ le"':LE"' 
-t -t 
head(leo), . .. , head(lem))) · Z(replfn(lm, ln , 
-----+ -t -t 
cat[mkllm[po](getfn( lm, lno) , leo), ... , mkllm[pm](getfn(lm, lnm), lem)])) 
<J lnI f:- LNatO I\ len( Ln ) < Lenf(lm) I\ is _unique(Ln) I\ /\ is_sorted(Ln1) 
-
0$!:5m 
I\ /\ is_each_lower(lenf (lm), Ln1) I\ /\ Len( Ln1) = Len(k;) 
0$!:5;m 0:5;l:5m 
-----+ -t -t 
I\ EQ(cat[Fo(getfn( Lm , Lno) , Leo), ... , Fm(getfn(Lm , Lnm), lem)]) 
----t -t -----> 
I\ Co(getfn(lm, Lno) , Leo) I\··· I\ Cm(getfn(Lm, Lnm), Lem) 
I\ is_act(mka[a], Lm, Ln, 
cat[mkLact(Len( Lno) , mka[ao]), ... , mkLact( Len(lnm), mka[am])]) C> 8 
+ L L ·· · L L ·· · L T · Z(replfn(lm, Ln , 
iEl\ IT lno:LNat ln,.,.:LNat ~ le.,,.:LE,.,. 
____ __, -t -t 
cat[mkllm[po](getfn(lm, lno) , Leo), ... , mkllm[pm](getfn(Lm, Lnm), Lem)])) 
<J LnI f:- LNatO I\ len( ln) < Lenf(Lm) I\ is_unique(ln) I\ /\ is_sorted(ln1) 
-
0$!:5m 
I\ /\ is_each_Lower(Lenf( Lm) , Ln1) I\ /\ Len(ln1) = Len(k;) 
0:5;l:5m 0:5;l:5;m 
----t -t -t 
I\ EQ(cat[Fo(getfn( Lm , Lno), Leo), ... ,Fm(getfn( Lm , Lnm), Lem)]) 
------> -t -----> 
I\ Co(getfn(Lm, lno), Leo) I\· · · I\ Cm(getfn(lm, Lnm) , lem) 
I\ is_tau(lm , Ln, 
mtcat[mklact( Len( Lno) , mka[ao]), . . . , mkLact(Len(Lnm), mka[am])]) C> 8 
+ L L LT · Z(repLfl(lm,n, mklmi[pi ](getfld(Lm,n),ei))) 
iEIT n:Nat e;:E; 
<Jn < Lenf ( Lm) I\ ci(getfl d( Lm , n), ei) C> 8 
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+ L L L ··· L :L ··· L a(JO(lm ,lno, ... ,lnk, 
jEJ\JT aER(j) lno:LNat lnk:LNat ~ ~ 
-; -; 
head( Leo), .. . , head(lek))) · Z(remfn(lm, lnJ)) 
<J lnJ-=/:- LNatO /\ len(LnJ) < Lenf(Lm) f\ is_unique(lnJ) /\ /\ is_sorted(ln1) 
- O:S;l:S;k 
A/\ is_each_lower(lenf(lm), ln1) /\ /\ len(ln1) = len(k;) 
O:S;l:S;k O:S;l:S;k 
----+-; -; 
f\ EQ(cat[Fo(getfn(lm, lno), leo), .. . , Fk(getfn(lm, lnk), lek)]) 
-------;-; -; 
/\ Co(getfn(lm, Lno), Leo) f\ · · · f\ Ck(getfn(Lm, Lnk), Lek) 
/\ is_act(mka[a], lm, lnJ, 
cat[mklact(len( ln0 ), mka[a0]) , ... , mklact(len(lnk), mka[ak])]) 
/\ remfn(lm, LnJ)-=/:- () t> 8 
+ L L ··· L :L ··· L r·Z(remfn(Lm,LnJ)) 
jEJ\JT lno:LNat lnk:LNat ~ ~ 
<l LnJ-=/:- LNatO A Len(LnJ) < Lenf(lm) f\ is_unique(lnJ) f\ /\ is_sorted(ln1) 
- O:S;l:S;k 
A/\ is_each_Lower(Lenf(Lm), Ln1) f\ /\ len(ln1) = len(k;) 
O::;l:S;k O:S;l:S;k 
----+-; -; 
A EQ(cat[Fo(getfn(lm, Lno), Leo), ... ,Fk(getfn(Lm, Lnk), Lek)]) 
~~~~~ -; -; 
/\ Co(getfn(Lm, lno), Leo) f\ · · · f\ Ck(getfn(Lm, Lnk), Lek) 
A is_tau(lm, LnJ, 
cat[mklact(len(lno), mka[ao]) , ... , mkLact(Len(lnk), mka[ak])]) 
/\ remfn(lm, lnJ)-=/:- () t> 8 
+ L L L r · Z(remfl (lm, n)) 
jEJT n:Nat e;e; 
<l n < Lenf(Lm) /\ remfl (Lm , n)-=/:- () /\ cj(getfld(Lm, n), ej) t> 8 
+ L L L ··· L :L··· L a(JO(lm ,Lno, . . . ,Lnk, 
jEJ\JT aER(j) lno:LNat lnk:LNat ~ ~ 
-; -; 
head( Leo), ... , head( Lek))) 
<J lnJ-=/:- LNatO f\ Len(LnJ) ~ lenf(Lm) /\ is_unique(LnJ) f\ /\ is_sorted(ln1) O:S;l::;k 
f\ /\ is_each_lower(lenf(lm), ln1) f\ /\ len(ln1) = Len(k;) 
O:S;l:S;k O:S;l:S;k 
----+ -; -; 
f\ EQ(cat[Fo(getfn(lm, lno), Leo), ... , Fk(getfn(lm, Lnk), lek)]) 
~~~~~ -; -; 
/\ Co(getfn(lm, lno), Leo) A··· A Ck(getfn(Lm, lnk), lek) 
f\ is_act(mka[a], lm, lnJ, 
cat[ mklact( Len( Lno) , mka[ao]) , ... , mkLact( Len( Lnk), mka[ak])]) 
f\ remfn(lm, lnJ) = () C> 8 
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+ I: I: ... I: L"'L T 
<J lnJ :/= LNatO A len( lnJ) < lenf(lm) A is _unique(lnJ) A /\ is_sorted(ln1) 
- 0:::;19 
A/\ is_each_lower(lenf(lm), ln1) A/\ len(ln1) = len(kt) 
o:s;t:s;k o:s;t:s;k 
---+ ---+ 
A EQ(cat[Fo(getfn(lm , lno) , leo), ... , Fk(getfn (lm , lnk) , lek)]) 
---+ ---+ 
A Co(getfn(lm, lno), leo) A··· A Ck(getfn(lm, lnk), lek) 
A is_tau(lm, lnJ, 
cat[mklact( len( lno), mka[ao]) , ... , mklact( len( lnk) , mka[ak])]) 
A remfn(lm, lnJ) = () C> <5 
+ L L L T <l n < lenf(lm) A remf1 (lm, n) = ()A Cj(getfld(lm, n), ej) C> <5 
jEJrn:Nat~ 
where lnl = cat[lnk+l, ... , lnm], lnJ = cat[Zn0 , ... , lnk] , and ln = cat(lnJ, lnl). 
The first three sets of summands represent multi-party communications of several 
components with at least one of them not terminating. In the third set we separate 
the actions a i that are equal to T - they cannot communicate and can only be executed 
in the interleaving way. In the first set of summands we consider all non T actions 
a i and all possible renamings of them. We do not need to consider the renamings of 
actions a j here because at least one of the components will be executing an a i action, 
and therefore the resulting action will be a renaming of it. 
As in the case of multi-party communications without renaming, we take a number 
of lists to identify which first layer elements will communicate by performing which 
actions. The condition lnl :/= LNatO ensures that at least one of the elements will 
not terminate. Instead of checking the conformance to a chosen configuration, we use 
the function is_act to see if the result of the multi-party communication is the chosen 
action. The rest of the conditions are the same as in the case without renaming 
operations. The second set of summands is similar to the first one and captures the 
case when communication results in T. 
The following six summands capture the case when all components terminate after 
performing a communication. The first three represent the sub-case when the LPE 
Z does not terminate in such a situation, and the last three represent the sub-case 
when the LPE Z terminates. 
In case the LPE Z performs an action, its parameters are the parameters of any 
of the communicating actions, so we take the first one. We could skip the definition 
-----> 
of the function JO and use the following expression instead: 
---+ ----+ 
head(cat[Fo(getfn(lm, lno), leo), ... , Fk(getfn(lm, lnk), lek)]) 
which, however, is a more complex expression. 
Appendix B 
Axioms and Proofs in Timed 
µCRL 
B.1 Axioms of Timed µCRL 
x+y~y+x 
x + (y + z) ~ (x + y) + z 
x+x~x 
(x + y) · z ~ x · z + y · z 
(x · y) · z ~ x · (y · z) 
x+EJU(x)~x 
8+8U(x)~8 
8 · X ~ 8 
Table B.1: Basic axioms of timed µCRL. 
B.2 Derivable Identities in Timed µCRL 









Below we list some useful identities that are derivable from the axioms of sort Time. 
These are properties of 0 , ::; (derivable from the total order axioms); properties of eq 
as an equivalence relation, and its connection with if; properties of if; and properties 
of min and max as a distributive lattice. 
Lemma B.2 .1. The following identities are derivable from the axioms of Time: 
1. t::; 0 ~ eq(t, O); 
2. t ::; t ~ t ; 
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x II y ~ (x lL y + y lL x) + x I y 
b ( t lL y ~ (b ( t « y) . y 
(b' t · x) lL y ~ (b' t « y) · ((t » x) II y) 
(x + y) lL z ~ x lL z + y lL z 
(b · x) I b' ~ (b I b' ) · x 
(b. x) I (b' . y) ~ (b I b' ) . (x II y) 
(x + y) I z ~ x I z + y I z 
(x I y), t ~ x, t I y 
(x I y), t ~ x I y, t 
a(d) I a' ( di) ~ 1(a, a' )(d) <J d = di I> 6 if 1(a, a') is defined 
a(d) I a'( di)~ 6 otherwise 
TI b ~ 6 
xjy~ylx 
Table B.2: Axioms for parallel composition in timed µ CRL. 
x<J t l>y~x 
x<J f l>y~y 
x <Jc l>y ~ x <Jc 1>6'0 + y <J ..,cl> 6' 0 
(x <J c1 I> 6' 0 ) <J c2 I> 6' 0 ~ (x <J c1 /\ c2 I> 6' 0 ) 
(x <J ci I> 6' 0 ) + (x <J c2 I> 6' 0 ) ~ x <J c1 V c2 I> 6' 0 
(x <Jc I> 6' 0 ) · y ~ (x · y) <Jc I> 6' 0 
(x +y) <Jc 1>6' 0 ~x<Jc1>6' 0 + y <Jcl> 6' 0 
(x <Jcl>6'0 ) !LY~ (x !LY) <Jc1>6'0 
(x <Jcl>6' 0 ) I y ~ (x I y) <Jcl>6' 0 
( x <J c I> 6 ( 0 ) . (y <J c I> 6 ( 0 ) ~ ( x . y) <J c I> 6 ( 0 
p <J eq(d, e) I> 6' 0 ~ p[d := e] <J eq(d, e) I> 6' 0 
Table B.3: Axioms for conditions in timed µ CRL. 
3. eq(t , t) ::::::: t ; 
4. eq(t, u)::::::: eq(u, t); 
5. eq(if(b,t,u),w)::::::: (bi\ eq(t,w)) V (•b i\ eq(u,w)); 
6. t ::; U ::::::: t ::; U V •U ::; t; 
7. •t ::; u ::::::: •t ::; u /\ u ::; t; 
8. --, u ::; t /\ --, w ::; u ::::::: --, u ::; t /\ --, w ::; u /\ --, w ::; t; 
9. t ::; u v u ::; w ::::::: t ::; u v u ::; w v t ::; w; 
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LX;:::JX 
d:D 
L r ;:::J L(r[e := d]) 
e:D d:D 
d:D d:D 
l::: (p + q) ;:::J l::: P + l::: q 
d:D d:D d :D 
d:D d:D 
d:D d:D 
L(PI x) ;:::J (LP) Ix 
d:D d:D 
d:D d:D 
L(T1(p)) ;:::J TJ(LP) 
d:D d:D 
L(Pn(p)) ;:::J Pn(L P) 
d:D d:D 
L(P <lei> o' O) ;:::J (L p) <Jc 1>0'0 
d:D d:D 
Table B.4: Axioms for sums in timed µCRL. 
11. •u:":::tVu:":::w~·u:":::tVu:":::wVt:":::w; 
12. eq(t, u) /\ eq(u, w) ~ eq(t, u) /\ eq(u, w) /\ eq(t, w); 
13. eq(t, u) /\ •eq(u, w) ~ eq(t, u) /\ •eq(u, w) /\ •eq(t, w); 
14. if (b, t, t) ~ t; 
15. if(f , t, u) ~ u; 
16. if(b1 /\ b2, t, u) ~ if(b1, if(b2, t, u), u); 
17. if(bi,t,if(b2,u,w)) ~ if(b1,t,if(•b1 /\b2,u,w)); 
18. if(b1,if(b2,u,w),t) ~ if(b1,if(b1 /\b2,u,w),t); 
19. if(b,t,u) ~ if(bv eq(t,u),t,u); 
20. if(t :"::: u,t,u) ~ if(u :"::: t,u,t); 
21. min(O, t) ~ O; 
22. max(O, t) ~ t; 
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8n(b) ~ b if b =Tor (b = a(d) and a rfc H) 
8n(b) ~ 8 otherwise 
8n(x + y) ~ 8n(x) + 8n(Y) 
8n(x · y) ~ 8n(x) · 8n(Y) 
8n(x <Jc I> 8' 0) ~ 8n(x) <Jc I> 8' 0 
8n(x' t) ~ 8n(x)' t 
T1(b) ~ b if b = 8 or (b = a(d) and a rfc I) 
T1(b) ~ T otherwise 
TJ(X + y) ~ TJ(X) + TJ(Y) 
TJ(X · y) ~ TJ(X) · TJ(Y) 
TJ(X <JC I> 8' 0) ~ TJ(X) <JC I> 8< 0 
TJ(X' t) ~ TJ(X) ' t 
PR(8) ~ 8 
PR(T) ~ T 
PR(a(d)) ~ R(a)(d) 
PR(X + y) ~ PR(x) + PR(Y) 
PR(x · y) ~ PR(x) · PR(Y) 
PR(X <JC I> 8'0) ~ PR(X) <JC I> 8' 0 
PR(X' t) ~ PR(x) 't 
Table B.5: Axioms for renaming operators in µCRL. 
(x ll y) ll z ~ x ll (y II z) 
(x I y) I z ~ x I (y I z) 
x I (y ll z) ~ ( x I y) ll z 
xll8~x·8 
xl8~au(x) 
x' t ll y ~ (x ll y)' t 
(x' t ll u »>y) <Ju~ t 1>8'0 ~ (x' t llY) <Ju~ t 1>8'0 
Table B.6: Axioms for Standard Concurrency in µCRL. 
24. max(t, t) ~ t; 
25. min(t, u) ~ min(u, t); 
26. max(t, u) ~ max(u, t); 
27. t :S min(u,w) ~ t :Su/\ t :S w; 
28. t :::; max ( u, w) ~ t :::; u V t :S w; 
29. min ( u, w) :::; t ~ u :::; t V w :::; t; 
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x~ L x't 
t:Tirne 
b't·y~b't·t»y 
x' t' u ~ x' t <l t = u I> 8'0 + au(x)' min(t, u) 
(x + y) 't ~ x' t + y' t 
(x · y) 't ~ x' t · y 
(LP) 't ~ LP 't 
d:D d:D 
(x <le I> 8'0) 't ~ x' t <le I> 8'0 
t»x~t»>x+8't 
t»>x~ L x'u<lt:Su1>8'0 
u:Time 
x«b~x 
x « (y + z) ~ x « y + x « z 
x « (y . z) ~ x « y 
x« LP~L:x «p 
d :D d:D 
x « (y <le 1>8'0) ~ (x «y) <lei> 8'0 +x' 0 
x«(yliz)~x«(y«z) 
x « (y I z) ~ x « (y « z) 
X « (8H(y)) ~ X « y 
X « (TJ(y)) ~ X « y 
x « (PR(Y)) ~ x « y 
x « (y, t) ~ L:: (x « y), u <l u :::: t I> 8'o 
u:Time 
x « (y « z) ~ (x « y) « z 
x « (y « z) ~ x « (z « y) 
8 «x ~ au(x) 
x'O«y~x'O 
x · y « z ~ (x « z) · y 
x't«y~(x«y)'t 
Table B.7: Axioms for timing operations. 
31. t::; min(t,u)::::;; t::; u; 
32. t ::; max(t, u) ::::;; t; 
33. min(t,u)::;t:=:;;;t; 
34. max(t, u) ::; t::::;; u ::; t; 
35. t::; u::::;; eq(t, min(t, u)); 
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37. min(t, max(t, u)) ~ t; 
38. max(t, min(t, u)) ~ t; 
39. min(t, min(u, w)) ~ min(min(t, u), w); 
40. max(t,max(u,w)) ~ max(max(t,u),w); 
41. min(t, max(u, w)) ~ max(min(t, u), min(t, w)); 
42. max(t, min(u, w)) ~ min(max(t, u), max(t, w)). 
Proof. 1. t:::; 0 ~ eq(t, O); 
eq(t, 0 ) 
(Time5) ::::; t :S 0 /\ 0 :S t 
(Time2) ::::; t :S 0 /\ t 
::::; t::::; 0 
2. t:::; t ~ t ; 
t 
(Time3) ::::; t :S t V t :S t 
::::; t ::::; t 
3. eq(t, t) ~ t ; 
eq(t, t) 
(Time5) ::::; t :S t /\ t :S t 
::::; t ::::; t 
(2) ::::; t 
4. eq(t, u) ~ eq(u, t); 
eq(t, u) 
(Time5) ::::; t :S u /\ u :S t 
::::;u::=;t11t::=;u 
(Time5)::::; eq(u, t) 
5. eq(if(b, t, u), w) ~ (b /\ eq(t, w)) V (•b /\ eq(u, w)); 
eq(if(b, t, u), w) 
(Time5) ::::; if(b, t, u) :S w /\ w :S if(b, t, u) 
(Timel2), (Timel3) ::::; ((b /\ t :S w) V (-,b /\ u :S w)) /\ ((b /\ w :St) V (-,b /\ w :Su)) 
::::; (b/\t :S w/\w :St) V (-,bf\u :S w/\w :Su) 
::::; (bi\ eq(t,w)) V (-,bf\ eq(u,w)) 
6. t :::; u ~ t :::; u v -, u :::; t; 
t::::; u 
::::;t:=:;uv f 
(Time3) ::::; t :Su V -,(t :Su Vu :St) 
::::; t ::::; u v (-, t ::::; u /\-, u::::; t) 
::::;t:=:;uv-,u:=:;t 
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7. ---, t s u ~ ---, t s u /\ u s t; 
~-,t:<;ul\t 
(Time3) ~-, t :Su I\ (t :S u Vu :S t) 
~-,t:<;ul\u:St 
8. ---, u s t /\ ---, w s u ~ ---, u s t /\ ---, w s u /\ ---, w s t; 
-,u:<;tf\-,w:Su 
(7) ~ -, u :S t I\-, w :S u I\ u :S w 
(Timel"') ~-, u :S t I\-, w :Su I\ u :S w I\-, w :S t 
(7) ~ -, u :S t I\-, w :S u I\ -, w :S t 
9. t S u Vu S w ~ t S u Vu S w V t S w; 
t:<;uvu:<;w 
~ -,-,(t :Su Vu :S w) 
~ -,(-, t :S u I\ -, u :S w) 
(8) ~ -,(-, t :S u I\-, u :S w I\ -, t :S w) 
~t:SuVu:SwVt:Sw 
10. t S u V ---, w S u ~ t S u V ---, w S u V t S w; 
~ -,-,(t :S u V.., w :S u) 
~ -,(-, t :S ul\w :Su) 
(Timel") ~ ..,(.., t :Su I\ w :Su I\.., t :S w) 
~t:<;uv-,w:<;uvt:<;w 
11. ---, u S t Vu S w ~ ---, u S t Vu S w V t S w; 
~ -,-,(-, u :S tVu :S w) 
~ -,( u :S t I\-, u :S w) 
(Timel"') ~ -,( u :St I\-, u :S w I\-, t :S w) 
~-,u::;tvu:<;wVt:Sw 
12. eq(t,u) /\ eq(u,w) ~ eq(t,u) /\ eq(u,w) /\ eq(t,w); 
eq(t,u) I\ eq(u,w) I\ eq(t,w) 
3 times (Time5) ~ t :S u I\ u :S t I\ u :S w I\ w :S u I\ t :S w I\ w :S t 
twice (Timel') ~ t :Su/\ u :S t I\ u :S w I\ w :S u 
twice (Time5) ~ eq(t,u) I\ eq(u,w) 
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13. eq(t, u) /\ -.eq(u, w) ~ eq(t, u) /\ -.eq(u, w) /\ -.eq(t, w); 
eq(t, u) /\ •eq(u, w) /\ •eq(t, w) 
3 times (Time5) ~ t :<:::: u /\ u :<:::: t /\ •(u :<:::: w /\ w :<:::: u) /\ •(t :<:::: w /\ w :<:::: t) 
~ t :<:::: u /\ u :<:::: t /\ ( • u :<:::: w V • w :<:::: u) /\ (• t :<:::: w V--, w :<:::: t) 
~t:<s:uAu:<s:tA( 
(• u :<:::: w /\--, t :<:::: w)V 
(• u :<:::: w /\--, w :<:::: t)V 
(• w :<:::: u /\--, t :<:::: w)V 
(· w :<:::: u /\--, w :<:::: t)) 
twice (8) ~ t :<:::: u /\ u :<:::: t /\ ( 
( • u :<:::: w /\--, t :<:::: w)V 
(· u :<:::: w /\. w :<:::: t /\. u :<:::: t)v 
( • w :<:::: u /\ --, t :<:::: w /\--, t :<:::: u)v 
(•w:<s:uA•w:<s:t)) 
~ (t :<:::: u /\ u :<:::: t /\--, u :<:::: w /\--, t :<:::: w)V 
(t :<:::: u /\ u :<:::: t /\--, w :<:::: u /\--, w :<:::: t) 
twice (Timel") ~ (t :<:::: u /\ u :<:::: t /\--, u :<:::: w)V 
(t :<:::: u /\ u :<:::: t /\ • w :<:::: u) 
~ (t :<:::: u /\ u :<:::: t /\ ( • u :<:::: w V--, w :<:::: u) 
~ (t :<:::: u /\ u :<:::: t /\ •(u :<:::: w /\ w :<:::: u) 
twice (Time5) ~ eq(t,u) /\ •eq(u,w) 
14. if (b, t, t) ~ t; 
if(b, t, t) 
(Time7) ~ if(b, t, if(t, t, t)) 
(Time9) ~ if(b V t , t, t) 
~ if(t, t, t) 
(Time7) ~ t 
15. if (f , t, u) ~ u; 
if(f , t, u) 
~if(•t ,t,u) 
(Time8') ~ if( t , u, t) 
(Time7) ~ u 
16. if(b1 /\ b2,t,u) ~ if(bi,if(b2,t,u),u); 
if(b1 /\ bz, t , u) 
~ if(•( •bi V •b2), t, u) 
(Time8') ~ if( •bi V 0 b2, u, t) 
(Time9) ~ if( •bi, u, if( •b2, u, t)) 
(Time8') ~ if(b1, if( •b2, u, t), u) 
(Time8') ~ if(b1,if(b2,t,u),u) 
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17. if(b1,t,if(b2,u,w)) ~ if(b1,t , ij(-.b1 Ab2,u,w)); 
if (b1 , t, if (b2 , u, w)) 
(Time8') ~if( •bi, if(b2 , u, w), t) 
(TimelO) ~ if(•b1 /\ b2 , u , if(•b1,w, t)) 
(Time8') ~ if(•(•b1 /\ b2), if(•b1, w, t), u) 
(Time8') ~ if ( •( •b1 /\ b2), if (b1, t, w ), u) 
(TimelO) ~ if ( •( •b1 /\ b2) /\ b1, t, if ( •( •b1 /\ b2), w, u)) 
(Time8') ~ if((b1 V •b2) /\ b1, t, if( •bi /\ b2 , u, w)) 
~ if(b1 , t , if(•b1 /\ b2, u , w)) 
18. if(b1,if(b2,u,w),t) ~ if(b1,if(b1 Ab2,u,w),t); 
if(b1, if(b2, u, w), t)(Time8') ~ if(•b1 , t , if(b2, u, w)) 
(17) ~ if(•b1 , t , if(b1 /\b2,u,w)) 
(Time8') ~ if(b1, if(b1 /\ b2 , u, w) , t) 
19. if (b, t, u) ~ if(b V eq(t, u), t, u); 
if(bv eq(t,u),t,u) 
(Time9) ~ if(b,t,if(eq(t , u) , t , u)) 
(Time5) ~ if(b, t , if(t::::; u /\ u::::; t, t, u)) 
(Timell) ~ if(b, t , u) 
20. if(t::; u, t, u) ~ if(u::; t, u, t); 
if(t::::; u, t, u) 
(Time8') ~ if(• t ::::; u , u, t) 
(7) ~if(• t::::; u/\u::::; t,u , t) 
(16) ~ if(u::::; t, if(• t ::::; u , u , t) , t) 
(Time8') ~ if(u::::; t, if(t :Su, t, u) , t) 
(18) ~ if(u::::; t , if(u::::; t /\ t::::; u, t, u) , t) 
(Timell) ~ if(u::::; t, u, t) 
21. min(O, t) ~ O; 
min(O, t) 
(Time6) ~ if(O ::::; t , 0 , t) 
(Time2) ~ if(t , 0 , t) 
(Time7) ~ 0 
22. max(O, t) ~ t; 
max(O,t) 
(Time6') ~ if(t::::; 0 , 0 , t) 
(20) ~ if(O :S t, t , 0 ) 
(Time2) ~ if(t , t , 0) 
(Time7) ~ t 
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23. min(t, t) ~ t; 
min(t, t) 
(Time6) ~ if(t::; t, t, t) 
(14) ~ t 
24. max(t , t) ~ t; 
max(t, t) 
(Time6') ~ if(t ::; t, t, t) 
(14) ~ t 
25. min(t, u) ~ min(u, t); 
min(t, u) 
(Time6) ~ if(t::; u, t, u) 
(20) ~ if(u::; t, u, t) 
(Time6) ~ min( u, t) 
26. max(t, u) ~ max(u, t) ; 
max(t,u) 
(Time6') ~ if(u::; t,t,u) 
(20) ~ if(t ::; u, u, t) 
(Time6') ~ max(u, t) 
27. t:::; min(u,w) ~ t:::; u/\ t:::; w; 
t::; min(u,w) 
(Time6) ~ t::; if(u::; w, u, w) 
(Time12) ~ (u::; w /\ t::; u) V (-. u::; w /\ t::; w) 
(7) ~ (u::; w /\ t::; u) V (-. u::; w /\ w::; u /\ t::; w) 
twice (Timel') ~ (u::; w /\ t::; u /\ t::; w) V (-. u::; w /\ w::; u /\ t::; w /\ t::; u) 
( 7) ~ ( u ::; w /\ t ::; u /\ t ::; w) v (-, u ::; w /\ t ::; w /\ t ::; u) 
~ t::; w /\ t::; u /\ (u::; w V-. u::; w) 
~t:Sw/\t:Su/\t 
~t:Sw/\t:Su 
28. t::=;max(u, w)~ t :::;uv t:::;w; 
t ::; max(u,w) 
(Time6') ~ t::; if(w::; u,u,w) 
(Time12) ~ (w::; u /\ t::; u) V (-. w::; u /\ t::; w) 
~ t /\ (w::; u V t ::; w) /\ (t::; u V-. w::; u) /\ (t::; u V t::; w) 
(9), (10) ~ (w::; u V t::; w V t::; u) /\ (t::; u V-. w::; u V t::; w) /\ (t::; u V t::; w) 
~t::;uvt::;w 
29. min( u, w) :::; t ~ u :::; t V w :::; t ; 
min(u,w)::; t 
(Time6) ~ if(u::; w,u,w)::; t 
(Time12) ~ (u::; w /\ u::; t) V (-. u::; w /\ w::; t) 
~ t /\ (u::; w V w::; t) /\ (u::; t V-. u::; w) /\ (u::; t V w::; t) 
(9), (11) ~ (u::; w V w::; t Vu::; t) /\ (u::; t V-. u::; w V w::; t) /\ (u::; t V w::; t) 
~u::;tvw::;t 
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30. max(u,w)::::; t ~ u::::; t /\ w::::; t; 
max(u, w) :'::'. t 
(Time6') ~ if(w :'::'. u,u,w) :'::'. t 
(Time13) ~ (w :'::'. ui\u :'::'. t) V (~ w :'::'. ui\w :'::'. t) 
(7) ~ (w :'::'. u i\ u :'::'. t) V (~ w :'::'. u i\ u :'::'. w i\ w :'::'. t) 
twice (Timel') ~ (w :'::'. u i\ u :'::'. t i\ w :'::'. t) V (~ w :'::'. u i\ u :'::'. w i\ w :'::'. t i\ u :'::'. t) 
(7) ~ (w :'::'. u i\ u :'::'. t i\ w :'::'. t) V (~ w :'::'. u i\ w :'::'. t i\ u :'::'. t) 
~ w:::; t i\ u:::; t i\ (w:::; u V ~ w:::; u) 
~w:'::'.tAu:'::'.ti\t 
~w:'::'.ti\u:'::'.t 
31. t ::::; min(t, u) :::::: t ::::; u; 
t :'::'. min(t,u) 
(27) ~ t ::::: t i\ t ::::: u 
(2) ~ t i\ t ::::: u 
~t::::: u 
32. t:=:;max(t,u)::::::t; 
t :'::'. max(t, u) 
(28) ~ t ::::: t v t ::::: u 
(2) ~ t v t::::: u 
~t 
33. min(t, u) ::::; t:::::: t; 
min(t, u) :::; t 
(29) ~ t ::::: t vu ::::: t 
(2) ~ t vu::::: t 
~t 
34. max(t,u)::::; t:::::: u::::; t; 
max(t,u) :'::'. t 
(30) ~ t ::::: t i\ u ::::: t 
(2) ~ t i\ u::::: t 
~u :'::'. t 
35. t::::; u:::::: eq(t, min(t,u)); 
eq(t, min(t, u)) 
(Time5) ~ t:::; min(t, u) i\ min(t, u) :::; t 
(31), (33) ~ t::::: u i\ t 
~ t::::: u 
36. t::::; u:::::: eq(u, max(t,u)); 
eq(u, max(t, u)) 
(26) ~ eq(u, max(u, t)) 
(Time5) ~ u :'::'. max(u, t) i\ max(u, t) :::; u 
(32), (34) ~ t i\ t ::::: u 
~ t::::: u 
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37. min(t, max(t, u)) ~ t; 
min(t, max(t, u)) 
(Time6)::::; if(t :<::::: max(t, u), t, max(t, u)) 
(32)::::; if( t ,t,max(t,u)) 
(Time7)::::; t 
38. max(t, min(t, u)) ~ t; 
max(t, min(t, u)) 
(Time6')::::; if(min(t , u) :<::::: t, t, min(t , u)) 
(33)::::; if( t , t , min(t , u)) 
(Time7)::::; t 
39. min(t, min(u, w)) ~ min(min(t, u), w); 
min(t, min(u, w)) 
(Time6)::::; if(t :<::::: min(u, w), t, min(u, w)) 
(27), (Time6)::::; if(t :<::::: u At:<::::: w, t , if(u :<::::: w , u, w)) 
(17)::::; if(t :<::::: uAt :<::::: w,t, if(•(t :<::::: uA t :<::::: w) Au:<::::: w ,u,w)) 
::::; if(t :<::::: uA t :<::::: w,t,if(• t :<::::: u A u :<::::: w,u, w)) 
because 
o(t :'S u At :'S w) Au :'S w 
,:::;(•t'.SuV•t'.Sw)Au'.Sw 
::::; (• t :<::::: u Au:<::::: w) V (• t :<::::: w Au:<::::: w) 
(Timel")::::; (• t :<::::: u Au:<::::: w) V (• t :<::::: w Au:<::::: w A• t :<::::: u) 
,:::; • t'.SuAu'.Sw 
and 
min(min(t, u) ,w) 
(Time6)::::; if(min(t, u) :<::::: w, min(t, u), w) 
(29) , (Time6) ::::; if(t :<::::: w Vu:<::::: w, if(t :<::::: u, t , u), w) 
(TimelO)::::; if((t :<::::: wvu :<::::: w) At:<::::: u , t , if(t :<::::: wVu :<::::: w ,u ,w)) 
(17)::::; if((t :<::::: wVu :<::::: w) At:<::::: u,t, 
if( •((t :<::::: w Vu:<::::: w) At:<::::: u) A (t :<::::: w Vu:<::::: w), u, w)) 
::::; if(t :<::::: uAt :<::::: w,t,if(• t :<::::: uAu :<::::: w,u,w)) 
because 
(t :'S w Vu :'S w) At :'Su 
and 
::::; (t :<::::: w At:<::::: u) V (u :<::::: w At:<::::: u) 
(Timel')::::; (t :<::::: w At:<::::: u) V (u :<::::: w At:<::::: u At:<::::: w) 
,:::;t'.SwAt'.Su 
•((t :<::::: w vu:<::::: w) A t:<::::: u) A (t :<::::: w Vu:<::::: w) 
::::; (•(t :<::::: w Vu:<::::: w) V • t :<::::: u) A (t :<::::: w Vu:<::::: w) 
::::; • t :'Su A (t :'S w Vu :'S w) 
,:::;(•t'.SuAt'.Sw)V(•t'.SuAu'.Sw) 
(7), (Timel ' )::::; (• t :'Su Au :'St At :'S w Au :'S w) V (• t :'Su Au :'S w) 
"'•t'.SuAu'.Sw 
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40. max(t, max(u, w)) ~ max(max(t, u), w). Similar to (39). 
41. min(t, max(u, w)) ~ max(min(t, u), min(t, w)); 
min(t , max(u, w)) 
and 
(Time6) :=:::: if(t::; max(u, w), t, max(u, w)) 
(28) , (Time6') :=:::: if(t::; u V t::; w, t, if(w::; u, u, w)) 
(17) :=:::: if(t ::; u V t ::; w, t, if( •(t ::; u V t::; w) /\ w::; u, u, w)) 
:::::: if(t ::; u V t::; w, t, if(• t::; u /\ • t ::; w /\ w ::; u, u, w)) 
max(min(t, u),min(t, w)) 
(Time6') :=:::: if(min(t, w) ::; min(t, u), min(t , u), min(t, w)) 
(27) :=:::: if(min(t, w) ::; t /\ min(t, w) ::; u, min(t, u), min(t , w)) 
(33), (29) :=:::: if(t /\ (t::; u V w::; u), min(t, u), min(t, w)) 
(Time6) :=:::: if(t::; u V w::; u, if(t::; u, t, u), min(t , w)) 
(TimelO) :=:::: if((t::; u V w::; u) /\ t::; u, t, if(t::; u V w::; u, u, min(t , w))) 
(Time8'), (Time6):::::: if(t::; u, t, if(•(t::; u V w::; u), if(t::; w, t, w), u)) 
(TimelO) :=:::: if(t::; u, t, if(•(t::; u V w::; u) /\ t::; w, t, if(•(t::; u V w::; u), w, u))) 
(Time8') :=:::: if(t::; u,t,if(• t::; u/\• w::; u/\ t::; w,t,if(t::; uVw::; u,u,w))) 
(Timel"') :=:::: if(t::; u, t, if(• t::; u /\ t::; w, t, if(t::; u V w::; u, u, w))) 
(Time9) :=:::: if(t::; u V (• t::; u/\ t::; w),t,if(t::; u Vw::; u,u,w))) 
:=:::: if(t::; u Vt::; w,t,if(t::; u Vw::; u,u,w))) 
(17) :=:::: if(t::; u V t::; w,t,if(•(t::; u Vt::; w) /\ (t::; u Vw::; u),u,w))) 
:::::: if(t::; uvt::; w,t,if(• t ::; u/\• t::; w/\ (t::; uVw::; u),u,w))) 
:::::: if ( t :::: u v t :::: w' t, if (' t :::: u /\ ' t :::: w /\ w :::: u, u, w)) 
42. max(t, min(u, w)) ~ min(max(t, u), max(t, w)) . Similar to (41). 
B.2.2 Derivable Identities of Sort Proc 
Lemma B.2.2. The following identities are derived with the help of Lemma 2.2.3. 
1. L:u:Time X <l eq(u, t) C> J cQ ~ x; 
2. L:u:Time X <l U '.St C> Jc Q ~ x; 
3. L:u:Time X <l t '.SU C> Jc Q ~ x; 
4. L:u:Time X <l t '.SU /I. U '.SW C> J cQ ~ X <l t '.SW C> 8<0; 
0 
Proof. The identities are direct applications (by taking u0 = t) of Lemma 2.2.3 
adapted to the case of timed µCRL (we have Jc Q instead of 8). 0 
Lemma B.2.3. The following identities are derivable from the axioms of timed 
µCRL, booleans and time identities: 
1. x<JcC>x~x; 
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2. x + x' t;::::: x; 
3. x + b" O ;::::: x; 
4. aU(b);::::: 8; 
5. au(x + y);::::: au(x) + aU(y); 
6. aU(x · y);::::: au(x); 
7. aU(x) · y;::::: aU(x); 
8. au CL.d:D P) ;::::: Ld:D au (P); 
9. aU(x <l c I> 8' 0) ;::::: au(x) <l c I> 8' 0; 
10. au(aU(x));::::: aU(x); 
11. aU(aH(x));::::: aU(x); 
12. aU(r1(x));::::: aU(x); 
13. aU(pR(x));::::: aU(x); 
14. au(x « y);::::: aU(x) « y; 
15. x « y;::::: x « aU(y); 
16. b + 8;::::: b; 
17. au(x)' t · y;::::: aU(x)' t; 
18. L u: Timex' u <l eq(u, t) [> 8< 0 ;::::: x' t; 
20. x' if (b, t, u) ;::::: x' t <lb I> x' u; 
21. x' min(t, u);::::: x' t <l t::; u I> 8< 0 + x' u <l u::; t I> <5' 0 ; 
22. (aU(x) 't) 'u;::::: aU(x)' min(t, u); 
23. Lu: Time aU(x) 'U <l u::; t I> 8< 0 ;::::: aU(x) 't; 
24. aU(x' t) ;::::: au(x) 't; 
25. aU(x)' t + aU(x) 'u;::::: aU(x) ' max(t, u); 
26. L u: Time aU(x) ' U <l t::; U I> 8< 0 ;::::: aU(x); 
27. Lu: Time aU(x) 'U <l t::; U /\ U::; WI> 8< 0 ;::::: aU(x)' w <l t::; WI> 8< 0; 
28. x 11 y ;::::: y 11 x; 
29. (x 11 y) 11z~x11 (y 11 z); 
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30. 8 ~ x ~ 8U(x ); 
31. xll8~x·8; 
32. x 11(y·8) ~ (x 11y)·8; 
--+ --+ --+ --+ 
33. if"Y(a, a') is defined, then (a(d) I a'(d')) ' t ' t' ~ "Y(a, a')(d) <Jt = t' Ad 
---+ 
d' t> b'O + 8 ' min(t, t'); 
---+ ---+ 
34. if"Y(a,a') is undefined, then (a( d) I a'(d')) ' t ' t' ~ b' min(t,t'); 
35. (8lb)'t't'~8 ' min(t,t'); 
Proof. 1. x <Jc C> x ~ x; Similar to the proof in Lemma 2.2.6.1 
2. x + x' t ~ x; 
x 
(ATl) ~ L x'w 
w:Time 
(SUM3) ~ L x'w+x't 
w :Time 
(ATl) ~x+x ' t 





(2) ~ x+x' O 
(A6T) ~ x + (x + 8U(x)) ' 0 
(ATA2) ~ x + x' 0 + 8U(x) ' 0 
(2) , (ATCCO) ~ x + (8 « x) ' 0 
(ATCC7) ~ x + 8' 0 « x 
(ATCCl) ~ x + 8' 0 
8U(b) ~ 8; 
8U(b) 
(ATCCO) ~ 8 « b 
(ATCl') ~ 8 
8U(x + y) ~ 8U(x) + 8U(y) ; 
8U(x+ y) 
(ATCCO) ~ 8 « (x + y) 
(ATC2) ~ 8 « x + 8 « y 
(ATCCO) ~ 8U(x) + 8U(y) 
8U(x · y) ~ 8U(x ); 
8U(x · y) 
(ATCCO) ~ 8 « (x · y) 
(ATC3) ~ 8 « x 
(ATCCO) ~ oU(x) 
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7. oU(x) · y ~ oU(x); 
8U(x) · y 
(ATCCO) ~ (8 « x) · y 
(ATCC3) ~ (8 · y) « x 
(A7) ~8«x 
(ATCCO) ~ 8U(x) 
8. oU("'f:,d:DP) ~ °'L,d:D oU(p); 
au(L P) 
d:D 
(ATCCO) ~ 8 « (L p) 
d:D 
(ATC4) ~ L 8 «p 
d:D 
(ATCCO) ~ L 8U(p) 
d:D 
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9. oU(x <l c r> b' O) ~ oU(x) <l c r> b'O; 
8U(x <l c [> 8' 0 ) 
(ATCCO) ~ 8 « (x <l c [> 8' 0 ) 
(ATC5') ~ (8 « x) <l c [> 8' 0 + 8' 0 
(ATCCO), (3) ~ 8U(x) <l c [> 8' 0 
10. oU(oU(x)) ~ oU(x); 
8U(8U (x)) 
twice (ATCCO) ~ 8 « (8 « x) 
(ATC12) ~ (8 « 8) « x 
(ATCl') ~ 8 « x 
(ATCCO) ~ 8U (x) 
11. au (aH(x)) ~ au (x); 
8U(8H(x)) 
(ATCCO) ~ 8 « (8H(x)) 
(ATC8) ~ 8 « x 
(ATCCO) ~ 8U(x) 
12. 8U(T1(x)) ~ oU(x); Similar to (11) 
13. oU(pR(x)) ~ oU(x); Similar to (11) 
14. oU(x « y) ~ oU(x) « y; 
8U(x « y) 
(ATCCO) ~ 8 « (x « y) 
(ATC12) ~ (8 « x) « y 
(ATCCO) ~ 8U(x) « y 
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15. x « y ~ x « 8U (y); 
x «BU(y) 
(ATCCO) ~ x « (c5 « x) 
(ATC12) ~ (x « c5) « y 
(ATCl ') ~ x « y 
16. b+ J ~ b; 
b 
(A6T) ~ b + au (b) 
(4)~b+c5 
17. 8U (x) ' t · y ~ 8U (x) ' t; 
au(x)'t·y 
(ATA3) ~ (8U (x) · y) 't 
(7) ~ au (x) ' t 
18. L u: Timex ( u <l eq(u, t) I> J cQ ~ x ( t; 
L x ' u<Jeq(u, t)r>c5' 0 
u:Time 
(PET)~ L x' t <J eq(u, t) I> c5' 0 
u:Time 
(Lemma B.2.2.1) ~ x' t 
19. x ( t ( u ~ x ( u ( t; 
x ( t ( u 
(ATAl') ~ x' t <J eq(t, u) I> c5' 0 + 8U(x)' min(t, u) 
(PET)~ x' u <J eq(t, u) I> c5' 0 + BU (x)' min(t, u) 
(Lemma B.2 .l.4&.25) ~ x' u <J eq(u, t) I> c5' 0 + BU (x) ' min(u, t) 
(ATAl') ~ x' u' t 
20. x' if (b, t, u) ~ x' t <l b I> x' u; 
x' if(b, t , u) 
(18)~ L x'w<Jeq(if(b, t,u),w)r>c5 ' 0 
w:Time 
(Lemma B.2.1.5) ~ L x' w <J (bi\ eq(t, w)) V (-.bi\ eq(u, w)) I> c5' 0 
w:Tim e 
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(Cond5T), (SUM4) ~ L x' w <J b i\ eq(t, w) I> c5 ' 0 + L x 'w <J -.bi\ eq(u, w) I> c5' 0 
w:Time w :Tim e 
twice (Cond4T) ~ ( L x' w <J eq(t, w) I> c5' 0 ) <J b I> c5 ' 0 
w :Time 
+ ( L x' w <J eq(u, w) I> c5' 0 ) <J -.b I> c5 ' 0 
w :Time 
twice (18) ~ x' t <J b I> c5 ' 0 + x 'u <J -.b I> c5 ' 0 
(Cond3T) ~ x' t <J b I> x' u 
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21. x' min(t, u) ~ x' t <l t::::; u C> 0'0 + x' u <l u::::; t C> 0' 0; 
x' min(t,u) 
(Time6) ;:>;J x' if(t ~ u, t, u) 
(A3) ;:>;J x' if(t ~ u,t,u) +x' if(t ~ u,u,t) 
(Lemma B.2.1.20) ;:>;J x' if(t ~ u, t, u) + x' if(u ~ t, t, u) 
twice (20) ;:>;J x' t <J t ~ u I> x' u + x' u <Ju~ t I> x' t 
twice (Cond3T) ;:>;J x' t <J t ~ u I> o'O + x' u <J...., t ~ u I> o'O 
+ x, u <Ju~ t 1> o'O + x, t <J...., u ~ t 1> o'O 
twice (Cond5T) ;:>;J x' t <l t ~ u V...., u ~ t I> o'O + x' u <J ....,t ~ u Vu~ t I> o'O 
twice (Lemma B.2 .1.6) ;:>;J x' t <J t ~ u I> o'O + x' u <Ju~ t I> o'O 
22. (8U(x) 't) 'u ~ 8U(x)' min(t, u); 
(8U(x) 't) 'u 
(ATAl') ;:>;J 8U(x)' t <J eq(t, u) I> o'O + 8U(8U(x))' min(t, u) 
(Time5), (10) ;:>;J 8U(x)' t <J t ~ u /\ u ~ t I> o'O + 8U(x)' min(t, u) 
(21) ;:>;J 8U(x) 't <J t ~ u /\ u ~ t I> o'O + 8U(x) 't <J t ~ u I> o'O 
+ 8U(x) 'u <Ju~ t 1>0' 0 
(Cond5T) ;:>;J 8U(x) 't <J (t ~ u /\ u ~ t) v t ~ u I> o' O 
+ 8U(x) 'u <Ju~ t I> o' O 
;:>;J 8U(x) 't <Jt ~ u 1>0'0 +8U(x) 'u <Ju~ t 1>0' 0 
(21) ;:>;J 8U(x)' min(t, u) 
23. Lu: Time 8U (x) 'u <l u:::::: t C> 0' 0 ~ oU (x) 't; 
L 8U(x) 'u <Ju~ t I> o'O 
u:Time 
(SUM3) ;:>;J L 8U(x) 'u <J t ~ u I> o' O + 8U(x) 't <J t ~ t I> o'O 
u:Time 
(Lemma B.2.1.2),(Condl) ;:>;J L 8U(x) < u <J t ~ u I> o' O + 8U(x) < t 
u:Time 
and 
8U(x) ' t 
(ATl) ;:>;J L 8U(x) 't' u 
u:Time 
(22) ;:>;J L 8U(x)' min(t, u) 
u:Time 
(21) ;:>;J L (8U(x) < t <J t ~ u I> o'O + 8U(x) 'u <Ju~ t I> o' O) 
u:Time 
(SUM4) ;:>;J L 8U(x) 't <J t ~ u I> o'O + L 8U(x) 'u <Ju~ t I> o' O 
u:Time u:Time 
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24. oU(x ' t):::::: oU(x) ' t ; 
8U(x' t) 
(ATCCO) ~ 8 « (x ' t) 
(ATCll) ~ L (8 « x) ' u <Ju ~ t r> 8'0 
u :Tim e 
(ATCCO) ~ L 8U(x) ' u <Ju ~ t r> 8'0 
u:Tim e 
(23) ~ 8U(x) ' t 
25. oU(x) ' t + oU(x) 'u:::::: oU(x) ' max(t, u); 
8U(x) 't + 8U(x) ' u 
twice (23) ~ L 8U(x) ' w <J w ~ t C> 8' 0 + L 8U(x) ' w <J w ~ u C> 8' 0 
w: T i1nc w: T im e 
(SUM4) , (Cond5T) ~ L 8U(x ) ' w <J w ~ t V w ~ u r> 8' 0 
w:Tim e 
(Lemma B.2.1.28) ~ L 8U(x) 'w <J w ~ max(t , u) r> 8'0 
w:Time 
(23) ~ 8U(x) ' max(t , u) 
26. L u: Time oU(x) ( u <J t :Su[> b" O:::::: oU(x); 
L 8U(x)'u<Jt ~ ur>8'0 
u:Time 
(SUM3) ~ L au(x) ( u <J t ~ u [> 8' 0 + au(x) ( t <J t ~ t [> 8<0 
u:Tim e 
(Lemma B.2 .1.2),(Condl) ~ L 8U(x) ( u <J t ~ u [> 8'0 + au(x) ( t 
u:Time 
(23)~ L 8U(x)'u<Jt ~ ur>8' 0 + L 8U(x)'u<Ju ~ tr>8 ' 0 
u :T im e u:Time 
(SUM4) , (Cond5T) ~ L 8U(x) ' u <J t ~ u Vu~ t f> 8' 0 
u:Time 
(Time3), (Condl) ~ L 8U(x) 'u 
u :T im e 
(ATl) ~ 8U(x) 
27. L u: Time oU(x) ( u <J t :Su/\ u :S w [> b<O:::::: oU(x) ( w <J t :S w [> b<O; 
L au(x) ( u <J t ~ u A u ~ w [> 8' 0 
u:Tim e 
(SUM3)~ L 8U(x) ' u<Jt~u /\ u ~ wC>8' 0 
u :Tim e 
+ 8U(x) ' w <J t ~ w Aw~ w C> 8'0 
(Lemma B.2.1.2) ~ L 8U(x) ( u <J t ~ u Au ~ w [> 8' 0 + au(x) ( w <J t ~ w [> 8' 0 
u : Tim e 
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and 
8U(x) 'w <J t S w [> 8' 0 
(23) ~ ( L 8U(x) 'u <Ju S w [> 8'0) <J t S w [> 8' 0 
u:Ti1ne 
(SUM12T), (Cond4T) ~ L 8U(x) 'u <Ju S w /\ t S w [> 8' 0 
u:Time 
(Time3) ~ L 8U(x) 'u <J (t Su Vu St)/\ u S w /\ t S w [> 8'0 
u:Time 
(Cond5T), (SUM4) ~ L 8U(x) 'u <J t S u /\ u S w /\ t S w [> 8' 0 
u:Time 
+ L 8U(x) 'u <Ju St/\ u S w /\ t S w [> 8'0 
u:Time 
(Timel') ~ L 8U(x) 'u <J t S u /\ u S w [> 8' 0 
u:Time 
+ L 8U(x) 'u <Ju St/\ u S w /\ t S w [> 8' 0 
u:Time 
28. x II y ~ y II x; Similar to the proof in Lemma 2.2.6.6 
29. (x 11y)11 z~x11 (y 11 z); Similar to the proof in Lemma 2.2.6.7 
30. c5 ~ x ~ 8U(x); 
811 x 
(ATl), (SUM6) ~ L 8' t 11 x 
t:Time 
(CM2T) ~ L (8' t « x) · x 
t:Ti1ne 
(ATC8), (ATA3) ~ L ((8 « x) · x) 't 
t:Time 
(ATl) ~ (8 «x) ·X 
(ATCCO), (7) ~ 8U(x) 
31. x 11 o ~ x · o; 
x 118 
(CMl) ~ x 118 + 811x+8 Ix 
(SCDl), (30) , (SCDT2) ~ x · 8 + 8U(x) + 8U(x) 
(A3), (7) ~ x · 8 + 8U(x) · 8 
(A4) ~ (x + 8U(x)) · 8 
(A6T) ~ x · 8 
32. x 11 (y · o) ~ (x 11 y) · o; 
x 11 (y · 8) 
(31) ~ x 11 (y 118) 
(29) ~ (x 11 y) 11 8 
(31) ~ (x 11 y) · 8 
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----; ----; 
----; ----; 
33. if 1(a, a1) is defined, then (a(d) I a' (d')) ' t ' t' ~ 1(a, a1)(d) <Jt = t' /\ d 
----; 
d' t> 0'0 + o' min(t, t'); 
(a(d)la 1(d1)) ' t ' t' 
(CFl) ;:;:j ('Y(a, a' )cd) <Id = "J C> o) 't' t' 
(Cond3T) ;:;:j ('Y(a, a')cd) <Id = "J C> o'O + o <Id =fa "J C> o'O) 't' t' 
(ATA2), (ATA5' ) ;:;:j 'Y(a, a' )(d) ' t ' t' <Id = "JC> o' O + o' t ' t' <Id =fa "J C> o'O 
(ATAl') , (4) , (22) ;:;:j ('Y(a, a' )(d) 't <It= t' C> o'O + o' min(t, t')) <Id= "JC> o'O 
+ o' min(t , t') <Id =fa "JC> o'O 
(Cond7T), (Cond4T) ;:;:j "f(a, a')(d)' t <It= t' Ad= "JC> o'O 
+ o' min(t , t') <Id= "JC> o'O 
+ o' min(t, t') <Id =fa "JC> o' O 
(Cond5T) , (Condl) ;:;:j 'Y(a, a')(d) 't <It= t ' Ad= "JC> o'O + o' min(t, t') 
----; ----; 
34. if 1(a, a') is undefined, then (a( d) I a'( d')) ' t ' t' ~ o' min(t, t'); 
(a(d) I a1("J)) 't' t' 
(CF2) ;:;:j o' t' t' 
(22) ;:;:j o' min(t, t') 
35. (o I b) , t , t' ~ o, min(t, t') ; 
(o I b) , t, t' 
(CD1);:;,jo't't1 
(22) ;:;:j o' min(t, t') 
Lemma B.2.4. 1. 0 »> x ~ x; 
2. t »> (x' u) ~ x' u <l t::; u t> 0'0 + oU( x) 'u; 
3. t »> (oU(x) 'u) ~ oU(x) 'u; 
4. t »> oU(x) ~ oU(x); 
5. oU(t »> x) ~ oU(x); 
6. t >» (x + y) ~ t >» x + t »> y; 
7. t »> ( x . y) ~ ( t »> x) . y; 
8. t»>(x~y)~(t »>x)~y; 
9. t~(x~y)~t»>(x~t >» y); 
10. t>»(xly)~(t»>x)ly; 
D 
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11. t »> (x I y) ~ x I (t »> y); 
12. t »> Ld:DP ~ Ld:D t »> p if dis not free in t; 
13. t »> (x <Jc r> 8' 0) ~ (t >» x) <Jc r> 8< 0 ; 
14. t ~ (8H(X)) ~ 8H(t >» x); 
15. t >» (T1(x)) ~ T1(t ~ x); 
16. t »> (PR(x)) ~ PR(t >» x); 
17. t»>(x'u)~(t»>x) ' u; 
18. t »> (u »> x) ~ max(t, u) »> x; 
19. t »> (u » x) ~ u » (t »> x); 
20. t >» (x II y) ~ (t »> x) II (t »> y); 
21. t » (x' u) ~ x' u <J t:::; u r> 8< 0 + 8' t; 
22. t » (8' u) ~ 8' max(t, u); 
23. t » 8 ~ 8; 
24. t » ( x + y) ~ t » x + t » y; 
25. t » (x · y) ~ (t » x) · y; 
26. t » Ld:D p ~ Ld:D t » p if d is not free in t; 
27. t » (x <Jc r> 8' 0) ~ (t » x) <Jc r> 8< 0 + 8 ' t; 
28. t » (8H(x)) ~ 8H(t » x); 
29. t » (T1(x)) ~ T1(t » x); 
30. t » (PR(x)) ~ PR(t » x); 
31. t » (u » x) ~ max(t, u) » x; 
32. if x ~ t » x, then x ~ t >» x; 
33. if x ~ t » x and y ~ t » y, then t » (x II y) ~ x II y; 
34. x' t « 8' u ~ x' t <J t:::; u r> 8< 0 + 8U(x) ' min(t, u); 
35. 8U(x)' t « 8 ' u ~ 8U(x) ' min(t, u); 
36. (8U(x) ' t « y) · z ~ 8U(x) 't « y; 
37. b ' t . y ~ b ' t . t »> y; 
3 8. b ' t ~ y ~ ( b ' t « y) . ( t »> y); 
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39. if x ~ t » x, then (b' t · x) ~ y ~ (b' t « y) · (x II t »> y); 
Proof. 1. 0 »> x ~ x; 
O>»x 
(ATDo) ;::; :L x, t <J o ::::: t 1> o'O 
t:Time 
(Time2), (Condl) ;::; L x' t 
t :Time 
(ATl);::; x 
2. t »> (x' u) ~ x' u <J t ::; u r> 0' 0 + 8U (x) 'u; 
t»>(x'u) 
(ATDO) ;::; L (x 'u) 'w <J t ::::: w I> o' O 
w:Time 
(ATAl'), (Cond4T),;::; L x' u <Ju= w /\ t::::: w I> o' O 
w:Timc 
(Cond7T), (SUM4) + L 8U (x)' min(u, w) <J t::::: w I> o' O 
w:Time 
(Cond7T) ,(Lemma B.2.3.21) ;::; L (x ( 'U <J t ::::: w I> o' O) <J 'U = w I> o' O 
w:Time 
(Cond4T), (SUM4) + L 8U (x) ''U <J 'U::::: w /\ t::::: w I> o' O 
w:Time 
+ L 8U(x)'w<Jw:Su/\t :Sw1> o'O 
w:Time 
(PET),;::; L (x'u<Jt:'.Su1>o' O)<Ju=w1>o'O 
w:Time 
(Lemma B.2.1.30), + L 8U (x) ( 'U <J max(u, t) ::::: w I> o' O 
w:Time 
(Lemma B.2.3.27) + 8U(x) 'u <Jt :'.Su I> o'O 
(Lemma B.2.3.18) ,;::; x ' u <J t :'.Su I> o' O 
(Lemma B.2.2.3) + 8U(x) 'u + 8U(x) 'u <J t :'.Su I> o'O 
(Condl), (Cond5T) ;::; x' u <J t ::Su I> o' O + 8U(x) 'u 
3. t »> (8U (x) ' u) ~ 8U (x) 'u; 
t »> (8U (x) 'u) 
(2);::; 8U (x) 'u <J t :'.Su I> o'O + 8U (8U(x)) 'u 
(Lemma B.2.3.10) , (Cond l), (Cond5T);::; 8U (x) 'u 
4. t >» 8U (x) ~ 8U (x); 
t »>8U(x) 
(ATDO) ;::; L 8U (x) 'u <J t::::: u I> o'O 
u:Time 
(Lemma B.2.3.26) ;::; 8U(x) 
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5. oU(t >» x) ~ oU (x); 
8U(t »>x) 
(ATDO) ~au( I:: x, u <J t ~ u 1> 8' 0 ) 
u:Time 
(Lemma B.2.3.8,.9&.24) ~ L 8U (x) 'u <l t ~ u I> 8' 0 
u:Time 
(Lemma B.2.3.26) ~ 8U(x) 
6. t »> (x + y) ~ t »> x + t >» y; 
t»>(x+y) 
(ATDO)~ L (x+y)'u<lt~ut>8' 0 
u :Time 
(ATA2), (Cond7T), (SUM4) ~ L x' u <l t ~ u I> 8'0 + L y' u <l t ~ u I> 8' 0 
u:Time 
twice (ATDO) ~ t >»x + t »>y 
7. t »> (x · y) ~ (t »> x) · y; 
t»>(x·y) 
(ATDO) ~ L (x · y) 'u <l t ~ u I> 8' 0 
u:Time 
(ATA3) ~ L x' u. y <l t ~ u I> 8' 0 
u:Time 
(Cond6T), (SUM5) ~ ( L x' u <l t ~ u I> 8' 0 ) · y 
u:Time 
(ATDO) ~ (t »>x) · y 
8. t>»(x [ y)~(t~x)[y; 
(t>»xrny 
u: Time 
(ATDO) ~ ( L x 'u <l t ~ u I> 8' 0 ) Ii y 
u:Time 
(SUM6), (Cond8T), (SCTl ) ~ L (x Ii y) 'u <l t ~ u I> 8' 0 
u:Time 
(ATDO) ~ t »> (x Ii y) 
9. t >» (x [ y) ~ t »> (x [ t »> y); 
(t»>x) IL Y 
(ATDO) ~ ( L x' u <l t ~ u I> 8'0 ) Ii y 
u:Time 
(SUM6), (Cond8T) ~ L (x' u lL y) <l t ~ u I> 8' 0 
u:Time 
(SCT2)~ L (x'u1L t »>y)<lt~ut>8' 0 
u:Time 
(SCTl)~ L (x1Lt»>y)'u<lt~ut>8' 0 
u:Time 
(ATDO) ~ t »> (x Ii t »> y) 
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10. t »> (x I y) ~ (t »> x) I y ; 
(t »> x) I y 
(ATDO) ~ ( L x' u <1 t :S u I> 8' 0 ) I y 
u :Time 
(SUM7) , (Cond9T) , (ATA 7) ~ L (x I y) ' u <1 t :S u I> 8' 0 
u :Tim e 
(ATDO) ~ t »> (x I y) 
1i. t »> (x I y) ~ x I (t »> y); 
x I (t »>y) 
(ATDO) ~ x I ( L y < u <1 t :S u I> 8' 0 ) 
u: Time 
(SUM7'), (Cond9' ), (ATA8) ~ L (x I y) ' u <1 t :S u I> 8' 0 
u :T im e 
(ATDO) ~ t »> (x I y) 
12. t >» Ld:D p ~ Ld:D t »> p if d is not free in t; 
t »> L P 
d :D 
(ATDO) ~ L (L p) < u <1 t :S u I> 8<0 
u :Tim e d :D 
(ATA4) , (SUM12T) ~ L L p ' u <1 t :S u I> 8<0 
u :Tim e d :D 
(Lemma 2.2.5) ~ L ( L p ' u <1 t :S u I> 8' 0 ) 
(ATDO) ~ L (t »> p) 
d :D 
13. t »> (x <Jc r> b" O) ~ (t »> x) <Jc r> 8< 0 ; 
t »> (x <1cI>8 ' 0 ) 
(ATDO) ~ L (x <1 c I>8' 0 ) 'u <1 t :S u I> 8' 0 
u :Time 
(ATA5'), (Cond4T) ~ L x ' u <1c /\ t :S uI>8 ' 0 
u :T im e 
(Cond4T) , (SUM12T) ~ ( L x' u <1 t :S u I> 8' 0 ) <1 c I>8 ' 0 
u : Time 
(ATDO) ~ (t »> x) <J c l>8' 0 
14. t >» (8H(x)) ~ 8H(t >» x); 
t »> (8H( x )) 
(ATDO) ~ L aH(x ) ' u <1t:Su I> 8<0 
u :Time 
(D7) , (D5T) , (SUMS)~ aH( L x, u <J t :Su 1> 8' 0 ) 
u :Tim e 
(ATDO) ~ 8H(t >» x) 
15. t »> (T1(x)) ~ T1(t »> x); Similar to (14) 
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16. t »> (PR(x)) ~ PR(t »> x); Similar to (14) 
17. t>»(x'u)~(t»>x)'u; 
t »> (x' u) 
(ATDO) ~ L x c u cw <J t::; w I> 8< 0 
w:Time 
(Lemma B.2.3.19) ~ L x' w' u <J t :<; w I> 8' 0 
w:Time 
(ATA5'), (ATA4) ~ ( L x cw <J t::; w I> 8' 0 ) c u 
w:Time 
(ATDO) ~ (t »>x) 'u 
18. t »> (u ~ x) ~ max(t, u) >» x; 
t»>(u »>x) 
twice (ATDO) ~ L ( L x' w' <Ju:<; w' I> 8' 0 ) 'w <J t :<; w I> 8' 0 
w:Time w':Time 
(ATA4) , (ATA5' ), ~ L L x' w' 'w <Ju:<; w' /\ t :<; w I> 8' 0 
w: Time w': Time 
(SUM12T), (Cond4T) 
(ATAl ' ), (Lemma B.2.3.21), ~ L L x' w <J w = w' /\ u :<; w' /\ t :<; w I> 8'0 
w: Tim e w': Time 
(Cond 7T), (SUM4), + I: I: au cx), w <J w::; w' /\ u::; w' /\ t::; w I> 8' o 
w:Time w':Time 
(Cond4T) + I: I: aucx), w' <J w'::; w /\ u::; w' /\ t::; w I> 8'0 
w: Time w 1 : Time 
(Cond4T), (SUM12T), ~ L L (x' w <Ju:<; w' /\ t :<; w I> 8' 0 ) <J w = w' I> 8'0 
w: Time w': Time 
(Lemma B.2. 1.30), + L ( L au(x)' w <J max(w, u) ::; w' 1> 8' 0 ) 
w:Time w 1 :Time 
<Jt::; w 1>8' 0 
+ I: c I: aucx), w' <Ju::; w' /\ w' ::; w I> 8'0 ) 
w:Time w':Tirne 
<lt::; w 1>8'0 
(PET)~ L L (x 'w <Ju:<; w /\ t :<; w I> 8'0 ) <J w = w' I> 8'0 
w: Time w': T ime 
(Lemma B.2.2.3), + I: au cx)'w<Jt:<;w1>8' 0 
w:Time 
(Lemma B. 2.3.27),(Cond4T) + I: au cx), w <Ju::; w /\ t::; w I> 8' o 
w:Time 
(Lemma B.2.3.18&.26), ~ L x cw <J max(u, t)::; w I> 8< 0 + au(x) 
w:Time 
(Lemma B.2.1.30) + I: au cx), w <J max(u, t)::; w I> 8' o 
w:Time 
(ATDO), (Lemma B.2.3.26) ~ max(u, t) >»x + BU(x) + 8U(x) 
(A3) ~ max(u, t) »>x + BU(x) 
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and 
max(t, u) »> x 
(A6T) ~ max(t,u) >»(x+8U(x)) 
(6), (4) ~ max(t,u) »>x + 8U(x) 
19. t »> (u » x) ;::::ju» (t »> x); 
t »> (u » x) 
(ATBO) ~ t >» (u >»x + 8' u) 
(6) ~ t »> (u >»x) + t »> (8' u) 
(18), (3) ~ max(t, u) >» x + /j' u 
(Lemma B.2.1.26), ~ max(u, t) >»x + 8' u 
(18) ~ u »>t >»x + /j< u 
(ATBO) ~ u » t >» x 
20. t >» (x II y) ;::::j (t >» x) II (t »> y); 
t »>(x 11 y) 
(CMl) ~ t »> (x ~ y + y ~ x + x J y) 
twice (6) ~ t »> (x ~ y) + t >» (y ~ x) + t »> (x I y) 
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twice (8),(Lemma B.2.1.24) ~ t »> (x ~ t »>y) + t »> (y ~ t >»x) + max(t , t) >» (x J y) 
twice (8),(18) ~ (t »>x) ~ (t »>y) + (t »>y) ~ (t >»x) + t >»t »> (x I y) 
(10), (11) ~ (t >»x) ~ (t »>y) + (t »>y) ~ (t >»x) + (t >»x) J (t »>y) 
(CMl) ~ (t >»x) II (t >»y) 
21. t » (x' u) ;::::j x' u <J t :S u I> 0' 0 + o' t; 
t»(x'u) 
(ATBO) ~ t »> (x' u) + 8' t 
(2),(Lemma B.2.3.23) ~ x 'u <J t :Su t> /j< Q + 8U(x) 'u + L 8' u <Ju :St t> /j< Q 
u:Time 
(Condl), (Time2), ~ x' u <J t :Su t> /j< Q + 8U(x) 'u <J t :Su t> /j< Q 
(Cond5T), (SUM3) + 8U(x) 'u <Ju :St t> /i' O + 8' u <Ju :S t t> o' O 
+ I: o'u<Ju:Stt>8' o 
u:Time 
(Cond7T), (ATA2) ~ (x + 8U(x)) 'u <J t :Su t> /i' O 
+ (8U(x) + 8) 'u <Ju :St t> o' O 
+ L o'u<Ju:Stt>/i'O 
u :Time 
(A6T), (A6T' ), ~ x' u <J t :Su t> /j< Q 
+ /j' u <Ju :St I> /j< Q 
+ I: o, u <Ju :St[> o' o 
u:Time 
(SUM3),(Lemma B.2.3.23) ~ x 'u <J t :S u t> o' O + 8' t 
22. t » (o' u) ;::::j o' max(t, u); 
t»(o'u) 
(ATBO) ~ t »> (8' u) + 8' t 
(3) ~ /j < u + /j < t 
(Lemma B.2.3.25) ~ /j' max(t, u) 
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23. t » 8 ;:::j 8; 
t » 8 
(ATBO) ~ t »> 8 + 8 ' t 
(4)~8+8't 
(Lemma B.2.3.2) ~ 8 
24. t » (x + y) ;:::j t » x + t » y; 
t » (x + y) 
(ATBO) ~ t »> (x + y) + 8' t 
(6),(A3) ~ t »>x + t »>y + 8' t + 8' t 
twice (ATBO) ~ t » x + t » y 
25. t » (x · y) ;:::j (t » x ) · y; 
t » (x·y) 
(ATBO) ~ t »> (x · y) + 8' t 
(7),(Lemma B.2.3.17) ~ (t »>x) · y + 8' t · y 
(A4) ~ (t »> x + 8' t) · y 
(ATBO) ~ (t » x ) · y 
26. t » Ld:D p ;:::j Ld:D t » p if d is not free in t; 
t » L:> 
d :D 
(ATBO) ~ t »> (L p) + 8 ' t 
d:D 
(12) , (SUMl) ~ I> »> P+ L 8 ( t 
d:D d:D 
(SUM4) ~ L (t>»p + 8' t) 
d:D 
(ATBO) ~ L t » p 
d:D 
27. t » (x <l c [> 8' 0 ) ;:::j (t » x) <l c [> 8<0 + 8 ' t; 
t »(x <JcC>8' 0) 
(ATBO) ~ t »> (x <l c C> 8' 0 ) + 8' t 
(13), (Condl) ~ (t »>x) <l c C> 8' 0 + 8 ' t <l c C> 8' 0 + 8 ' t <J-,c C> 8' 0 
(A3) ~ (t »>x) <JcC> 8' 0 + 8' t <Jee> 8' 0 + 8' t <JcC>8' 0 + 8' t <J-,cC>8'0 
(Cond7T) ~ (t »>x+ 8 't ) <JcC>8'0 +8 ' t 
(ATBO) ~ (t » x) <l c C> 8' 0 + 8 ' t 
28. t » (8H(x)) ;:::j 8H(t » x); 
t » (8H(x)) 
(ATBO) ~ t »> (8H(x)) + 8' t 
(14), (D2), (D7) ~ 8H(t »>x) + 8H(8' t) 
(D3) ~ BH(t »>x + 8' t) 
(ATBO) ~ 8H (t » x) 
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29. t » (r1(x)) ~ r1(t » x); Similar to (28). 
30. t » (PR(x)) ~ PR(t » x); Similar to (28). 
31. t » (u » x) ~ max(t, u) » x; 
t»(u»x) 
twice (ATBO):::::: t »> (u »>x + 8' u) + 8' t 
(6),(3)::::::t»>(u»>x)+8 ' u+8't 
(18),(Lemma B.2.3.25) :::::: max(t, u) »> x + 8' max(t, u) 
(ATBO) :::::: max(t , u) » x 
32. if x ~ t » x, then x ~ t »> x; 
t»>x 
(assumption):::::: t >» (t » x) 
(ATBO):::::: t »> (t »>x + 8' t) 
(6):::::: t >»t »>x + t »>8' t 
(18),(Lemma B.2.1.24),(3) :::::: t »> x + 8' t 
(ATBO) :::::: t » x 
(assumption) :::::: x 
33. if x ~ t » x and y ~ t » y, then t » (x I/ y) ~ x II y; 
t » (x 11 y) 
(ATBO) :::::: t »> (x II y) + 8' t 
(18):::::: (t >»x) 11 (t >»y) + 8' t 
twice (32) :::::: x II y + 8' t 
because 
::::::x II Y 
x 11 Y 
(CMl),assumption:::::: x lL y + y lL x + (t » x) I (t » y) 
twice (ATDO):::::: x lLY + y lLx+ (t »>x + 8' t) I (t »>y + 8' t) 
(CMS), (CM9):::::: x lLY +y lLx + t »>x I (t >»y + 8' t) 
+8't1t»>y+8'tl8't 
(A3),this derivation:::::: x II y + 8' t I 8' t 
(ATA7), (ATA8):::::: x II y + (818) ( t ( t 
(Lemma B.2.3.35),(Lemma B.2.1.23):::::: x II y + 8' t 
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34. x' t « 8' u ~ x' t <l t::::: u t> 8' 0 + aU(x)' min(t, u); 
x't«8'u 
(ATC12), (ATCl ') >:::: L x' t' w <J w::; u I> 8' 0 
w:Time 
(ATA l ') >:::: L ( x < t <J t = w I> 8' 0 + au (x)' min(t, w)) <J w::; u I> 8'0 
w:Time 
(Lemma B.2.3.21) ,(Cond7T), >:::: L x' t <J t = w /\ w :Su I> 8' 0 
w:Time 
(Cond4T), (SUM4) + L au (x) 't <J t ::; w Aw ::; u 1> 8'0 
w:Time 
+ :L au cxl, w <J w :s t /\ w :s u I> 8' 0 
w:Time 




+au (x) 't <Jt::; u 1>8' 0 
+ :L au (x), w <J w :s min(t , u) I> 8' o 
w:Time 
(PET),(Lemma B.2.3.23) >:::: L (x' t <J t :S u I> 8' 0) <J t = w I> 8' 0 
w:Time 
+ au (x) ' t <J t::; u I> 8' 0 + au(x)' min(t, u) 
(Lemma B.2 .3.18&.21) >:::: x' t <J t :Su I> 8'0 + 8U(x) 'min(t, u) 
35. aU(x) 't « 8' u ~ aU(x), min(t, u); 
au (x) 't « 8 'u 
(34) >:::: 8U(x) 't <J t :Su I> 8' 0 + 8U(8U (x))' min(t, u) 
(Lemma B.2.3.10&.21) >:::: 8U(x)' min(t, u) 
36. (aU (x) 't « y) · z ~ aU(x) 't « y; 
(8U(x) 't«y) · z 
(ATCC7) >:::: (8U(x) 't · z) « y 
(Lemma B.2.3.17) >:::: 8U(x) 't « y 
37. b ' t . y ~ b ' t . t »> y; 
b' t. y 
(AT2) >:::: b' t · t » y 
(ATBO) >:::: b' t · (t »>y+8' t) 
(Lemma 8.2.1.24),(18) >:::: b' t · (t »> t »> y + 8' t) 
(ATBO) >:::: b' t · t » t »> y 
(AT2) >:::: b' t · t »> y 
38. b <t ~ y~(b 't«y)·(t »>y); 
b'tlLy 
(CM2T) >:::: (b' t « y) · y 
(ATCC7) >:::: (b' t · y) « y 
(37) >:::: (b ' t. t »> y) « y 
(ATCC7) >:::: (b' t « y) · (t »> y) 
B.3. Simpliflcations of Normal Forms 
39. if x ~ t » x, then (b' t · x) ~ y ~ (b' t « y) · (x II t »> y); 
(b't·x)~y 
( CM3T) ~ ( b ' t « y) . ( ( t » x) II y) 
(ATCC7) ~ (b' t · ((t » x) II y)) « Y 
(37) ~ (b't·t»>((t»x) llY)) «y 
(20) ~ (b, t . ((t »> t » x) 11 t »> y)) « y 
assumption, (32) ~ (b' t · (x 11 t >» y)) « y 
(ATCC7) ~ (b' t « y) · (x II t »> y) 
B.3 Simplifications of Normal Forms 
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In this appendix we show how combinations of terms in TPEGNF and terms with 
the syntax (6.3) can be simplified. We also prove correctness of these simplifications 
by proving that the equality of the initial and the simplified terms is derivable from 
the axioms of timed µCRL. 
B .3.1 Definitions of simpl and simpl' 
The partial functions simpl and simpl' that are used for the definition of function 
guard in Section 4.2.4 are defined as follows. 
Sequential composit ion 
simpl ( ( L; L a/"t;) 'ti ·Pi <J ci ~ 8< 0 + L L aj(t;) 'ti <J Cj ~ 8< 0 
iE e;:E; JEJ e; :E; 
+ L 8 ' to <J co~ 8'0) · p) 
eo:Eo 
= L L ai(t";) 'ti ·(Pi· p) <J ci ~ 8< 0 + L L aj(t;) 'tj · p <J Cj ~ 8' 0 
Left merge 
iEI~ 
+ L 8 ' to <J co ~ 8, O 
~ 
jEJ e;"E; 
simpl' ( ( ~ .~, a;(t;) <t; · p; <J e; t> O• O + ~ .~, >; (t;) 't; <J c; t> O• O 
+ L 8 ' to <J co~ 8<0) ~p,p') 
eo:Eo 
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,;mpl ( (~ .~ •; o: { ~))' t;(~) · p;( ~) <le;(~) <> O•O 
i . t. -4 -----4 ------t -------t 
+ L L aj(fj(d,ej))'tj(d,ei) <lcj(d,ej)C>O<O 
jEJ e;e; 
where P1Q = {(p,q) E P x Q J 1(ap, a~) is defined} 
We note that in case the function simpl is used for elimination of parallel compo-
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sition, the last summand in the definition for communication merge can be omitted, 
because the summands obtained by the left merge elimination will contain them any-
way. 
"At" operation 
'impl ( (~ '~' a,(t;) • t, · p, <l c, t> O• O + ~ '~' a,(t;) ' t, <l CJ t> O•O 
+ L o'to<lcor>o'o) 't) 
eo:Eo 
= L L ai(°"t;) ' ti · Pi <J t = ti /\cir> 0'0 + L L aj(t;) ' tj <J t = tj /\ Cj r> 0'0 
iEJ~ jEJ~ 
+ L L o' min(t, tk) <J Ck[> 0' 0 
kE !UJU{c5} e;:E: 
Weak time initialization 
•impl ( t »> (~ '~' a, (t;) ' t, · p; <l c, t> O• 0 + ~ '~' a, CtJ) ' t, <l Cj t> O•O 
+ L o ' t., <J co r> o' O)) 
eo:Eo 
= L L ai(°"t;) ' ti ·Pi <J t ~ ti /\Cir> 0' 0 + L L aJ(t;) ' tj <J t ~ tj /\ Cj r> 0' 0 
iE J e; :E; 
+ L L 0 ( tk <J Ck[> 0' 0 
kEJUJ U{c5} e;:E: 
jEJ~ 
B.3.2 Derivability Proofs for simpl and simpl'. 
We have to prove that any result of simpl(p) is derivably equal top provided that p 
is of the correct form. We consider the cases of the definition of simpl one by one. 
Sequential composition For the sequential composition we have the following 
derivation. First we distribute sequential composition over +, I: and conditionals 
using the axioms (A4) , (SUM5) and (Cond6T) . After that we apply the axiom (A5) 
and (Lemma B.2.3.17) to obtain the right form. 
( L L ai("t;)' ti ·Pi <J cir> 0'0 + L L aj(t;) ' tj <J Cj r> 0' 0 
iEJ~ jEJ~ 




+ L 8 ( tJ . p <J CJ [> 8 ( 0 
~ 
iEI~ 
+ L 8 ' tJ <J CJ [> 8 <O 
~ 
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jEJ~ 
jEJ~ 
Left merge For the left merge case we have the following derivation. First we 
distribute the left merge over+, .Land conditionals using the axioms (CM4), (SUM6) 
and (Cond8T). After that we apply (CM3T), (CM2T) and Lemma B.2.4.36 to obtain 
the right form. 
+ L 8 ' tJ <J CJ[> 8<0) ~p 
--e6:E6 
iEI~ 
+ L 8 ' tJ ~p <J CJ [> 8c0 
~ 
jEJ~ 
~ L L (ai(°t";) ' ti «p) · ((ti » Pi) II P) <J Ci [> 8<0 
iEI~ 
jEJ~ 
Now, if for some process term p', p ~ p' is derivable, then simpl'(P ~p,p') ~ P ~p is 
also derivable from the axioms of timed µCRL. 
Communication merge For case of communication merge we have the following 
derivation. 
( """""' """""' -~ ~ ~ ~ L L ai(fi (d , ei) ) ' ti (d , ei) · Pi(d, ei) <J ci(d, ei ) r> 8<0 
iEI~ 
"""""' ~ ------> ) + L 8' tJ(d, ei) <J CJ(d, eJ) r> 8<0 
~ 
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jEJ'U 
J J 
First we distribute the communication over +, L and conditionals using the ax-
ioms (CM8), (CM9), (SUM7), (SUM7'), (Cond9T) and (Cond9'). After that we 
apply the axioms (ATA3), (ATA7), (ATA8), (CM7), (CM5), and (CM6). In order to 
avoid ambiguities we rename the index variables to k and l, with the first one ranging 
over I and J, and the second one ranging over I' and J'. 
--+ I ,----/ 
<l ck(d, ek) /\ c6 (d, e6) t> 0'0 
--+ --+ --+ ------; --+ ------; ------; 
+ L L L L (ak(fk(d, ek)) I a;(!{ (d', eD)) 'tk(d, ek) 't;(d', e;) · p;(d', e;) 
kEJ !El'~ ;;;E1 
--+ I ,....-) 
<l ck(d, ek) /\ c1(d, e1) t> 0'0 
--+ --+ --+ ------; ------t ------; 
+ L L L L (ak(fk(d,ek)) I a;(f{(d' ,e;))) 'tk(d,ek) 't;(d',e;) 
--+ I ,....-) 
<l ck(d, ek) /\ c1(d, e1) t> o'O 
--+ --+ --+ ------; --+ -----+ 
+ L L L (ak(fk(d, ek)) I o) < tk(d, ek) < t~(d', e;) <l ck(d, ek) /\ c~(d', e~) [> o<O 
!EI' ;;e; ;;;E1 
--+ I ,....-) 
<l c<l(d, e<l) /\ c1(d, e1) t> 0'0 
--+ ------; --+ ------; ---+ ------; 
+ L L L (o I a;(f{(d' ,e;))) 't<l(d,ek) 't;(d' ,eD <l c<l(d,e<l) /\ c;(d',eD t> 0'0 
!E J' ;;e; ;;;E1 
----eo:Eo e~:E~ 
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Now we note that, according to Lemma B.2.3.35, all of the communications where b 
takes part, are equal to b' min(tk, tl). For the remaining four summands we apply 
Lemma B.2.3.33&.34. In the result those summands are split in two parts each, one 
where the actions communicate (indices are taken from I 1J sets), and the other one 
where the communication results into b. 
+ 2:: 
(k,l)EI,J' ~ « 
--; I --.,----} -t --; i --.,----} --; I --.,----} 
<l tk(d, ek) = t1(d, e1) /\ fk(d, ek) = f1 (d, e1) /\ Ck(d, ek) /\ c1(d, e1) C> 8<0 
lEI'~« 
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Finally we use the unions of index sets to combine all nine summands with o into one. 
(k,l)EJ-yl' ~ ~ 
~ ,---,------1 --+~ i---,------1 ~ ,---,------1 
<J tk(d, ek) = t1(d, e1) /\. fk(d, ek) = f1 (d , e1) /\. ck(d, ek) /\. c1(d , e1) C> 0'0 
+ L L L 1(ak , aD(h(~)) ' t;(~) 
(k,l)EJ-rJ' ~ ~ 
~ ,---,------1 --+~ i---,------1 ~ ,---,------1 
<J tk(d, ek) = t1(d, e1) /\. fk(d, ek) = !1 (d, e1) /\. ck(d, ek) /\. c1(d, e1) C> 0'0 
~ ~~ ~ ,---,------1 ~ ,---,------1 L.,, L.,, L.,, O'min(tk(d, ek), t1(d, e1)) <J ck(d, ek) /\. c1(d, e1) C> 0'0 
kE!UJU{6} 1El'UJ' U{6} ~ ~ 
"At" -operation For the case of "at" -operation we have the following derivation. 
First we distribute the "at" -operation over +, I:: conditionals, and sequential com-
position using the axioms (ATA4), (ATA5') and (ATA3). After that we apply the 
axiom (ATAl') and Lemma B.2.3.22 to reduce double "at"-operations. Next, we ap-
ply the axioms (Cond7T), (Cond4T) and (SUM4) to lift the+ to the uppermost level 
and reduce double conditionals. Finally, we apply Lemma B.2.3.17 to get rid of Pi in 
o' min(ti, t) ·Pi and combine three sums with o' min(tk, t) into one. 
+ L 0 ' ta <J C5 C> JcO) 't 
e;E; 
iEI e:E: 
+ I: o, t.s, t <J ea C> o,o 
e;E; 
jEJ e;e; 
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:::::: L L (a/ 4) ' ti <l eq(ti, t) C> 8<0 + 8 ' min(ti, t)) · Pi <l ci C> 8<0 
iE I ~ 




:::::: L L a/t;) ' ti <l eq(ti, t) /\ ci C> 8<0 + L L 8' min(ti, t) · Pi <l ci C> 8' 0 
iE I ~ 
jEJ e; :E; 
+ L 8 ' min(t0 , t) <l c0 C> 8<0 
~ 
iEI ~ 
jEJ e; :E; 
iE I ~ jEJ e;£; 
+ L L 8 ' min(tk, t) <l Ck C> 8<0 
kEIUJU {o }~ 
Weak time initialization For the case of weak time initialization we have the 
following derivation. First we distribute the operation over +, I:, conditionals, 
and sequential composit ion, using Lemma B.2.4.6,.12, .13&.7. After that we apply 
Lemma B.2.4.2&.3 to eliminate weak time initialization from t ime stamped actions 
or 8. Next, we apply the axioms (Cond7T) , (Cond4T) and (SUM4) to lift the + to the 
uppermost level and reduce double conditionals. Finally, we apply Lemma B.2.3.17 
to get rid of Pi in 8' min(ti, t) ·Pi and combine three sums with 8' min(tk , t) into one. 
t»> ( L L a/4) ' ti · Pi <l ci C> 8<0 + L L aj(TJ) ' tj <l Cj C> 8<0 
iEI ~ jEJ e;£; 
+ L 8 ' to <1 co r:> 8'0) 
~ 
:::::: L L (t »> a/4) ' ti) ·Pi <I ci C> ll ' O + L L (t »> aj(TJ) ' tj) <I Cj C> ll ' O 
iE I ~ jE J e;£; 
+ L (t »> 6' to) <1 c0 r:> ll ' O 
:=:::: L L (ai (t;) ' ti <I t :S ti C> J cO + £5 ' ti ) · Pi <I Ci C> J cO 
i EI ~ 
+ L L (aj (TJ) ' tj <It :::; t j C> ll ' O + 6 ' tj) <I Cj C> J <O 
jEJ e;£; 
+ L 6 ' to <1 co r:> ll' O 
~ 
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iEl e:E; 
jEJ~ 
+ L 8 c t{J <l C{J [> 8<0 
~ 
iEl e:E; 
+ L L 8 c tk <l Ck[> 8<0 
kElUJU{fJ} ~ 
iE l e:E; 
jEJ~ 
jEJ~ 
B.3.3 Derivability Proof for simpl1. 
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Proposition B.3.1. For any termp having the form of right-hand side of a TPEGNF 
equation the transformation performed by function simpll is derivable from the axioms 
of timed µCRL. 
Proof First we apply Lemmas B.2.3.5,.8&.9 and B.2.3.6,.24&.4 to eliminate 8U, and 
then we combine three sets of summands into one. 
au( L L ai{°t;) c ti. Pi <l ci [> 8<0 + L L aj(tj) c tj <l Cj [> 8<0 
iEl e:E; jEJ ~ 
+ L 8 ' t8 <lCfJ t> 8co) 
---+ 
e6:E6 
iE I e:E; jEJ~ 
~ L L 8 c tk <l Ck [> 8<0 
kElUJU{fJ} ~ 
The following proposition shows how several 8 ' t summands can be combined. 
-------t -------t 
Proposition B.3.2. If u: Time is not free in t8(d, efJ) and c8(d, e8), then 
-------t -------t 
D 
L 8 c tfJ(~) <l CfJ(~) [> 8<0 ~ 8' u <l u :S tfJ(d, efJ) /\ CfJ(d, efJ ) t> 8c0 
------> ------> 
If for every i E {O, ... , n }, u: Time is not free in ti(d, ei) and ci(d, ei ), then 
iE{O, ... ,n} e:E; 
~ ~ ~ . . ~ 8 <u<J V (u<t ·(h)/\c·(h))t>8' 0 L.....,, L.....,, L.....,, O<i<n - i , i i , i 
u:Time~ ~ - -
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Proof. 
(Lemma 2.2.5), 
(Cond4T), (SUM12T) ~ L ( L 8 ' u <l u :::; t0(~) 1> 8' 0) <l c0(~) 1> 8<0 
~ u:Time 
and 
(Cond5T) ~ L L · · L -----+ -----+ 8 ' u <l u < t ·(d e· ) /\ c·(d e) I> 8' 0 - )t i'i 
u:Time~ ~iE{0, 1 ,-··,n } 
(SUM4) ~ L L L · ·L:: 8 ' u <l u:::; ti (~) /\ ci (~) I> 8<0 
iE{O , l , ···,n}u:Time~ ~ 
(SUMl) ~ L L L 8 ' u <l u :::; ti (~) /\ ci(~) I> 8' 0 
iE{0,1,-·· ,n} u:Time e,:E; 
above derivation ~ 
iE{0 ,1,- ·· ,n} e,:E; 
D 
B.3.4 Elimination of « from simpl' 
The following proposition shows how « is eliminated from the terms obtained after 
applying simpl for the left merge elimination. 
-----+ -+ 
Proposition B.3.3. If all of the variables in e0 :E0 are not free in the terms t and 
t, then 
+ L 8 ' min(to, t) <l c0 I> 8<0 
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Proof. 
(ATC4), (ATC5') ~ L ( ( a(t) 't « S' tli) <J cli l> S<O + a(t) ' t' 0) 
e6:E6 
(Lemma B.2.4.34), ~ L ( (a(t) 't <J t :S tli l> S<O + S' min(tli, t)) <J cli I> S<O 
e6:E6 
(ATAl') + a(t) 't <J t = 0 I> S'O + S' min(t, 0)) 
(Cond7T), (Cond4T), ~ L (a(t) 't <J t :S tli /\ C(j I> S<O 
e6:E6 
and 
(Lemma B.2.1.21), + S' min(t8 , t) <J c8 I> S<O 
(Lemma B.2.3.3) + a(t) 't <J t = 0 I> S<O) 
(Cond5T), (SUM4) ~ L a(t) ' t <J t = 0 V (t::; t8 /\ c8 ) l> Seo 
+ L S' min(t8 , t) <J c8 l> Seo 
S' t « ( L S' t8 <J c8 l> SeO) 
e;:e; 
(ATC4), (ATC5') ~ L (Se t 8 «Set) <J c8 1> Seo 
e;:e; 
(Lemma B.2.4.35) ~ L Se min(t, t8 ) <J c8 I> SeO 
B.3.5 Proof of Well-Timedness for simpl2' 
D 
Lemma B.3.4. For every term q in the form of the right-hand side of TPEGNF, the 
- -
term (a( t )et«q)·t»>q, and ifp ~ t»p, then also the term (a( t )'t«q)·(Pllt»>q), 
can be transformed to a well-timed term. 
Proof. By Lemma B.2.3.15 we have that 
- -a( t) et« q ~a( t) et« 8U(q) 
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-------; --4 
By Proposition B.3.1 we get that 8U(q) has the form (for some e6: E6 not free in t 
and t .) 
L 6 ' t6 <J C6 I> J<O 
Now, by Proposition B.3.3 we get that 
a(t) ' t « q::::::: L a(t) ' t <J eq(t, 0) V (t ::; t6 /\ c6 ) I> J<O + L 6' min(t6, t) <J C6 I> 6'0 
and by the axioms (A4) ,(SUM5) and (Cond6T) and Lemma B.2.3.17 for any term r 
we get that 
(a(t) ' t « q) ·r::::::: L a(t) ' t·r <J eq(t, 0) V (t '.'::'.: t6 /\c6) 1> &o+ L 6, min(t6, t) <lc6 l>&o 
According to Definition 6.2.12 we need to show that eq(t, 0) V (t ::; t6 /\ c6 ) ::::::: t 
implies r::::::: t » r . For the case when r = t »>q we need to show that t »> q::::::: t » t »>q. 
Due to the fact that t» t »> q::::::: t>»q+b' t (by axiom (ATBO) and Lemma B.2.4.18&.3 
and Lemma B.2.1.24) , it is enough to show that t »> q::::::: t ~ q + 6 ' t is implied by 
eq(t, 0) V (t '.'::'.: t6 /\ C6 ::::::: t ). 
t »> q 
(A6T)::::::: t »> (q + 8U(q)) 
(Lemma B.2.4.6&.3)::::::: t »> q + 8U(q) 
assumption::::::: t »> q + L 6 ' t6 <J C6 I> J<O 
e;E; 
(Lemma B.2.3.23) ::::::: t »> q + L ( L 6 ' u <Ju ::; t6 I> 6' 0) <J C6 I> 6' 0 
e;B; u:Time 
(SUM3) ::::::: t ~ q + L ( L J ' U <J U '.'::'.: t6 I> JcO 
e;B; u:Time 
+ J ' t <l t '.'::'.: t6 I> J' 0) <l C6 I> J' 0 
(SUM12T), (Cond7T),::::::: t »> q + L ( L 6 ' u <Ju ::; ta I> 6' 0) <J ea I> 6' 0 
(Cond4T) , (SUM4) 
e;B; u :Time 
+ L 6 ' t <J t ::::: t6 /\ C6 I> J<O 
e;E; 
this derivation ,(SUM3) ::::::: t »> q + 6 ' t <J t ::; t6 /\ C6 I> 6' 0 
(Lemma B.2.3.3&.l) ,(PET)::::::: t ~ q + b<t <J t ::; t6 /\ c0 I> J<O + b<t <J eq(t , 0) I> J<O 
(Cond5T) ::::::: t »> q + 6 ' t <J eq(t , 0) V (t ::; ta /\ c6 ) I> 6' 0 
assumption,(Condl)::::::: t ~ q + 6 ' t 
For the case when r = (p II t >» q) we need to show that (p II t »> q) ::::::: t » (p 11 t ~ q). 
By assumption of the lemma we have that t » p ::::::: p. By the previous derivation we 
have that t »> q ::::::: t » t »> q. By Lemma B.2.4.33 we get the desired identity. D 
Appendix C 
µCRL Code of LM and ML 
Data Types 
The source code is split into six parts (Figure C.l): two basic parts and four terminal 
parts corresponding to the cases with or without the renaming operations, and with 
handshaking or with multi-party communication. For each terminal part all of the 
parts it depends upon are needed (only once in case of multiple dependencies) . 
LM_ML.mcrl 




for sorts LM and ML 
LM_MLO.mcrl 
sorts Bool , Nat, State 
LM_MLmpO.mcrl 
sorts LNat, LState, ActPars, 
LActPars, E_i, LE_i , function 
functions F _i and C_i 
ALM_AML.mcrl 
sorts Act, ActSet, ActMap, 
Annote, ALM, AML 
ALM_AMLmp.mcrl 
sorts LALM, LAct, ActDT, 
additional functions for 
sorts ALM and AML, 
communication functions. 
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C.1 Basic D ata Types 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 
'l.'l.'l.'l. sorts Bool, Nat, State(generated) 'l.'l.'l. 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 








not : Bool 




































eq(b,b)=T eq(b,not(b))=F eq(not(b),b)=F eq(not(b),not(b1))=eq(b,b1) 
eq(F,b)=not(b) eq(b,F)=not(b) eq(T,b)=b eq(b,T)=b 
eq(b,b1)=or(and(b,b1),and(not(b),not(b1))) 
gt(b,b)=F gt(T,F)=T gt(b,T)=F 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 




0: -> Nat 
x2p1: Nat -> Nat 













-> Nat 'l. useful abbreviations 
-> Nat 'l. 2n 
-> Nat 'l. n+l 
-> Bool 'l. greater than 
-> Nat 
->Nat 'l. addition, subtraction (partial), cut-off subtraction 






































































C.1 . Basic Data Types 
var 
n,m : Nat b :Bool 
rew 


















'l. 1=2•0+1 2=2•0+2 
'l. 3=2•1+1 4=2•1+2 
'l. 5=2•2+1 6=2•2+2 


























'l. sub(O,x2p{1,2}) is undefined 
'l. (2n+1)-(2m+1)=2(n-m) 
'l. (2n+2)-(2m+2)=the same 
'l. (2n+1)-(2m+2)=2(n-m)-1=2(n-(m+1))+1 --
;. undefined if n=m! 
'l. (2n+2)-(2m+1)=2(n-m)+1 
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divides(x2p1(n),O)=T divides(x2p2(n),O)=T 'l. any n>O divides O; divides(O,n) is undef . 




divides(x2p2(n),x2p1(m))=F 'l. even never divides odd. 
divides(x2p2(n),x2p2(m))=divides(succ(n),succ(m)) 'l. (2n+2) IC2m+2) iff (n+l)l(m+l) 
if(T,n,m)=n if(F,n,m)=m if(b,n,n)=n if(not(b),n,m)=if(b,m,n) 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 
'l.'l.'l.'l. To be generated from the spec 'l.'l.'l. 
%%%% The parts that do not parse before actual generation 'l.Y.'l. 
'l.'l.'l.'l. are commented out 'l.'l.'l. 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 
%%1. sort State (pre-LPE process parameters tuple) I.I.I. 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 
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136 sort State 
137 % func 
138 % state:D_O# . . . #D_n->State 
139 map 
140 eq : State#State->Bool 
141 gt: State#State->Bool 
142 if: Bool#State#State->State 
143 % pr_O :State->D_O . . . pr_n :State->D_n 
144 var 
145 d,e :State b :Bool 
146 rew 
147 if(T,d,e)=d if(F,d,e)=e if(b,d,d)=d if(not(b),d,e)=if(b,e,d) 
148 % gt(state(dO, .. . ,dn) ,state(eO, . . . , en))= 
149 % or(gt(dO,eO),and(eq(dO,eO), . .. or(gt(d{n-1},e{n-1}),and(eq(d{n-1},e{n-1}),gt(dn,en))) ... )) 
150 eq(d,d) =T 
















































C.2 Handshaking LM and ML Data Types 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%% LM And ML data types %%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 





seq1 : State#LM->LM 
seqM: ML#LM->LM 
map 
eq : LM#LM->Bool 
if : Bool#LM#LM->LM 
gt: LM#LM->Bool 
cone : LM#LM->LM 




r emf1 :LM#Nat->LM 
replf2 :LM#Nat#Nat#LM#LM->LM 





% list of ML or State elements 
% empty list 
% add one State element to the head of the 
% add one ML to the head of the list 
%(first argument never ML(x)) 
% equality on LM 
% concatenate 2 LMs in a wf way. 
% prepend an ML to an LM 
i. number of "ready" components 
% get n-th component 
'l. replace n-th component 
i. remove n-th component 
i. replace n-th and m- th components 
% replace n-th and remove m-th components 
i. remove n-th and m-th components 
% compose 2 LMs parallely 
% compose 2 LMs sequentially 





=if (eq (lm , LMO), 
if(eq(lm1,LMO),gt(d,d1),F), 
if(eq(lm1,LMO),T,or(gt(d,d1),and(eq(d ,d1),gt(lm,lm1))))) 
gt(seq1(d , lm),seqM(ml,lm1))=F 
































































































replf1(seqM(ml,lm),n,lm1)=conp(replf1(ml,n,lm1) , lm) 
remf1(lm,n)=replf1(lm,n,LMO) 










ML : LM->ML 












'l. Multiset of LM 
'l. Multiset with one list 
'l. Add a list to the multiset (first argument never LMO) 
'l. equality on ML 
'l. Make a proper ML out of an LM 
'l. Compose 2 MLs in a vf way . 
'l. test if an lm is in ml (on the first level, of course) . 
i. remove an lm from ml if it is on the first level, 
'l. don't change otherwise 
replf2:ML#Nat#Nat#LM#LM->ML 'l. replace n-th and m-th components 
var 


























































































par(seqM(ml1,lm1) , ML(seqM(ml , lm))), 
par(seqM(ml,lm),ML(seqM(ml1,lm1)))) 
















eq(par(lm,ml),par(lm1,ml1))= 'l. ML par(lm1,ml1) has at least 2 elements 
and(in(lm,par(lm1,ml1)),eq(ml,rem(lm,par(lm1,ml1)))) 
eq(ml,ml)=T 
if(T,ml,ml1)=ml if(F,ml,ml1)=ml1 if (b,ml,ml)=ml if(not(b),ml,ml1)=if (b,ml1,ml) 
in(lm,ML(lm1))=eq(lm,lm1) 
in(lm,par(lm1,ml))=or(eq(lm,lm1),in(lm,ml)) 
'l. undefined (not needed) rem(lm,ML(lm1))=if(eq(lm,lm1),ML(LMO),ML(lm1)) 
rem(lm,par(lm1,ML(lm2)))=if(eq(lm,lm1),ML(lm2),if(eq(lm,lm2),ML(lm1),par(lm1,ML(lm2)))) 









replf2(ML(lm),n,m,lm1 , lm2)=mkml(replf2(lm,n,m,lm1,lm2)) 
replf2(par(lm,ml),n,m,lm1,lm2)= 











































































C.3 ALM and AML Data Types 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 
%%% ALM And AHL data types %%% 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 









var a,a1:Act n,m:Nat b:Bool 
rew 
eq(a(n),a(m))=eq(n,m) 
if(T,a,a1)=a if(F,a,a1)=a1 if(b,a,a)=a if(not(b),a,a1)=if(b,a1,a) 
gt(a(n),a(m))=gt(n,m) 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 

















var a,a1:Act as,as1:ActSet b:Bool 
rew 
'l. add an element 
'l. add an element assuming it is not in the set 
!. is an element in the set? 
'l. remove an element (if present) 
'l. set union 
i. set minus 
i. set intersection 
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60 union(_add(a,as),as1)=union(as,add(a,as1)) 
61 
62 minus(ActSetO,as)=ActSetO minus(as,ActSetO)=as 
63 minus(_add(a,as) , as1)=if(in(a,as1),minus(as,as1),_add(a,minus(as,as1))) 
64 




69 'l.'l.'l. sort ActMap (Function from Act to Act) 'l.'l.'l. 
70 'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'!.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 
71 sort ActMap 
72 func 
73 ActMapO :->ActMap 
74 _add:Act#Act#ActMap->ActMap 
75 map 
76 eq :ActMap#ActMap->Bool 
77 gt :ActMap#ActMap->Bool 
78 if :Bool#ActMap#ActMap->ActMap 
79 mod :Act#Act#ActMap->ActMap 'l. modify the mapping with the pair 
80 modO:Act#Act#ActMap->ActMap 'l. modify the mapping with the pair assuming 
81 'l. the argument is there 
82 mod1:Act#Act#ActMap->ActMap 'l. modify the mapping with the pair assuming 
83 'l. the argument is not there 
84 in :Act#ActMap->Bool 'l. is an element in the map's args? 
85 in :Act#Act#ActMap->Bool 'l. is a pair in the map? 
86 rem : Act#ActMap->ActMap 'l. remove a pair by the arg (if present) 
87 appl :Act#ActMap->Act 'l. apply the mapping 
88 comp : ActMap#ActMap-> ActMap 'l. compose 2 maps 
89 rimage :ActSet#ActMap->ActSet 'l. r·{-1}(AS) 
90 simpl: ActSet#ActMap->ActMap 'l. transform am not to change as 
91 var a,a1,a2,a3:Act as :ActSet am,am1 :ActMap b:Bool 
92 rew 








101 if(T,am,am1)=am if(F,am,am1)=am1 if(b,am,am)=am if(not(b) ,am , am1)=if(b,am1,am) 
102 






109 in(a,ActMapO)=F in(a,_add(a2,a3,am))=or(eq(a,a2),in(a,am)) 
110 in(a,a1,ActMapO)=F in(a,a1,_add(a2,a3,am))=or(and(eq(a,a2),eq(a1,a3)),in(a,a1,am)) 
111 
112 rem(a,ActMapO)=ActMapO 
113 rem(a,_add(a2 , a3,am))=if(eq(a,a2),am,_add(a2,a3,rem(a,am))) 
114 
115 appl(a,ActMapO)=a appl(a,_add(a2,a3,am))=if(eq(a,a2),a3,appl(a,am)) 
116 




121 rimage(ActSetO,am)=ActSetO rimage(as,ActMapO)=as 
122 rimage(as , _add(a,a1,am))=if(in(a1,as),add(a,rimage(as,am)),rem(a,rimage(as,am))) 
123 

































































































ann(comp(aml ,am), union(as2,rimage(as, aml)), union(as3,minus (rimage(asl ,aml) ,as2))) 
getH(ann(am, as,asl) )=asl get! (ann(am,as, asl) )=as getR(ann(am,as, asl) )=am 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 





seql : Annote#State#ALM->ALM 
seqM : AML#ALM->ALM 
map 
eq : ALM#ALM->Bool 
if : Bool#ALM#ALM->ALM 
gt : ALM#ALM->Bool 
cone: ALM#ALM->ALM 
conp: AML#ALM->ALM 













seqc : ALM#ALM->ALM 
var 
'l. List of AML or State elements 
'l. Empty list 
'l. Add one State element to the head of the list 
'l. Add one AML to the head of the list 
'l. (first argument never AML(x)) 
'l. Equality on ALM 
'l. Concatenate 2 ALMs in a wf way . 
'l. Prepend an AML to an ALM 
'l. add annotation 
'l. number of "ready" components 
i. get n-th component 
f. get n-th component's annotation 
Y. replace n-th component 
'l. remove n-th component 
'l. get n-th component's annotation 
!. get m-th component's annotation 
Y. get (n,m)-th components' annotation 
'l. replace n-th and m-th components 
'l. replace n-th and remove m-th components 
!. remove n-th and m-th components 
'l. Compose 2 ALMs parallely 
'l. Compose 2 ALMs sequentially 
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gt(seq1(ann,d,lm),seq1(ann1,d1 , lm1)) 
=if(eq(eq(lm,ALMO),eq(lm1,ALMO)), 
if(eq(eq(ann , Ann0),eq(ann1,Ann0)), 
or(gt(d,d1),and(eq(d,d1),or(gt(lm,lm1) , and(eq(lm,lm1),gt(ann,ann1))))), 
eq(ann1,Ann0)), 
eq(lm1,ALM0)) 














annote(ann, seqM(ml, lm)) =conp(annote(ann,ml) ,annote(ann, lm)) 
eq(ALMO,seq1(ann,d,lm))=F eq(seq1(ann,d,lm),ALMO)=F 
eq(ALMO,seqM(ml,lm))=F eq(seqM(ml,lm),ALMO)=F 
































'l. Multiset of ALM 
'l. Multiset with one list 






































































C.3. ALM and AML Data Types 




annote : Annote#AML->AML 
gt :AML#AML->Bool 
in : ALM#AML->Bool 
rem: ALM#AML->AML 
lenf : AML->Nat 
getfld : AML#Nat->State 
getfla : AML#Nat->Annote 
replfl : AML#Nat#ALM- >AML 
getf2a0 :AML#Nat#Nat->Annote 
getf2a1 :AML#Nat#Nat->Annote 
getf2a :AML#Nat#Nat- >Annote 
replf2 :AML#Nat#Nat#ALM#ALM->AML 
var 
'l. equality on AHL 
'l. Make a proper AHL out of an ALM 
'l. Compose 2 AMLs in a wf way . 
i. add annotation 
'l. test if an lm is in ml (on the first level) 
i. remove an lm from ml if it is on the first level, 
!. don't change otherwise 
i. get n-th component 1 s annotation 
!. get m-th component's annotation 
'l. get (n,m)-th components' annotation 
'l. replace n- th and m-th components 



















comp(AML(seqM(ml,lm)),AML(seq1(ann ,d,lm1)))=comp(AML(seq1(ann,d,lm1)) , AML(seqM(ml,lm))) 
comp(AML(seqM(ml,lm)),AML(seqM(ml1 , lm1)))= 
if(gt(seqM(ml,lm) , seqM(ml1,lm1)), 
par(Ann0,seqM(ml1,lm1),AML(seqM(ml,lm))), 
par(Ann0,seqM(ml,lm),AML(seqM(ml1,lm1)))) 
comp(AML(seq1(ann,d,lm)),par(ann1 , lm1,ml))= 
if(and(eq(ann1,Ann0),gt(seq1(ann,d,lm),lm1)), 
par(Ann0,lm1,comp(AML(seq1(ann,d,lm)),ml)), 
par(AnnO ,seql(ann,d, lm) ,par(annl, lml ,ml))) 
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if(gt(par(ann,lm,ml),par(ann1,lm1,ml1)), 
par(Ann0,seqM(par(ann1,lm1,ml1),ALMO),par(ann,lm,ml)), 







!. AML par(AnnO,lml,mll) has at least 2 elements 
eq(ml,ml)=T 
if(T,ml,mll)=ml if(F,ml,mll)=ml1 if(b,ml,ml)=ml if(not(b),ml,mll)=if(b,mll,ml) 
in(lm,AML(lm1))=eq(lm,lm1) 
in(lm,par(ann1,lm1 ,ml))=and(eq(ann1,Ann0),or(eq(lm,lm1),in(lm,ml))) 

















































































































C.4 Basic Data Types for Multi-Party Communica-
tions 
i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i. 
'l.'l.'l.'l. Sorts LNat, LState; ActPars, E_i, LActPars, LE_i, functions on them (all generated) 'l.'l.'l. 
i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i. 
i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i. 





















lnat,lnat1:LNat n,m:Nat b:Bool 
raw 
i. return the head of the list 
i. return a sublist containing elems <n 
i. return a sublist containing elems >=n 
'l. subtract n from each elem. 
i. are all the elems different? 
'l. is the list sorted? 
i. is each of the elems lower than the first arg? 
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!. return the head of the list 
!. are all of the elements equal? 












!.!.!.!. To be generated from the spec /././. 
'l.'l.'l.'l. The parts that do not parse before actual generation i.%!. 
/./././. are commented out /././. 
t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t. 
!./././././.!./././././.!.t.t.t.t.t.t.t./.t./.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.!./.!.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t./.!./.!.!./.!.!.!./.!./.!.!.!./.!././.!././.!./.!.!./.!./.!./. 
'l.'l.'l. Sort ActPars (unique action parameters tuples) %%% 
!./.!.if parameters of act(m) are a_k( . . . ), !./.!. 









/. pr_k_O:ActPars->D_O .. . pr_k_n:ActPars->D_n 
var 
aa,aa1 :ActPars b:Bool 
rew 
if(T,aa,aa1)=aa if(F,aa,aa1)=aa1 if(b,aa,aa)=aa if(not(b),aa,aa1)=if(b,aa1,aa) 
!. gt(a_k(dO, .. . ,dn),a_k(eO, . . . ,en))= 
C.4. Basic Data Types for Multi-Party Communications 
126 'l. or(gt(dO,eO) ,and(eq(dO,eO), . .. 
127 'l. or(gt(d{n-1}, e{n-1}), and(eq (d{n-1} ,e{n-1}) ,gt (dn,en))) . . . )) 
128 'l. gt(a_k(dO, ... ,dn) ,a_m(eO, .. . ,el))="k>m" 
129 eq(aa,aa)=T 
130 'l. eq(a_k(dO, ... ,dn),a_k(eO, .. . ,en))=and(eq(dO,eO), . .. ,and(eq(dn,en)) ... ) 
131 'l. eq(a_k(dO, ... ,dn) ,a_m(eO, ... ,el))=F (k!=m) 
132 
133 'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 134 'l.'l.'l. Sorts E_i (sum types tuples) 'l.'l.'l. 
135 'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 136 sort E_O 
137 func 
138 'l. e_i : D_O# . . . #D_n->E_i 
139 map 
140 eq : E_O#E_O->Bool 
141 gt : E_O#E_O->Bool 
142 if : Bool#E_O#E_O->E_O 
143 'l. pr_O:E_i->D_O . . . pr_n :E_i->D_n 
144 var 
145 ee,eel:E_O b :Bool 
146 rew 
147 if(T,ee,eel)=ee if(F,ee,ee1)=ee1 if(b,ee,ee)=ee if(not(b),ee,ee1)=if(b,ee1,ee) 
148 'l. gt(e_i(dO, ... ,dn) ,e_i(eO, . .. ,en))= 
149 'l. or(gt(dO,eO) ,and(eq(dO,eO), .. . 
150 'l. or(gt(d{n-1},e{n-1}) ,and(eq(d{n-1},e{n-1}) ,gt(dn,en))) . . . )) 
151 eq(ee,ee)=T 
152 'l. eq(e_i(dO, .. . ,dn) ,e_i(eO, .. . ,en))=and(eq(dO,eO), ... ,and(eq(dn,en)) . .. ) 
153 
154 'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 155 'l.'l.'l. Sorts LE_i (list of E_i) 'l.'l.'l. 
156 'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 157 sort LE_O 
158 func 
159 LEO_O :->LE_O 
160 add:E_O#LE_O->LE_O 
161 map 
162 eq :LE_O#LE_O->Bool 
163 if :Bool#LE_O#LE_O->LE_O 
164 len :LE_O->Nat 
165 head:LE_O->E_O 
166 var 
167 lee,leel :LE_O ee,eel :E_O b:Bool 
168 rew 
169 eq(lee,lee)=T eq(LEO_O,add(ee,lee))=F 
170 eq(add(ee,lee),LEO_O)=F eq(add(ee,lee),add(ee1,lee1))=and(eq(ee,ee1),eq(lee,lee1)) 
171 if(T,lee,leel)=lee if(F,lee,lee1)=lee1 if(b,lee,lee)=lee if(not(b),lee,lee1)=if(b,lee1,lee) 172 len(LEO_O)=O len(add(ee,lee))=succ(len(lee)) 
173 head(add(ee,lee))=ee 
174 
175 'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 176 'l.'l.'l. Functions F_i and C_i (use the terms vectors f_i and c_i) 'l.'l.'l. 
177 'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 178 map 
179 F_O:LState#LE_O->LActPars 
180 C_O :LState#LE_O->Bool 
181 var 
182 d:State ld:LState e:E_O le :LE_O 
183 rew 
184 F _O(LStateO ,LEO_O)=LActParsO 
185 'l. F_i(add(d,ld),add(e,le))=add([meta(f_i)](pr_k(d),pr_k(e)),F_i(ld,le)) 
186 C_O(LStateO,LEO_O)=T 
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C.5 Data Types for Multi-Party Communications 
with LM and ML 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 















i. return a sublist containing elems whose places are <n 
'l. return a sublist containing elems whose places are >=n 
'l. returns the list consisting of n LMOs . 




if(T,llm,llml)=llm if(F , l lm,llm1)=llm1 if(b,llm,llm)=llm if(not(b),llm,llm1)=if(b,llm1 , llm) 
len(LLMO)=O len(add(lm,llm))=succ(len(llm)) 







LEmptyLM(x2p2(n) )=add(LMO,LEmptyLM(x2p1 (n))) 
'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l.'l. 





'l. get the list of states. 
I. replace the components with indices from 
'l. LNat with the elements of LLM 
replfn :ML#LNat#LLM->ML 
remfn:LM#LNat->LM i. remove the components with indices from LNat 
var 
















'l.'l.'l.'l. To be generated from the spec 'l.'l.'l. 
'l.'l.'l.'l. The parts that do not parse before actual generation 'l.'l.'l. 
'l.'l.'l./. are commented out 'l.'!.'l. 
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73 d :State ld:LState ee :E_O lee :LE_O 
74 rew 
75 mkllm_O(LStateO,LEO_O)=add(LHO,LLMO) 


















































C.6 Data Types for Multi-Party Communications 
with ALM and AML 
i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i. 















I. return a sublist containing elems whose places are <n 
Y. return a sublist containing elems whose places are >=n 
i. returns the list consisting of n ALHOs . 




if(T,llm,llm1)=llm if(F,llm,llm1)=llm1 if(b,llm,llm)=llm if(not(b),llm,llm1)=if(b,llm1,llm) 
len(LALHO)=O len(add(lm,llm))=succ(len(llm)) 
























i. return a sublist containing elems whose places are <n 
i. return a sublist containing elems whose places are >=n 
i. generate the list of n actions a 
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eq(la,la)=T eq(LActO,add(a,la))=F 
eq(add(a,la),LActO)=F eq(add(a,la),add (a1,la1))=and(eq(a,a1),eq(la,la1)) 
if(T,la,lal)=la if(F , la,la1)=la1 if(b,la,la)=la if(not(b),la,la1)=if(b,la1,la) 
len(LActO)=O len(add(a,la))=succ(len(la)) 
cat(LActO,la)=la cat(la,LActO)=la cat(add(a,la),la1)=add(a,cat(la,la1)) 
lower(LActO,LNatO,n)=LActO 

















gamma : ActDT#ActDT->ActDT 
annote: Annote#ActDT->ActDT 
var 






if(T , adt,adtl)=adt if(F,adt,adt1)=adt1 if(b,adt,adt)=adt if(not(b),adt,adt1)=if(b , adt1,adt) 
gamma(adt_a(a),adt_a(a1))=if(cannot_communicate(a , a1),adt_d , adt_a(gamma(a,a1))) 


















i. get the components with indices from LNat 
i. replace the components with indices from LNat 
i. with the elements of LALM 
i. remove the components with indices from LNat . 
i. get the action a list of ready components 
Y. performing the list of action 
i. will communicate into 
I. is this action a? 
i. is this tau? 






























































































i.i.i.i. To be generated from the spec i.i.i. 
i.i.i.i. The parts that do not parse before actual generation i.i.i. 
i.i.i.i. are commented out 'l.'l.'l. 
i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.'l.i.i.'l.i.'l.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.'l.i.i.'l.i.'l.i.'l.i.i.'l.i.'l.i.'l.'l.i.'l.i.i.i.i.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.i.t.t.t.i.t.i. 
i.t.t.t.t.t.i.t.t.t.t.t.i.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.i.t.i.t.i.t.t.i.t.t.t.t.t.t.i.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.t.i.t.i.i.t.i.t.i.t.i.t.t.t.i.t.t.t.i.t.t.i.t.i. 










!. fO:ALM#LNat# . .. #LNat#E_O#E_1# . . . #E_n->ActPars 
var 
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C.7 Timed µCRL Code of Auxiliary Data Types 
i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i. 













if(T,t,u)=t if(F,t,u)=u if(b,t,t)=t if(not(b),t,u)=if(b,u,t) 
i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i. 








if : Bool#E#E->E 






if(T,e,e1)=e if(F,e,e1)=e1 if(b,e,e)=e if(not(b),e,e1)=if(b,e1,e) 
i. gt(e(dO, .. . ,dn) ,e(eO, . .. ,en))= 
i. or(gt(dO,eO),and(eq(dO,eO), . . . 
i. or(gt(d{n-1},e{n-1}),and(eq(d{n-1},e{n-1}),gt(dn,en))) ... )) 
eq(e,e)=T 
i. eq(e(dO, ... ,dn),e(eO, ... ,en))=and(eq(dO,eO), ... ,and(eq(dn,en)) .. . ) 
i. u(e)=pr_O(e) 
i. c(d,e)=or(and(not(gt(u(d),[meta]t_O(d,e))),[meta]c_O(d,e)), . . . 
i. or(and(not(gt(u(d),[meta]t_m(d,e))),[meta]c_m(d,e)), 
i. and(not(gt(u(d), [meta]t_delta(d,e))), [meta]c_delta(d,e))) ... ) 
i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i. 

















if(T,le,le1)=le if(F,le,le1)=le1 if(b,le,le)=le if(not(b),le,le1)=if(b,le1,le) 
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Summary 
In this thesis a linearization algorithm for transforming an arbitrary guarded µCRL 
specification to a linear form is presented. This linear form (called Linear Process 
Equation (LPE)) is a simple and constructive symbolic representation of a labeled 
transition system. The LPE format is the core format used in the tools for µCRL . 
First, the simple case of parallel pCRL processes is considered. It does not in-
clude processes with recursive parallelism, e.g. systems where processes can be created 
dynamically. Next, the whole µCRL case is considered, and a specifically defined al-
gebraic data type is used to model parallel and sequential compositions of processes. 
Finally, the case of timed µCRL is considered. As a result of timed µCRL lineariza-
tion, the existing tools for untimed µCRL can, in principle, be used to analyze timed 
systems. 
In order to prove correctness of the linearization algorithms, a new notion of 
equivalence is defined for systems of equations and recursive program schemata in 
process algebra. Two systems are equivalent if in any model of µCRL they have the 
same set of solutions. The syntactic counterpart of this notion is defined using a 
similar kind of equational calculus as used for µCRL. The new equivalence does not 




In dit proefschrift presenteren we een linearisatie algoritme voor het transformeren 
van een willekeurige guarded µCRL specificatie naar een corresponderende lineaire 
vorm. Zo'n lineaire vorm wordt een lineaire procesvergelijking genoemd. Lineaire 
procesvergelijkingen zijn simpele, constructieve symbolische representaties van gela-
belde transitiesystemen. Vanwege de restricties op hun vorm zijn lineaire procesver-
gelijkingen geschikt voor automatische manipulatie. Ze vormen dan ook de kern van 
de µCRL tools. 
We beschouwen drie gevallen van linearisatie. Allereerst beschouwen we linearisa-
tie voor het eenvoudige geval van parallelle pCRL processen. Deze processen hebben 
geen recursief parallellisme, d.w.z. processen kunnen niet dynamisch gecreeerd wor-
den. Vervolgens breiden we linearisatie uit tot alle µCRL processen. Voor dat doel 
wordt een algebralsch datatype gelntroduceerd dat gebruikt wordt om de parallelle 
en sequentiele compositie van processen te modelleren. Ten slotte presenteren we een 
linearisatie algoritme voor Timed µCRL . Als een direct gevolg van dit laatste algo-
ritme kunnen bestaande µCRL tools in principe gebruikt worden voor de analyse van 
systemen met tijd. 
Orn de correctheid van de linearisatie algoritmes te bewijzen, definieren we een 
nieuwe notie van equivalentie voor systemen van vergelijkingen en recursieve pro-
gramma schema's in procesalgebra. We zeggen dat twee systemen equivalent zijn als 
ze dezelfde verzameling van oplossingen hebben in ieder model van µCRL. Orn een 
met deze semantische notie corresponderende syntactische notie van equivalentie te 
definieren, maken we gebruik van een equationele calculus, analoog aan de bestaande 
equationele calculus voor µCRL. Een onderscheidende eigenschap van onze notie van 
equivalentie is dat zij niet afhangt van het aantal oplossingen dat een systeem heeft 
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